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Murray St~t~·and,U of L to swaR--e.i 
co~r~f ~ :P_·.:_._· a,_ !~!~~~f_:-!~ve_ '!~_·:I~~-. sjo_~~c-~t 
By BEN Z; HERSHBERG . . . . quality education, .. Brown said. . . _tern,' Miller· ·said. She didn't' KllO~, 
Staff Writer - '_:; _- : .'. ;· . ·; ··;.;one· of the 'tesf classes:'tliis ·fall which' class Murray State's businesf. 
· · .. · · -; · . · ,. · -~ ,·will be an elective course"in entre- professors would offer next fall'"'as, 
Students at Murray State Univer-- preneurship in the U(?fL graduate part of the venture with Uof.t:·,:;;,i 
sity studying for a master's degree business program that isn't avail- : She expects initial enrollmert.,:tq. 
· in business administration will be able at.Murray State. --~; \ec"' 1 .'; . pe limite_d,to· about 40 students,{&';; 
traveling , the data highway instead . It will be taught and transmitted though that will grow as prof~so!l 
of the interstate next fall to take a !'ram a_ c_lassroo_ m in •Strickler_ Hall and studenis. g_et used to ... the·'i_~-~ ._ 
coursefromtheUniversityofLouis-. at UofL's Belknap Campus. The nology,she·said. · ·---~.:-';;.,•"• · 
ville. ·: . ·::.·-~ .. _. .. :::::, .. :,''classroomis'beingfitted,wlthcom• _:·Teachlng'large.mimbers::of_;' ·, 
Each school will .. offer a graduate puter-controlled . .cameras_,- --video den.ts isn.•t _ the goal. of in_t~racti;·. business class over an interactive · screens· and· either high-tech teach• 1V, Miller·'said. The_ goal .is to·: · 
television network linking Louis- ing equipment. .. · : .. · :· ... " . crease access for students who Ii\'. 
ville's campus-and Murray's. · ..... · --Classrooms and ·the·· telephone far away from schools offe!:h.lg tri · 
If the classes succeed, the-btisi- 'network ·to -ciu'ry'=the O ~lectronic':'"coiirses lliey want.·: ---::"'.'::s_;,0Ps · 
ness schools plan to· offer a_ joint !=Durse already have bee. n·deve_ loped· · Murray State has used thf t~---~ 
MBA program at perhaps half ·a mMurrayState'sWestemKentuckY,,· _nology fonnearly- four :y:ears;·~~ 
do~: ~:~~~~f 0i::; available se~~ cl:!o~fu ;t· 1:f'~/i"~o \J:~~r ~J!11~t~oG:rsset;:~ 
as e!ll'IY as the fall of 1995 if the be used this spring for a joint Mur;';_,;gi;'ailuate,iiilr!lmg,_ graduate .teachefj 
Kentucky Council on Higher Educa- rir;/ State-U of L class in specliil-: . eclticiiticin ·:'.'aiicl .. other :program§' 
lion a~proves it. . ·. : · :· · education administration an- 'throu.e~~teractive 1V .... '•.,•".''.'•'-•1-
. "This will make an MBA accessi- nounced- earlier this year.:;f 4· :d ~,I'!I,, . ." /Jieople .iin:bjith:4f:th¢s , 
hie to a lot of people who have not · Graduate business students will campuses see all sorts of i><,jtential, 
been able to take it in the past," ,be.able to take their classes··in inter- Miller said. --. · ,,.,.,,,.~~:.: 
said John Thompson, dean. of the 'active television rooms in Hopkins· · Brown agreed. ':-, · ·, J;-l.~~lh '. 
Murray State School of Business. ::;ville and Madisonville and at.Mur; , -~ She's already working 'oi{ifpla 
Betty Brown, associate dean of ray. State as well as in the Stricltle(j to offei· gradtiate classes in' jltibli · 
the U of L College of Business and .Hall classroom, said.Vi Miller,' dean"· "administration around' the state;·. : 
Public Administratiini,' said she·ana ' of continuing' education and aca- ln specialized programs, it's oft~ 
her colleagues in Louisville are· in- . demic outreach at\r,furray State. difficult to get enough students:e ' 
trigued by_ the iclea'of teaching stu-,,.'./f.Students iiil)\Yes/~jn;•:l_{enaji;ky _;·~lied atoilll campus_to~,s~II! : 
dents - via.a cab!~ .1V _netwo_rk.-, will be able ,to· ask questions ,and. ,elective _courses, Miller. said,"•,·,r·-s : 
at classrooms around.the 'stiite:·:;X,.>,inaJre: reseritiiticins' ·ust·as;ifth" ','.'.;Y,Offe ... ·.such 'courses•·,,~-- . 
· "We just feel the_re· h_ ave to•~:-•'.wenf J aifriiiJjfiiirial_-~a~'becli~' -/slf_es mir;t'attiact eiiough~_dlf• .. 
more co~.;eff~_.ways to.,'d~~J~th~. 'yldeo ne~tk is a tw0:w_ay.~ :.:to,ju,sti!y;theni~.BroW11.salc1.:t;,i~~ . 
.I •• ,. · · .-. •• __,.. • .:::;.....1.,-..,,._ .. ll~:i.'..,. . -· _ •• ft,:., : ~':e:::i•~ \..i::~-.....:.,t;.;.._,,,-. • .,. ,. :. •. ,. !c.:;.~..,§A~-<J..,..'.,..,,~.,,..,. , ·· . ..J.,,_,..,_, 
• 
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Lees College 
is warned 
again about 
its deficit 
President says standing 
of school isn't jeopardized 
ASSOCIATED PRESS 
JACKSON - A regional ac-
creditation agency has put Lees 
College on warning for a second 
straight year because of a $1.2 
million deficit, but the school's 
president said yesterday there is no 
threat to Lees' standing. 
The South-
ern Association 
of Colleges and 
Schools in At-
lanta renewed 
the warning late 
last month after 
learning that the 
deficit was still 
there, said Jean 
Walker, asso-
ciate executive-
director of the 
association's 
commission on 
colleges. If a 
"I think by 
the end of 
this year ... 
we can tell 
them that 
we've taken 
care of this 
situation." 
CHABLF8T. 
DEIUIICKSON 
college president 
school is on warning more than 
two years, Walker said it is subject 
to probation or removal from mem-
bership. 
That could mean a loss of 
federal student aid and possibly of 
private grants, she said. 
But Lees President Charles T. 
Derrickson said the faculty and 
community leaders are working to 
raise the money needed to erase the 
deficit. He said locals had raised 
$350,000 toward their $500,000 
goal. 
"! think by the end of this year 
. . . we can tell them that we've 
taken care of this situation,". he 
said. "! just have confidence that 
we can do that. The community 
wants to see Lees College going." 
The two-year school was 
racked by controversy under the 
administration of former President 
William Bradshaw. The Southern 
Association of Colleges · and 
Schools investigated allegations of 
unfair treatment of faculty mem-
bers, and, the. college later settled 
charges filed· against it by the 
National Labor Relations Board. 
Lees has 618 students and a $4 
million budget, Derrickson said. 
THI;: COURIER-JOURNAL, THURSDAY, JANUARY 6, 1994. 
Lees College warned over deficit 
JACKSON, Ky. - A regional accreditation agency has put Lees 
Colleg~ .on wa_n;ing for a second strl!ight year because of a 
$1.2 million deficit, but the school's president said yesterday there 
is no threat to Lees' standing. 
The Southern Association of Colleges and Schools renewed the 
warning late last month after learning that the deficit was still 
there, said Jean Walker, associate executive-director of the associ-
ation's commission on colleges. If a school is on warning more 
than two years, Walker said, it is subject to probation or removal 
from membership. That could mean a loss of federal student aid . 
and possibly of private grants, she said. , 
But Lees President Charles ·T. Derrickson said the faculty and 
community leaders are working to raise the money needed to· 
erase the deficit. He said locals had already raised $350 000 to, 
ward their $500,000 goal. ' 
THE COURIER.JOURNAL, THURSDAY, JANUARY 6, 1994 
Jones hopes to include 
stadiumifunding in b.udget 
By RICK McDONOUGH 
Staff Writer 
Gov. Brereton Jones has become 
the most influential supporter of a 
proposed $60 million football stadi• . 
um for the University of Louisville. 
He said yesterday that he hopes to 
include money for the stadium in 
the proposed two-year state budget 
he will send to the General Assem-
bly this month. 
"I'm very supportive of it, and 
we're tlying very hard to put it in 
the budget," Jones said in an inter-
view in Louisville. 
. ,,; THEiWISH,LIST-... i• 
Chart shows where stadium 
backers hope to get the 
money for construction: 
The governor said he is im- • 
pressed with the effort of stadium 
backers, who have obtained com-
mitments for $15 million in private 
money to help pay for it, and he 
wants to -support them. · the state for about IO to 15 percent 
Banker Malcolm Chancey, chair• of the total money, it certainly de-
man of the stadium committee, and serves a very strong effort on the 
the U of L Athletic Association re• part of the state to try to be help-
quested $7 million from the state as ful," Jones said. 
part of a proposed stadium-financ- The stadium has not been the top 
ing plan approved last month by the priority among local leaders. Mayor 
executive committee of the U of L Jerry Abramson, County Judge-Ex-
board of trustees. ecutive Dave Armstrong and U of L 
The rest of the financing plan President Donald Swain each has 
calls for an additional $13 million in placed other projects ahead of it in 
private money yet to be raised and · the fight for state financial aid. 
$25 million from the sale of local Jefferson County legislators have 
bonds, which would be paid off with said the stadium will need Jones' 
stadium revenues. · support to haye any chance.of get-
Jones said he can't make an iron- ting the $7 million backers have re-
clad commitment that the $7 million quested from the state. · 
in state aid will be there until he Stadium backers have said the 
finishes the entire budget. But he 50,000-seat stadium, to be built just 
said he wants to include it. south of campus, will . generate 
"Any time you get ·a project of enough new tax income for the 
this size that has the local support state to recoup its contribution with-
that it has, when you're only asking in 15 years. 
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·co~unity colleges The University of Kentucky and Northern Kentucky University were the only two schools showing 
increased enrollments. 
BYDomE BEAN 
HERALD-LEADER EDUCATION WRITER 
Higher tuition, class cutbacks 
and an improving economy that 
offers more jobs might have con-
tributed to enrollment decreases 
this fall at most state universities 
and some community colleges in 
Kentucky. 
The fall 1993 enrollment at the 
eight state universities was down 
1.7 percent from the previous year, 
according to figures released yes-
terday by the Council on Higher 
Education .. 
It was the first time· since .fall 
1985 that there has been·a decrease 
in total enrollment in Kentucky's 
.public universities. 
And enrollment at the 14 com-
munity colleges, which nearly dou-
bled between 1986 and 1992, grew 
by less than 1 percent in 1993. 
However, an estimated 11 per-
cent growth in the number of 
· students attending private colleges 
and universities in the state helped 
keep Kentucky's higher education 
numbers in the black: The 185;461 
students enrolled at all higher edu- . 
cation institutions in fall 1993 rep-
resented a 0.5 percent increase 
·compared with fall 1992 figures 
and again set a record, for overall 
enrollment._ _ _________ _ 
The-numbers for private col-
leges and universities are still pre-
liminary. · . . 
The enrollment decreases seen 
at state universities could be ex-
pected after six or seven years of 
sustained growth, said Gary Cox, 
executive director of the Council on 
Higher Education. , 
" But relative to other states 
our enrollments are pretty good," 
he said. . 
A spokesman for the American 
Council on -Education agreed. "The 
fact that enrollment overall is up in 
Kentucky is a very encouraging 
sign," David Merkowitz said. ''In 
our study in December it was down 
in 12 out of 16 states and that is 
cause for concern." 
The education council's study 
found that. more older students 
were taking jobs instead of, going 
to school and higher tuitions were 
discouraging others from going to 
school. · · 
Eastern Kentucky University 
President Hanley Funderburk said 
those trends applied to. the Rich-
mond school. 
"We also have not been able to 
offer everything we should have 
and we raised tuition,''.._ he said. 
While tuition and the econmny 
probably affected most universi-
ties, there were other reasons: ' 
· ■ At Morehead State Universi-
ty, most of the 3.8 percent decrease 
could be explained by raising ad-
mission standards and by changes 
in financial aid policies, said Vice 
President John Philley. 
■ The University of Louisville 
was planning for a . reduction I in 
enrollments, but not for the nearly 
4 percent decrease seen last fall. 
In addition to economic factors, 
U of L is drawing from a smaller 
pool of college-age students in Jef-
ferson County, said Larry Mehl-
bauer, director of "planning. and 
budget. 
At UK, numbers were up· by 
less than one-half percent, which 
was partly due to UK's managed 
growth and selective admissions 
during the last five years, said UK 
Chancellor Robert Hemenway. 
At Northern Kentucky Univer-
sity, Vice President Jessica Bailey 
attributed the 1.1 percent enroll-
ment growth to expanding North-
em's recruiting area and building 
more on-campus !musing. 
Overall, community college en-
rollments were .significantly affect-
ed by tuition increases, said Com-
muriity College Vice . Chancellci 
Anthony Newberry." ... · -- ~ 
ENROLLMENT CHANGES AT STATE SCHOOLS 
1993 enrollment · Percentage change 
Easte u. 16391 ·2.8% 
2487 ·2.2% 
8899 -2.9% 
Murr 8120 ·0.9% 
North u. 12024 1.1% 
U. of Kent 24288 0.4% 
21 826 
Et.lROLLMENT CHANGES AT STATE SCHOOLS 
Community colleges 1993 enrollment Percentage change 
Ashland 3.168 -3.0% 
Elizabethtown 4232 -1.5% 
Hazard 1-900 12;1o;. 
Henderson 1.343 -7.9% 
Honklnsvllle 3115 3.1% ·' 
Jefferson -11184 -5.7"/o 
Lexln-on "046 3.8% . 
Madisonville ••I,. "2513 4.6% 
Mavsvllle 1535 15.0% 
Owensboro 2,648 -0.7% 
Paducah 3,241 3.4%. 
Prestonsburo 3,012 4.3% 
Somerset 2,813 13.2% 
Southeast 2,620 6.8% 
Total 48,370 0.7%, 
Source·: Cou~cil on Higher Education 
HERAU>l.EADER 
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Going private ... State's public 
--- -
colleges report fewer students 
By BEN Z. HERSHBERG 
Staff Writer 
Enrollment declined nearly 2 percent at 
Kentucky's public universities last fall, the 
first drop since 1985. 
In contrast, the state's private colleges and 
universities reported an 11 percent increase -
to 24,264 students. 
Those numbers reflect a national trend re-
ported recently by the American Council on 
Education: Most states the council surveyed 
last fall had fewer students at their public uni-
versities but more at their private schools. The 
national decline in public-college students -
the greatest in the six years of enrollment sur-
veys - reflects a budget crisis in public higher 
education that has led to fewer and larger 
classes at many schools, the council said. . 
Indiana also followed the national pattern, 
with its public universities and colleges .re-
porting an enrollment decline of 0.8 percent 
this fall while its private schools reported a 2 
percent increase. 
Beth Brentzel, a sophomore at Bellarmine 
College in Louisville, has some ideas about 
why more students are going to private 
schools and fewer to public universities. 
She considered several public and private 
institutions, giving the University of Louisville 
some thought because tuition was much lower 
than at Bellarmine. 
"I didn't go there (to U of L) because 
classes were too large," said Brentzel, who is 
from Louisville. "It seemed like you don't get 
to interact with professors personally." 
At Bellarmine, with classes in the range of 
15 to 18 students, she's gotten to know all her 
professors, Brentzel said. 
And she's received enough financial aid to 
attend Bellarmine, where tuition is $8,072 a 
year, nearly four times the charge at state uni-
versities. The number of freshmen at Bellar• 
mine, a liberal arts school, increased 9.5 per-
cent last fall. 
Barbra Butler, a sophomore at Centre. Col-
lege in Danville, said she, too, considered 
many public schools but settled on Centre be-
cause classes were smaller. 
Butler, of Louisville, thinks it was a good 
decision, even though financial aid would 
have paid her tuition and board at several 
public institutions. She has some expenses to 
ENROLLMENT AT STATE SCHOOLS 
Percent Fall Fall 
Universities 92 93 Change 
Eastern Kentucky 16,866 16,391 -2.8 
Kentucky State 2,544 2,487 -2.2 
, Morehead State 9,169 8,899 -2.9 
Murray State 8,190 8,120 -0.9 
Northern Kentucky 11,888 12,024 1.1 
University of Kentucky 24,197 24,288 0.4 
University of Louisville 22,634 21,826 -3.6 
Western Kentucky 15,750 15,335 -2.6 
Total Universities 111,238 109,370 -1.7 
Community Colleges 
3,267 3,168 -3.0 Ashland 
Elizabethtown 4,297 4,232 -1.5 
Hazard 1,695 1,900 12.1 
Henderson 1,458 1,343 -7.9 
Hopkinsville · 3,020 3,115 3.1 
Jefferson 11,861 11,184 -5.7 
Lexington 4,862 5,046 3.8 
Madisonville 2,403 2,513 4.6 
Maysville 1,325 1,535 15.8 
Owensboro 2,900 2,648 -8.7 
Paducah 3,133 3,241 3.4 
Prestonsburg 2,887 3,012 4.3 
Somerset 2,485 2,813 13.2 
Southeast 2,453 2,620 6.8 
Total Community Colleges 48,046 48,370 0.7 
Total State-Supported 
Schools 159,284 157,740. -1.0 
pay at Centre, where enrollment in-
creased 5 percent last fall. 
Ron Eaglin, president of More-
head State University, thinks his 
school's enrollment will continue to 
decline for the next few years -
though maybe not as much as this 
year's drop of 270 students - be-
cause many young people are mov-
ing out of his school's Appalachian 
service area. 
"The second reason is that tuition 
is starting to be a problem," Eaglin 
said. "People don't have as much 
discretionary money" to pay for 
education. 
The number of first-time fresh-
men at Morehead fell nearly 7 per-
cent, which could be a sign of long-
er-term problems if the school 
doesn't find a way to attract more 
beginning students, he said. 
"What we have done is become 
very conservative in our budgeting 
process" to deal with the enrollment 
decline, Eaglin said. 
Kentucky State University also is 
watching the effects of enrollment 
declines on its budget, said Albert 
Walker, the school's vice president 
for academic affairs. The number of 
first-time freshmen there fell by 19 
percent. 
Walker thinks students might be 
waiting longer to go to school so 
they can better afford it. And more 
seem to be going to school part-
time, he said. 
"Whenever you end up losing 
part of your enrollment it concerns 
you," he said, because it affects tu-
ition revenue. 
STAFF CHART BY USA BAR~P 
But Gary Cox, executive director 
of the Kentucky Council on Higher 
Education, said he isn't concerned 
about the enrollment decline at pub-
lic universities. He said that after 
years of growth, demand for public 
education is leveling out. 
Despite an overall decline in en-
rollment, Kentucky's public univer-
sities and community colleges en-
rolled 2.6 percent more black stu-
dents last fall over the year before. 
The 10,482 African-American stu-
dents were 6.6 percent of all stu-
dents. 
Only two of the state's eight pub-
lic universities didn't get swept 
along in the trend toward lower en-
rollment. The University of Ken-
tucky, with its statewide following, 
and Northern Kentucky University 
both ·reported small gains, as did 
the public community colleges. 
Jessica Bailey, vice president for 
student affairs at NKU, said its 
Chase Law School grew this year, 
and the school attracted many new 
undergraduates because it has 
opened about 600 dorm rooms in 
the past two years. 
Having the chance to attend 
school, find student housing and 
live within seven miles of downtown 
Cincinnati has attracted many high 
school graduates to the 12,024-stu-
dent campus, Bailey said. 
"It's like we're hot," Bailey said. 
"I believe this school will have 
15,000 students in five years." 
The Sunday Independent, Ashland, Kentucky, January 9, 1994 
Colleges redefine recruiting 
Now, student of value 
is one who can pay 
3y SARAH LUBMAN 
fHE WALI.. STREET JOURNAL 
other top schools still have so 
'many applicants - and such 
healthy endowments - that 
they do far less such recruit-
When the first few colleges ing,) For the less wealthy and 
;tarted calling, David A!perri prestigious schools, however, 
was flattered. "This is great, tactics range from repeated 
oeople want me to come," phone calls and letters to offers 
:hough! the 17-year-old high of discounted tuition - and 
school senior, who is in the sometimes even include raids 
bottom . half of his class at on rival institutions' student 
Flintridge Preparatory school · rosters. 
m the affluent Los. Angeles 
;uburb of La Canada. 
The thrill was short-lived. 
Once Alpern heard that his 
classmates were getting the 
same treatment from tuition-
hungry schools, "the meaning 
,ind of lessened," he says, 
'Colleges are trying to get as 
:nany people as they can. All 
chey care about are the num-
bers." 
Demographically speaking, 
Alpern is right. Between 1988 
1nd 1991, first-time freshman 
enrollment in both public and 
orivate four-year colleges and 
universities dropped to 1.1 mil-. 
lion from 1.2 million, a de-
crease of 8 percent. The situa-
tion has been even worse· at 
private schools, which have 
;uffered the twin blows of re-
iession and a 15-year drop in 
the number of 17- and 18-year-
olds, a.trend that is just b,egin-
ning to reverse. 
The dismal statistics have 
made many colleges, particu-
larly small, second-tier private 
institutions, increasingly ag-
gressive about seeking stu-
dents who can pay full or close 
to full tuition. (Ivy League and 
A student of value 
"The expression 'a student of 
value' used to mean a valedic-
torian, student-body president 
or varsity athlete," . says Ross 
Lenham, head of the educa-
tional division of Atlanta-based 
Phoenix Communications Inc., 
which designs school bro-
chures. "Now the phrase more 
and more means a student who 
can pay." 
And they are paying more. 
Federal statistics show that 
charges at private colleges rose 
by 127 percent between the 
1981-82 and 1991-92 school 
years. .,, 
To find high-school seniors 
who can pay the bills for col-
lege, a growing number of 
schools are relying on so-called 
geodemographics - informa-
tion culled from census data, 
mailing lists and even product 
warranties that is used to tar-
get students living in well-off 
neighborhoods. Such students 
~ Alpern is one - get bom-
barded with school literature 
and personal telephone calls. 
More schools also give out par-
. tial scholarships Independent 
of financial need, essentially 
discounting tuition in hopes of 
attracting students who can 
pay the balance. 
DePauw University in 
Greencastle, Ind., breaks out 
three top socioeconomic cat-
egories that the school's mar-
keters use to profile potential 
students. One is the "young 
suburbia" bracket. The other 
two, says David Murray, De-
Pauw's director of admissions, 
are "blue-blood estates, and 
furs-and-station wagons." 
Murray says DePauw doesn't 
use geodemographics specifi-
cally to target the wealthy, but, 
he allows, "If you have enough 
full-paying students, it will in 
effect allow you to fund other 
students." 
Other schools are blunter. 
"It is imperative for tis to at-
tract· more· students who can 
pay a greater percenl!lge of, the 
cost," says Dennis DePerro, 
dean of admissions. at Marietta 
College in Marietta, Ohio, 
which recruits heavily in, 
wealthy areas. About 70 per-
cent of Marietta's. students 
rieed aid. While the 1,200-
student college doesn't use geo- . 
demographics, DePerro says 
Marietta might consider it. 
Schola_rshlps a concern 
Meantime, DePerro says, 
Marietta has begun offering 
partial merit scholarships not 
linked to financial need "with 
the hope we'll attract students 
who are qualified but don't 
need aid." But the National As-
sociation of College Adinissiori 
Counselors is concerned about 
the rise of merit scholarships, 
says Mary :. Lee Hoganson, the 
·group's vice president of ad-
missions. practices, because 
they "drain off funds available 
for need-based aid." 
Companies have prospered 
by helping schools target afflu' 
· ent students. Image Presenta-
tions, a Boston marketing-
consulting firm, has seen de-
mand for its collegiate geode-
mographic services double an-
nually since the company 
began offering them in 1990. 
"There's no question that stu-
dents who can pay their own 
way are in demand," says 
Jonathan Spring, a founding 
partner of Image, 
Information sold 
Image sells information 
drawn from census data and 
mailing lists, including names 
of buyers of big-ticket items 
such as cars and ·major appli-
ances. . : ,.- .. :--;.: 
Other companies selling geo-
demographics to colleges in-
·clude Postscript 'iiiiC-in Burl-
ington, Vt., and College Mar-
keting Technologies · Inc,. in 
· Crystal Lake, m.:. \ .. 
Some marketing consultants 
view geciilemcigraphics·. as a 
simplistic strategy' at best. 
"Any institution that thinks 
finding more•'full:paying stu-
dents is a panacea to.its finan-
cial pressures is kidding it-
self," says Richard Hesel, ex-
ecutive vice president' of Bar-
ton Gillet Co.,. a Baltimore 
marketing-communications 
firm. 
Nevertheless, one Postscript 
client, Norw.ich University in 
Northfield, Vt., says targeted 
maiiing has helped bring in 
more well-off students. "The 
more full-pay students we get; 
the more aid we .. icai'i:'offer," 
s~ys Fr~nk Gr,i(f,jt!i:~Wf~o,-
w1ch's· director ·of -adinlss1ons, 
voicing a common·· i:ollege· Jus-
tification for,:tar'geting"~the 
wealthy. ··:.,: . _;~:.:c 
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At long last, we're getting serious abollt wood industry 
' ' I f a person wanted to do nothing 
more than attend meetings about 
the wood industry," State Rep. 
Bill I.ear, D-Lexington, said this week, "he 
would not be idle." 
No kidding. Five groups (often over-
lapping) have gathered hither and yon to 
plan the future of the Kentucky wood 
industry. I haven't seen this much list-
making and budget-figuring since the 
month before the senior 
prom. 
Meetings often beget 
nothing but more meet-
ings. But in this case all 
the activity just may get 
somewhere. 
BILL 
BISHOP 
In the next few 
weeks, I.ear (chairman 
of the House Economic 
Development Commit-
tee) will introduce a bill 
in the Kentucky General HERALD-LEADER 
Assembly that will spur COLUMNIST 
the development of 
wood in the commonwealth, from seedling 
to sideboard. I.ear's bill, as I understand it, 
will take a long-term, systematic approach 
to building the state's economy. 
The search for prosperity in 
Kentucky and rural America 
Why wood? Well, the wood industry 
has long held a fascination for Kentucki-· 
ans. Folks look around the state, see half 
of its land in forests, and figure with all 
this wood growing, Kentucky must be a 
great place for furniture shops and cabinet 
factories. 
The reasoning is weak. There is no 
evidence that just having a basic resource 
(wood, coal, oil or gas) gives a region any · 
leg up in the industries that add value 'to 
these resources (furniture, steel, plastics). 
In fact, some studies have shown the exact 
opposite - that having a resource is 
likely to mean a region will do nothing but 
mine it, drill it or grow it. · 
No, Kentucky should pay attention to 
wood because 26,000 people in the state • 
already make their wages cutting trees, 
sawing lumber, slicing veneer and crafting 
furniture. Successful regions depend on 
successful businesses. A stronger wood 
industry could help build a healthier Ken-
tucky economy. 
Traditionally, Kentucky has tried to 
buy industries rather than build them. 
The state, for example, has forked over 
hard cash and future tax breaks to out-of-
state wood companies that promise to 
come to Kentucky. Some are good compa-
nies; others take the money and then go 
out of business. Nowhere in this strategy, 
however, is much help for those 26,000 
workers, for the businesses that employ 
· them or for the forests that supply the 
wood. 
That help is coming in I.ear's bill. It 
looks at the wood industry in three seg-
ments: 
■ Forests: 80 years ago, lumber com-
panies came to Kentucky and picked the 
state clean. The object is to make sure 
history doesn't repeat itself. 
The first leg of I.ear's three-legged 
stool is a plan for better forests. The 
University of Kentucky and the state divi-
sion of forestry are eager to see that the 
state's wood isn't wasted. I.ear's bill 
would organize this effort. 
■ Education and research: A growing 
industry needs trained workers. It also 
needs state-of-the-art research on new 
products, new markets and the latest man-
ufacturing techniques. The second leg of 
the stool connects research and education 
to all parts of the industry, from manag-
ing forests to selling overseas. 
■ Industry: All the fine forests and 
trained workers will be for naught unless 
existing businesses are competitive. The 
last leg of I.ear's bill will help build 
productive wood businesses. 
· The bill will help start wood industry 
networks across Kentucky. Other states 
and countries have found that organized 
groups of businesses find new markets 
and improve their efficiency. Networks are 
an efficient way to see that large numbers 
of businesses expand their markets and 
become more competitive. 
I.ear's bill faces all sorts of obstacles. 
For instance, he may try to tap coal 
severance tax money to pay for his bill. 
Eastern Kentucky politicians (notably 
Rep. Greg Stumbo and Lt. Gov. Paul 
Patton) may object. 
Moreover, there is an inherent split in 
the wood industry. Primary wood compa-
nies (the people who cut the trees) have , 
never gotten along with secondary compa: 
nies (those who turn the raw lumber into 
something with greater. value). The prima. 
ry wood companies want better quality ; : 
forests, but they may not see the need for · 
networks or research op new markets. • 
Even with these problems, Lear's ap- · I 
proach is modern development,' a chance ·. 
at building prosperity. It is also an exam-·· 
pie of the way Kentucky could go about . 
all of its economic development work. . 
"The future of economic development 
in Kentucky," I.ear said this week "lies iri 
regional approaches that focus on' key · 
sectors of the economy." Wood is a sector. 
- but so are plastics, chemicals, machine 
tools and textiles. 
I.ear figures if he can break some 
ground with the wood industry, other 
sectors and other regions will follow. 
It's a good bet, and a far better plan 
than any the state has going now. 
, 
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UK takes away 
housing official's 
financial power 
BY Dome BEAN 
HERALD-LEADER E.oucATION WRITER 
The University of Kentucky has taken away all 
authority from housing official James Ploskonka to 
spend money and approve purchases, pending the 
results of an audit of an account supervised by 
Ploskonka and his boss, Robert Clay. 
Clay killed himself last month after talking with 
UK auditors who spoke of fraud and a grand jury 
investigation, according to 
notes and messages he left. 
The messages also indi-
cated he was concerned 
about expenditures involv-
ing Ploskonka and several 
times said Ploskonka had 
done nothing wrong. 
In a letter dated Dec. 23, 
UK Vice Chancellor James 
M. Kuder told Ploskonka 
"I don't think it 
Implies any 
wrongdoing on his 
(Ploskonka's) part." 
JOE BURCH 
vice president for 
university relations. 
that until the audit is finished, "you are not authorized 
to deal with any University financial matters. Univer-
sity assets or University property or other such 
matters." 
Kuder also directed Ploskonka, associate director 
of residence life, to "refrain from coming to the 
Resident Life Office or the campus" while UK was 
closed for Chrisonas and New Year's holidays. 
The letter was written to confirm a meeting Kuder 
had with Ploskonka on Dec. 23. The Herald-Leader 
obtained a copy of the letter yesterday under an open 
records request. 
The action was taken to-protect both Ploskonka 
and UK, Kuder said in the letter. 
Neither Kuder nor Ploskonka could be reached for 
comment late yesterday. 
However, UK spokesman Joe Burch said he didn't 
think the action was unusual, in terms of university 
procedures. 
"f don't think it implies any wrongdoing on his 
(Ploskonka's) part," said Burch, vice president for 
university relations. 
Asked whether Ploskonka is still employed by UK, 
Burch said, "I'm sure he is," adding that he saw 
Ploskonka on campus yesterday. 
Burch said Kuder has assumed all of Clay's duties 
since the death of the popular UK administrator. 
Clay, who managed UK's residence halls, apparent-
ly drove to the university's Maine Chance Farm on 
Newtown Pike early Dec. 14 and shot himself in the 
head. His body was found later that morning by farm 
workers. 
UK has not offered any explanation for his death. 
Officials have confirmed that an account supervised 
by Clay is being scrutinized by the university's 
internal audit division. No details have been released. 
The account is thought to be the "Pride" account 
set up as an incentive to keep down damages in the 
dormitories. Any money not used for repairs goes 
toward buying televisions and other amenities for the 
residence halls. 
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KSU staff members 
campaigning for vote 
• • • • • on JOIIllilg a umon 
BY LEON STAFFORD 
HERALD LEADER STAFF WRITER 
FRANKFORT - ~artin Lu-
ther King's call for dignity for 
~nitation workers in Memphis, 
fenn .. m 1968 is the same battle 
cry Kentucky State University em-
pl~yees are sounding today, a 
union organizer said. 
Ron Reliford, international 
union area director of the American 
Federation of State, County and 
Municipal Employees, said the uni-
versity's non-faculty staff members 
sho~ld have the opportunity to 
decide whether they want union 
representation. 
Kentucky State's Board of Re-
gents will vote Thursday on 
whether to allow the non-faculty 
staff r:iembers to seek union repre-
sentation. 
_Citing the forthcoming King 
holiday, Reliford said giving voice 
to the voiceless is the dream that 
lives on after the slain civil rights 
leader's death. 
"The struggle continues, and it 
will go on," Reliford told about 50 
participants of a candlelight vigil 
last night. orchestrated to show 
community support for union rep-
resentation. "Dignity needs to be a 
guaranteed right." 
Conditions at the university are 
so adverse that representation is a 
must, said Linda UmBayemake, a 
KSU instructor and librarian who 
helped organize the pro-union 
forces. 
"When people started talking 
with each other and found out that 
your problem is like mine, we got 
together," she said. "We learned 
you either crawl in a corner or you 
kick back." 
About 90 percent of the em-
ployees want to vote on unioniza-
tion. UmBayemake said. 
"I hope they finally realize peo-
ple want the union," she said. 
Collective bargaining is a right 
all people deserve, said Morgan 
Bayliss of the state's AFL-CIO 
chapter, with which the federation 
is affiliated. 
"We may not win every battle 
.. . but we will win the war," he 
said. 
John McAlonan, a member of 
the AFSCME organizing commit-
tee, said the vigil sends a message 
to regents that the issue is not just 
about organizing. 
"It's really important that they 
understand this is a community 
and that the community has a 
stake in what happens to its resi-
dents,'' he said. 
The Rev. Ed Mayham, presi-
dent of the Frankfort-Franklin 
County branch of the National 
Association for the Advancement 
of Colored People, questioned 
:,,vhethe: Kentucky State should get 
mto this battle. Historically black 
colleges are in no position to fight 
s_uch. wars ~hen their main objec-
tive is survival. 
. Tn'e vigil also put him in a 
difficult position because it was 
held at his church, St. John A.ME. 
Chw:ch, of which Kentucky State 
President Mary Smith is a member. 
He justified the vigil in that 
prayer would help bring everyone 
closer to their goals. he said. 
. · i§'IJ_ IV1s_u: AlrCTIIVES ... 
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Basketball scholarship 
limit will. remain at 13, 
NCAA gatheri~g (Jecides 
By DAVE KOERNER 
Staff Writer . .. _ . . .. __ -·-· _ , . 
SAN ANTONIO - After hearing emotion-
al pleas on both sides of the issue, ~e 
NCM remained firm· on · its cost-cutting 
mission yesterday and overwhelmingly re-
jected a proposal at its 88th annual conven-
tion to restore a 14th scholarship for Divi-
sion I men's basketball. 
Attorney Dennis Coleman, representing 
the Black Coaches Association, intimated 
that the BCA might siage a boycott to-pro-
test the outcome, -which was greatly swayed 
by tlie presidents' commission. . _; •: 
"This sends out a terrible message to the 
youth of America, especially in the inner 
city " Coleman said. "There are about 330 
you~g men who are not . going to haye a 
scholarship because of this. We are disap-
pointed, and I personally find it to be some-
what -offensive.". . · . . . . . •.. · 
The vote was 191-117, considerably closer 
than in 1991, when the count was 273_-52 to 
cut the limit to 13. . 
Most support for the proposal came ~m 
national basketball coaches' groups, while 
much of the opposition was, l~dged by the , . 
presidents' commission. · · · , . • ,, .~., l 
Unive~_ty of N~w __ Qrleans ch~g!Jlor 
Greg O'Brien,. chairman_ of the president!_ 
commission, repeatedly._noted that ~O per-
cent of Division I programs run deficits and 
said "it is vitally important that we _not re-
. treat on the cost-cutting issue:"' ·" ·, · ' 
University of Connecticut faculty repre-
. sentaive John Allen said• he . usually sup-
ports the presidents' commission but felt 
that adding one scholarship "isn't.likely to. 
break any of us." , . . . · · 
However, Wake Forest president Thomas 
Hearn argued that giving in·to this proposal 
would lead to endless requests. 
"It would· open the door for.- other. 
coaches' groups, and I think it would create 
a· huge credibility gap for the· NCAA," he 
said. "We have a painful histmy. two steps 
forward and two steps backward," 
The presidents' commission said it would 
be more inclined to restore the 14th scholar-
ship at next year's convention, depending 
on how much. other cost control.could be. 
achieved. . 
"That's· .what -I heard," Coleman said. 
"Next year next•yeat,·~ear;_!;Why,not, , , .. --ro:..... .~.Al ,_ft 1.: 
this yearT330 kiils.JtiSt' g, .. , i.v,c·'· •, · ,; 
.i.year, Duke coach:Mlke:~!"'skl, 
:. · spoke.atthe·convention_ln:~ effort 
. to reinstate a,14th _grant·h!·!lld·and. 
· an assistant coaching. position. In, 
• i stead, he was the target ohocal 01!; 
position -bf several univemty preSl- .. 
dents. . · ··.~,-0 , ,_. • 
For that reason,· no• b'asketball 
coaches spoke to the delegates yes-
terday .. 
· "The way Mike was treated last 
year (played a major role. in our de-
cision) not to bring in another 
coach," said George Blaney, presi-
; dent of the National Association of 
f Basketball Coaches. . .. · . . 
: University of Louisville president 
I Donald C. Swain said U of L sup-j>orted the proposal. · · · "I think next rear when the presi-
dents' commission takes: a look at 
the whole question of scholarships, 
we might get another shot because I 
: think there·will be some tradeoffs," 
Swain said ..... , , .. , 
In other notable business, the 
NCAA: .. 
■ Approved a' principle of gender 
. equity that essentially says member 
schools will abide by federal and 
state sex-discrimination :laws. The 
vote was 804-1. It was not immedi-
ately known who cast the ''no" v_ote. 
Also, in an attempt to help mem-
ber schools provide more opportu-
nities for women athletes, numer-
ous emerging sports.were approved: 
archeiy, badminton, bowling, crew, 
ice hockey, squash, team handball, 
water polo and synchronized swim-
ming. ,. 
■ Agreed to examine restructur-
ing of the NCAA, with legislation 
possible ·at.· the· 1995 convention. 
Many schools, especially in I-A, 
want more autonomy. 
■ Agreed to· review academic re-
forms that ·were to take effect in 
1995. The Black Coaches Associ-
ation had argued that th~ standards 
would unfairly affect minority ath-
, letes: ": ~-,.,__.,f'i·::,·;: i ·;.:·> . 
' ■ Agreed to begin Division I and 
I II preseason bilslretball_ practice ~n 
Oct. 15: For years practice began m 
October,' but the $rting· ·date was-
moved'to·Nov. r to.cut.down.on lost 
class time · for· athletes. However, 
with. no , corresponding change. · in 
. the• start ··or the _season, it was felt 
1 that' coaches •were· forced· to maxi-
mize practice time,· which placed 
: more -physical and personal de-
I mands on athletes. · 
■ Limited preseason I-A football 
teams. to .. 105 . players .. J>revjously, 
overall ·squad!size.was:urulmlted 
• Rejected:a.proposal to eliminate. 
training-table ·meals· in the off-sea-
~
son:for DiviSl. 'on rschools;.'The .. vot_e 
was 56-56 with two delegates ab-
staining. :However, tberil's;specula-
tion thilt this proposal 'will be recon-
' sidered today. 
■ Turned down a proposal to 
eliminate pre-game housing for 
home sporting events in Division I. 
"Without dorms for 01Jr players I 
don't know for sure if they would . . 
get to the game or·show uj> Satur-
i day mornings," Penn State-football 
: coach Joe Paterno said. 
"Even when-we go away we have 
to have security and have to turn 
the phones off. We . might have an 
alumnus coming to (the room) at 2 
a,m. and knocking .on a door. The 
athlete will ask the, alumnus to 
I leave, and you've got yourself a I fight,, · ----,·:·---
. ■ Eliminated th~ ~;tt~n of . re-
: cruiting coordinator iri I-A and ~-M 
football ···-·=·" '1··'0 '' ·': • · • . . - ··~·-;>•~· :•\~~ ;, -
Iii Rejected propQ~aJs·. fo':.redtice 
travel squad sizes; m.cluding 13 to 12 
in.I and II basketoall and 62 to 60 in 
I-A football. : ·· ''.,';t\,:: ~ 
■ Eliminated 38 days of t;ecrui\illg 
in I-A football. · ·•-~lie,, · · . - . 
· ■ Agreed to establish a committee 
to explore the possibility of having 
the convention eveiy two years in-
stead of annually. 
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1NCM-nixes 
giving back 
14th hoops 
scholarship 
BY~HIP BROWN 
AssOCIATEO PRESS 
SAN ANTONIO. - NCAA convention delegates 
rejected a proposal to raise from 13 to 14 the limit on 
men's basketball scholarships, drawing bitter criticism 
yesterday from black coaches and administrators. 
The Black Coaches Association had indicated it 
would consider action if its demands were not met. 
There was widespread speculation among delegates of a 
protest reminiscent of Georgetown 
basketball coach John Thomp- _____ _ 
son's walkout over the NCAA 
convention's stand on academics "We believe 
several years ago. that those 330 
''Personally, I find this offen- scholarships are 
sive," said Dennis Coleman, gener- so critlcally 
al counsel for the BCA. Important to our 
Coleman said bla~k students community. We 
ha~ the most to gam ~om an are losing every 
estimated 330· scholarships that day black men 
would have been saved by the f 
proposal. rom our 
"We believe that those 330 neighborhoods . . 
scholarships are so critically im- Some of them, 
portant to our community,'' he the only access 
said. "We are losing every day (to college) 
black men from our neighbor- that they are 
hoods. Some of them, the only going to get Is 
access (to college) that they are th 
going to get is these scholar- h I esehl ,, 
ships." sc o ars ps. 
DENNIS COLEMAN, 
general counsel for 
the Black Coaches 
Association 
Southern Cal basketball coach 
George Raveling, chairman of the 
legislative committee of the BCA, 
says he wants · to discuss the 
matter with other key members of ------
the group before commenting. 
The BCA won an important victory on another vote 
,..,hen schools approved a resolution ordering a review 
of Proposal 16, which was passed at the 1992 conven-
tion and strengthens academic requirements for fresh-
men. 
The resolution also makes possible a delay in the 
Aug. 1, 1995, effective date of Proposal 16, if suggested 
by the review. 
Two years ago, NCAA Division I schools voted to 
cut back scholarships in all sports as part of a sweeping 
reform and a cost-cutting movement. Men's basketball 
scholarships were dropped from 15 to 13 while women's 
stayed at 15. 
The NCAA Presidents Commission argued that 
restoring one basketball grant would trigger similar 
demands from other sports and signal a retreat from 
reforms. · 
The presidents said higher education faced unprece-
dented financial difficulties. 
"I cut 180 academic scholarships the last two years 
at my school," said Gregory•O'Brien, chancellor of the 
University of New Orleans and the outgoing chairman 
of the NCAA Presidents Commission. 
O'Brien said 70 percent of Divi-
sion I schools are operating at a 
deficit and couldn't afford the addi-
tional scholarship right now. 
Both O'Brien and Judith Albi-
no, incoming head of the Presidents 
Commission, said they would work 
with the coaches to try to restore 
the 14th scholarship while finding 
other ways to save the money. 
The BCA had discussed a boy-
cott if _the additional scholarship 
was reiected, but Coleman said 
"That decision will be made by my 
clients." 
The scholarship debate was 
widely viewed as a test of the 
Presidents Commission and its re-
cent mandates to cut costs. Coaches 
have said the reforms by the com-
mission are crippling their pro-
grams, with the ultimate losers the 
athletes. 
But yesterday's 191-119 vote 
affirmed the cost-cutting measures 
enacted two years ago. 
In other action, the NCAA 
schools: · 
■ Abolished the position of 
football recruiting coordinator. The 
proposal requires that recruiting 
chores be coordinated by the head 
coach or assistant coaches, rather 
than by a person outside the coach-
ing staff. 
. ■ Mandated that NCAA legis-
lat10n comply with federal and 
state_ laws regarding gender equity. 
Prev10usly, the NCAA had said 
gender equity matters were the 
responsibility of each member 
school. 
■ Rejected was a proposed 
study into giving students a fifth 
year of athletic eligibility. 
, 
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OVC: ~pset. that -football -~ 
scholarships won't b~ cut 
By DA VE KOERNER be in favor of creating a regional affiliation 
Staff Writer for teams interested in funding between 35 
and 45 scholarships. "There's some real (fi• 
SAN ANTONIO - Some Ohio Valley nancial) ,concern with some schools in our 
Conference schools, including Eastern Ken- league on being able to sustain football at 
lucky and Morehead State, may be forced the current level," he said. · · 
to make severe cuts in football scholarships· Funderburk said he thought the vote 
after the NCAA yesterday rejected apropos- would be _closer considering the financial 
al to reduce football grants in DMsion I-AA. demands that gender equity will place on 
. Eastern, a perennial I-AA power, current- colleges.' . , , . : ,, · · l 
ly awards the maximum of 63 scholarships, "It's just apparent to me that people who 
but president Hanly Funderburk noted: are not faced with either a court.case or an 
"There's no way I can reco!lllllend that to · investigation _by the Office of Civil Rights 
my board for a prolonged period of time." are not going to move in any great extent 
Two proposals were rejected .. One called on gender equity:until they're forced to," he 
for a maximum of 45 scholarships, which· said. .::,., ,;.,,'-,,. '"·?:;' ·,:?;,, :o';;: · ·•.·; 
was defeated 63-22, with 33 ·abstaining. The Some proponents of gerider' equity were · 
other proposed a ceiling of 55 grants; that "critical ofthel-AAfor'rejectirtgthe.propos, 
was voted down 51-35, with 31-abstaining. ~- , · · · -•,,. ::c"i:.O:;:;'.tJI>/,:fr:~.,,1:t<:·,., · ·' 
Morehead currently funds 50 full scholar- However, Patty Viverito; commissioner of 
ships in football. "But we'll probably have .the Gateway Conference, disagreed. · :·. 
to reduce it more," !!thletic director Steve , "Whaf,troubles ine is .that people are · 
Hamilton said. . . thinking that a failure to cut football means 
OVC commissioner Dan Beebe, whose a.negati~ vote for.gender·equity," said Vi-. 
league h~lped sponsor the proposed ~t- verito, a ·strong. ailvocate of gender equity. · 
backs, said some conference schools might "I.~011'!.,~.~!11!1!,'~ ·:-·1(,•,:'i_.';;;,:,Ji:;;;r_., :A 
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· -~-TURMOIL' AT THE ·UNIVERSITV·:~F Lou,sv1L~l!'~:1~"'~~~t; 
·•.,_·i•,f1tn . ,,,, . .,1 ... ,.,/ ,J:·· ~~- , .- - . . ··-, -"-i.ri ... ~.-,·~ 1~-;. • 
.Jl ·• ". ' • •• • ;; ... ·, ••. , ,,_ ..... ' -:~. -, ' .,... .• • • ,,f-")ib·~ ,,,-? '!•;.~.-• 
As a pr_ofessor at the )}niversity of Judge, or state legislators. · : :. ·. · ·· ·. ·select department chairs and deans,_ l!lld, 
Louisville, I believe that a strong univer- One is~. is the Governor's implication that we don't work e~o!lghJioui:s_ or,µse 
sity is a major asset to tJtis _Fommunity, that U of L's engineering school be closed our work time well. Sta_te11egislators s.f!em 
particularly regarding economic develop- or at least. diminished with respect to erigi- to share the latter opinion.].doubt that the 
ment. However, .I wonder whether The neering at the University of ~entucky. This_ powers-that-be have the foggiest notion of 
·Courier-Journal,' local government and ce!1ain)Y, won't .. ,~. re1!Wt,.o~ E:XP-~1. ,how faculty spend their,~e; 2;Uld,,they 
business leaders, and the'· 'public are technology-based ventures m Louisville. J make no.real effort:to ,fincfoutc: S/!!1011.,;, 
aware _eno_ugh to.be concerned about the , .. cA ·sec~nd issue. is faculty governance,· Faculty ~eeni to be ,confenient sea~ 
potential "1!11pact: of the. state·, pressures , .. The. president and -~ard- of ~stee:i have · ·•goats for the ills' of the'jmiwhilty11ilif· an· 
and turm01I l!t U of L. -~-,, noi·;c,u ··rwv•~created an· ~dvers8!1al Situation with the· -excuse for state cuts .. :, t}iow· will these 
The Courier-Journal has not tal\en a po- faculty that IS eroding morale and threat- ·pressures improve u ot L's"nll.1lty'iirui'e'n-
sition on the ~su:s .... -~otabl~ b:,: their .ens our ability:to:1do qu~ty·_tea~g, re-~- -hance ifs'-'ca abiliiv to'sel'Wllm'·state'aiiil' 
absence~ editorials and mve~gati_ve ar-· :,•:se_arch; scholarship-and· semce. ·™1! ceE•·: "co linlfu?~'' -,J:hJ .noilii/9'%!,¥. 01.i;~ol 
tides regarding a detrimental situation at _tainly does not lielp _our students, thell'-PO-." mm ,.,,)!,,r,1e•:c,J do£1u,i.[t,1rwla 91SW 
U of L There also have•·been no• state,; :••,tential employem,' or the community. They: rn lx~,i~1.>cMARV1tt,FiEISCHMAN, 
-ments froni"our.Mayor, aldermen;'County .:basically imply,Jack' of'trust in faculty to ·: .,,1~·, .,. J; ·:•J ,tu.1 oo."teuisville-A0222: 
.. ,:.. ,•: : •'I•~ .... h'' •n••·H· ---- -~-· ··-<'••w •• 
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Intense_ -~ec~!ting boostsJJlack 
enrollment at state schools 
By BEN Z. HERSHBERG 
Staff Writer 
.. As a high school senior in Jeffer-
son County last year, Sabrina Bouk-· 
night was heavily recruited by pub-
lic universities around the state. 
"Schools were calling and call-
ing," Bouknight recalled yesterday. 
"It was neive-wracking." · 
Such attention is common for 
basketball stars, but the schools 
were interested in Bouknight· be• 
cause she's an African American 
who had a 3.8 grade point average 
' at Valley High School. 
Bouknight eventually. decided to 
attend Murray State, because she 
liked its relatively small campus and 
the chance to get smaller classes 
than at some of the larger schools. 
Such intense recruiting of African 
Americans helped boost black en-
rollment at state universities and 
community colleges by 3 percent 
last fall at a time when total enroll-
ment declined 1 percent. 
The gains at universities were 
driven, largely, by an increase in the 
number of black graduate and pro-
fessional students. Black enrollment 
at community colleges also in-
creased. 
Competition for black students 
was so intense among the eight 
state universities that it cut into the · 
market · for African Americans at 
Kentucky State University, the 
state's historically black._university,_: 
where enrollment fell-6 percent. 
The gains, though small in total 
numbers - about 270 students ~ 
encourage black educators. They 
believe the increase is a sign that 
minority students are seeing higher 
education as _a way to improve job 
prospects. 
The increase also suggests· that -
black students are finding _ Ken-
tucky's colleges and universities 
"I've seen much more openness 
in higher education administrations 
to what has to be done" to recruit 
African-American students, said 
Sam Robinson, president of the Lin-
coln Foundation, a not-for-profit 
education organization in Louisville. 
"Universities are getting much 
more aggressive" recruiting black 
students, said Robinson, who also is 
a member of the Kentucky Council 
on Higher Education's equal oppor-
tunity committee. 
He believes the new aggressive-
ness is due largely to a bill passed 
by the General Assembly in 1992. 
The legislation, introduced by state 
Sen. Gerald Neal, D-Louisville, re-
quires progress by colleges and uni-
versities toward a series of desegre-
gation goals, including higher en-
rollment, before the Council on 
Higher Education can approve new 
programs for them. 
Jim Booth, provost at Murray 
State, confirmed that Neal's legisla-
tion helped boost his school's ef• 
forts to recruit African Americans. 
"We felt a strong need to respond" 
to _the Neal bill, Booth said. 
Murray State also wants to, in-
crease its minority enrollment to 
improve diversity at the school, he 
said, and that has been difficult be-
cause the minority population in its 
service area is small. 
With the help:·of a .new scholar-
ship program for Kentucky African 
Americans, and with the expansion 
of the area where Murray recruits 
black students, enrollment in-
creased 15 percent from 1992 to 
1993. • 
Northern Kentucky University re-
ported the largest increase in Afri. 
can-American enrollment. Its Chase 
Law School saw the number of 
black students in the entering class 
jump from three in 1992 to 19 last 
year. Such gains, if they're main-
tained, should help increase the 
number of African-American pro-
fessionals in Kentucky. 
Al Long,' a law student at North-
ern, said he chose the school after· 
being recruited heavily during his 
senior year at Kentucky State. · · 
Long, who is from East St. Louis, 
m., said he is pleased with the 
choice, because he believes his pro- . 
fessors are making an effort to help 
him, and he sees a strong communi-
ty of African-American students :de-
veloping at Northern. . _ _;_.,,, · 
The University of Louisville, 
which has by far the mosf Afiican-
American ·students · among Ken-
tucky's schools, also reported 
growih last fall in its black.enroll-
ment. That happened in its graduate 
and professional programs, with un-
dergraduate enrollment flat. · . 
The growth came largely from the 
School of Education and the School 
of Medicine, said Paul Jones, associ-
ate dean of the u· of L Graduate 
School. Black enrollment in g;.idu-
ate education increased by 20 stu· 
dents, and medical-school enroll-
ment was up by 10 students, Jones · 
said. Large increases in federal and 
state grants for minority gradllllte 
students were a great help,·: said 
James McLoughlin, associate'deari 
of education. ... -_(' 
Increases of 10 to 20-.African-
Americans in graduate and profes-
sional programs are hard to ,come 
by, Jones said, .because there is, so 
much competition for· black' stu-
dents. · 
more welcoming. ·> r==='------------------
BLACK ENROLLMENT AT KENTUCKY'S PUBLIC UNIVERSiTIES:- '••_::: 
University 
Undergraduates Graduate/profesalonal Total · ':Percent 
1992 1993 1992 1993 1992 1993 change 
Eastern 777 754 38 44 815 798 -2. 
Kentucky State 1,235 1,154 28 29 1,263 1,183- -6' 
Morehead 294 268 10 17 304- 285; -6 
Murray 304 347 53 64 357 411'' +15 
Northern 183 218 30 44 213, 262v•· +23 
UK 807 862 189 194 *998 * 1,058,,, . ,.,+6 
U of L 1,90T . .'1,906 2ffl 308 . 2,174 2,214 +2 
Western 812. ..852. 70 63 · 882 · 915· +4-
SUBTOTAL 6,319 6,361 685 ·753 7,006 7,126 .. +2 
Community colleges 3,206, .3,356 ··,; it.:,- +5 
TOTAL 9,525. 9,717 685 763 10,212 ,10,48~~ _ __ +3 
• Includes two post~octoraJ students Source: Kentucky Council·0n· Higher. Education 
. ''mEl:bURlrn!O!J~-::tRU~~~~ .. __ . 
DePauw·to ·_ offei-~ffe~;tm.I.£:y~af ~i]~ 
to students whoj ·can't;finish in~:faut:'i! 
, 
Associated Press 
. GREENCASTLE, Ind. - De-
Pauw University's class of 1998 is 
guaranteed graduation within 
four years or the school will pick 
up the fifth-year tab. 
The policy,, announced Tues-
day, applies . to students in 40 
standard four-year programs, be-
ginning with the next freshman 
: class, said university President 
Robert G. Bottoms. , .. ,. 
The school· will waive the re-
maining tuition and fees. for any 
students who can't" complete all 
the required courses within eight 
consecutive semesters . and who 
nieet other requirements, he said. 
The program is thought to be the 
first offered in Indiana and one of 
. . ' - ' . •·.! 
. . . . . -, ... ,, .. ....,_ . . :f 
a handful in the nation.- "At many institutions in·,the• 
"This just comes out of a grow- country, decreased budgets;. cut-·· 
ing issue nationally in-which stu• backs in faculty and reductions-in. 
dents, particularly at large univer- services are causing .. students·:to· 
sities; simply are·not able to get find.it is just not possible-to.get: 
all the classes they need," said the classes they-need to-graduate, 
school spokesman I.any Ander- in four years," Bottoms said. · 
son. Another year of college can cre-
"lt may be that too many stu• ate a financial burden :md delay. 
dents are signing up for required students' c~rs, h~_§31«l __ _ 
classes, so they have to go a fifth• 
or sixth year and pay extra tu- About 73 percent of DePauw's 
ition." freshmen graduate . witbjn foµr_; 
~ b Ii 'bl i th t years. Anderson said the.new_pl'Q-: 
o e e gi e or e guaran ee, gram could raise tha_f pe· rce_ nta_ ge_ 
students must select a major by 
the middle of their sophomore _ a, few po~ts: ,;: c:.:; ;;;1;:~A 
year; continue in ·that iniljor :md . . Derauw lias scflediJ!~ . meet-: 
successfully complete,a:full'time .. mgs m several Indiana.ci_ties next; 
· course load with· grades ot C, or month to_ explain the· P!'Ogi:ain;~ 
higher.-. DePauw has, about 2;000 Among the places where meeling!I, 
_students at its. mB;in .campus in. will be:held are New'.J\l!l_any .111!.f 
Green~e. . .,~h :!,~:1:.:1:.•-·:.:, •. EvansviJ).e. . . . .~n ~ ,::,.")(j1 ·:K,fH,"fr:.1 
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C
HANGES Thomas Boysen at mo~. to ~e:.~eir. teaching 
- 3 - :>:t>1-·:i, -.,gt··---~--·· II .. wants made· in KERA strategies and ·he)p ·students.,pro-
ir a'8"' o;ifo . :-. •·.'.:.' . . ·-would reduce.the break- _gress. Under·th~"present.~-
]l ~ al~ iR i;l 8: "11 · :c '·· _-.\ ... _.:,;,i_i_ ,_. - ·_·tg_· · · · • . · ·stances, _that's.:.n9r.'enough ~" ~g'~~~!f54;;1 im -,,_Fff~ ~ neckpaceofeduca~on aroundtim .. ,,.'.ov,,~ .. ).'.'·· 
S' a l;- i;; _ 1l -g,_ i;i < __._ .= g reform by about 10 J?P~ and give WJSely, o'i:. Boys~nalso~plans to 
ci .,. a ::r:'S. o ~ ~- i; c -~: --,.--, . I"'. the t~ache~ and p~cipals who ask the state board.of education to 
fil.~-~ I a~ gg ~ ~ ~ "".-~- ·=. '!ill are I~ pnmary d:"'ers more agree not to test:'stuaents on.two 
~ ;a "' ., § :. I 'l/ "' i'. : . '! ,a;: breathing room .. His proposals controversial learning goals -
,,. 0 re 8 qg o._~ -~ m ,·. ,., .E' would not, however, change any personal self-sufficiency and re-'§. ~ ~ ii' R;; 
3 
:,,. :;; i iii '~ basic rules of the road -Kentucky sponsible group membership. That 
a;;;·- · g-~ Ii; "· !!l o' ; . ::a cl educators still would be responsi- makes sense politically and practi-a " !t ::r: ::l a "' <II!! m z hie for making __,..___· cally. They have be-
g= gi g!G o!JQ·lf- ~ Cl §' steadypr<?gress. ;,~ '\ • .. :co~e.lightningrods 
~ ~- ~-a;irg;[ 1· Q . §. ~ Essentially, all ~ ~- ,_,:,;for J{ERA. !llaction-.· · ., '·. -: .. · e.. 6 E' . schools would ):!ave ,-,. "'_·""- ~;\ _- ·aries;,:and, ;further-zfi'g• . :el.'8.t§- li'~ . z ~ two more years to ;~~ ·. '. '~ ~ more,:.it .isn't feasi-
C•- "· ..,·r, 3 C §_ ,..- ~ , i" show improvem_ent ;~-~_-·.:·,··-· .. ~":,,, ble.,to1h_oldschools 
f.& ,.. ;;;· .,.- 8 ;; 6: :,,. b' !::l ~ . ja\ • §' before state offici~ ;  ·--:- .'a~untable for :ful-
:' ~ § ~ g,_ ~-z 3' §' !f -_, · ~ § coul? swoop m, • ' ,,, ,. : filling th~ •'1i · · 
=·::! ,,. "'~ s:,r:::·.;·"[ Q ~ .oz abolish.tenure and ., : '" '. "' ·,:i,M __ dre __ _ ss _ m_g other 
"'-...,3c § a ;:i. ·ro el" . · . free tst d "' "' o 
O 
!!l ·<· • · paren • o:sen , · .- · • ·, ,,concerns,, •ur. ·Bou-
., ... o'..: ;:l., s:,!t'o" ..... i::c.,:··•: ..... _ . . ? th . hildr ls ~ ~ ~ i§._3 1lo ~!t."' g a.:' s;r:;,~ : ell' c en e e- · -'" ' ··,csen'also'is'PUShing 
ii! .g ;;; " ::i 8 cio ~ tr t:i ~ : I ',:.r· ■ -where.· Recognizing . · .......,. , · · ·. ffie!General Assem-
~ S'!!l ,!; ·_-fS! :i!Jl ~~ };;,,,. i that· teachers and• · .. ~ ~ 'bly"!o'ifull'funding 
,g,::i.g~ · "',§ i;f2'~"' i··.:', • ill principals need 'of· •·pro~i(Y.for 
s,i"' ~ -~ .51 - ~ :,~g: e. ,~ ~ more time to adjust gifted''ancl-''talerited 
:! g° S:, re. ~-S- ~ -· 'P ,. < ; . !;:' tO the massive children, Which is 
<§:~ :. ~ ,;r ., 6. ~ "'.~ ;· changes, the _Com- ··appropriate:· Ensur- · - ';"' , ,,- _,- ~-.1\ :, 9 ~ · 0 ~ missioner .of Educa- ing:that.Kentucky's 
~ ~ tion recommends brightest • :children 
b'g~it· ::g_§ -~,l(l- '.,.,:., .:;·~~..., · ,... delaying until 1996 . are:challeriged 
.?< .... &11 .::i :,,. ~ IB ::r: g,,t . . ,.-,_:-,,_•~',:.'(!I)' :g state takeover of should be every-
~-§ ro g,-~- .,., ~, ~§ ~ ·. ,,.. , any school. \ one"s··. concern. 
§ "'"[ s:,8 -[~!;! . ;.:;;- ~ --;:;s The proposed . -Heedirig· a,coricem 
::r,5 """'~-'elf-a-.~ •·.~;-~._,,--:·'• \__ change_ m __ ake_s . _ . ab_out ___ 'schb_}>I co __ un-
ni -'!!l r, f.&'!;l. 5'- ·,=·· ··.. ...........11.. • · .,_o"g o,,, .:, S:- . f.&. -'. ~ liseghnste, o=f.,-.. co-ncems'm. ·1u.uSTRA11~NBYNICKAN□ERSON. -cils, he· ,codrrectly __ :r'< " § ~ ., .,,-. " '. . -.... ·e· :~ . ' ' : .. recommen s. In· 
Q. ;;; ffe Q.: "' · s."' 8 § · · ·'-.., .: :·_: ~ , about the test's reliability and valid- creasing terms :to two, years;,.. 
~ ~ ~ g- ~ . §' ~- ~ ~---~ _· ...,;;,. 1 ity raised by the Office of Education· Whether. the: senioritis bug is 
gi ;;;·1,i ,,, _,!t::: 
8 
._ --, Accountability. Toe thrust of educa- cause-for nioving:the•high•school 
s:~"' a -~.§ e. .3 _ . ~- tion reform is not to hang·people· testsftoml2th·gradetothellthis c;,., ::i.3,. __ .,.gi _3; -; •. " -~ out on a limb, buttosupport·efforts debatable. Doesn'.t,.that.,reinforce 
!j ~:l ~- J,~:;,: ij> :-•·"::r::s~"'cs~ togoforward..Delayingthepossible :the·notion·that-112thtgi::aae·work· 
implementation .of the ,most-sevl!re· · 'ish't'important?': ":qs, ::."ii!"J o;~. · · 
sanction gives.schools another-two . _-:or. Boysen··liiis:;'done--: a-7com--
years to make progress •• : ,;:,, '-'i,.,.:,.,me~dal>le. ,El~ ~!>f:FresPo!l'fipgLto · 
It·also shows·that·the Comnus-- policyconcerns,however,'parents' · 
sioner recognizes that.his depart- _uneasiness abo~,:,KERA, .gl)es 
ment has difficulty· getting· assess• deeper than thatand'liulicates tliat 
11!-ent ~suits t!> teachers and prin- teachers . are . sti:uggli!ig.·to ;.~ple-
c1pals m a timely manner. Stu- mentKERA Whatteachers:Iieedis 
dents in grades 4 and·8 take.the clear:giµdance~pjm,oseftilSl!Jl119rt, 
state tests in April, but teachers and.insj>lration. Dr.l'Bo~en;s\must. 
may not get the,results:until:~ · . s~:that,~ey•~~oiiettfiin~-i 
her; .That.leaves,the111c@'e1~;:d!!:.@U!?.~.!'Il('fl".' c ¾1i'1:ii-:.t~\ffi.J;"o! 
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■ ON CAMPUS 
UK students steamed about reopening 
8Y JIM WARREN 
HERALD LEADER STAFF WRITER 
The University of Kentucky's 
decision to reopen is getting an ice-
cold reception from students and 
some faculty members. 
Joe Burch, UK's vice president 
for university relations,- contended 
the school was justified in reopen-
ing yesterday to serve those stu-
dents able to get to class. 
Those who couldn't get to class 
won't be penalized, he said. 
UK was closed Monday in ob-
servance of Martin Luther King's 
birthday, and remained closed 
Tuesday because of the weather. 
Classes resumed yesterday morn-
ing. 
But many students blasted the 
move, arguing that it was unsafe to 
hold classes with ice still coating 
streets and sidewalks, and tem-
peratures lurking around zero. 
Interstate highways remained 
closed, so many commuting stu-
dents couldn't get to campus. Some 
"We are not encouraging 
anyone to do anything unsafe. 
But we've worked hard to get 
the campus ready to receive 
students, and we felt llke we 
were ready to open up on a 
llmlted basis." 
JOE IIUIICJi 
UK's vice president 
for university relations 
who did found that many of their 
classes had been canceled because 
instructors couldn't get to school. 
In many classes that did meet few 
students attended. 
"It's kind of like a wasted day," 
said Julie Marrett, a student from 
Louisville. "There are so few peo-
ple here it feels like a weekend or 
something." 
Marrett said two of her three 
classes were called off yesterda\'. 
Anne Marie Williams, a :: -,. 
time language instructor, sala 1t 
l£x1NGTO,N HERALD-LEADER. l.ExlNGTON, KY. ■ FRIDAY. JANUARY 14. 1994 
Guide to best college values 
gives high marks to UK 
BY ERICA PATTERSON 
HERA1D-l£ADER STAFF WRITER 
Basketball may not be the only 
tradition at the University of Ken-
tucky. 
For the third consecutive year, 
UK has been named one of the best 
college values in the book The 
Guide to IOI of the Best Values in 
America's Colleges and Universi-
ties. 
The book, which lists colleges 
and universities in 39 states, also 
lists UK and 35 other universities 
as "national flagship"' universities. 
"We plaoed UK in what we call 
the 'national flagship' category be-
cause we think its influence as a 
model institution is national and 
even international," David Wilson 
co-editor of the book, said in ~ 
news release. 
The six pages devoted to UK 
describe several features of the 
university, including its academic 
centers, average SAT score and 
tuition rates. 
"I was glad UK is getting the 
attention and recognition it de-
serves," said Jill Susan Thomas, a 
senior majoring in communica-
tions, one of four UK students 
featured in the book. 
The book is published by the 
Center for Studies in College En-
rollment which collects and ana-
lyzes data on 1,500 colleges and 
universities and publishes a news-
letter, "The College Choice Report." 
LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER. LEXINGTON, KY. ■ MONDAY. JANUARY 17, 1994 
Black doctorates down: The number of 
blacks receiving doctoral degrees declined during 
the last decade, although there was a 'Z7 percent 
increase in the number of doctorates awarded to 
minorities overall, the American Council on Edu-
cation reports. 
was irresponsible to hold classes, 
given the weather conditions. "It's 
the worst driving I've seen, and I'm 
from Michigan," she said. · 
Both the University of Louis-
ville and Eastern Kentucky Univer-
sity were closed yesterday. 
Burch defended UK's decision, 
contending that since about half of 
the 24,000 students live within 
walking distance of campus, there 
was no reason UK shouldn't reopen 
to serve them. He also noted there 
was no sign weather conditions 
will improve significantly in the 
next few days. 
Burch stressed that UK was 
opening on a conditional basis -
students and faculty are to use 
their own judgment as to whether 
it is safe to report to class. 
"We are not encouraging anv-
one to do anything unsafe," Burch 
said. "But we've worked hard to 
get the campus ready to receive 
students, and we felt like we were 
ready to open up on a limited 
basis." 
Burch said individual in 
tors will work out their own 
of handling yesterday's abs. 
possibly by using handou 
make up any information stt 
missed. But he said they wi 
"grade off' those who were a 
Some UK students sug1 
the university reopened beca 
feared losing state money 
Burch noted that unlike pr 
schools, L'K's state fundin~ 
based on daily attendance. ! 
was no consideration. he sai, 
Burch also denied rumor 
UK provided transportatic 
work for its administrators 1 
day. . 
l.J'K canceled yesterday's 
classes. Day classes were to r 
today as normal. but Burch 
decision hadn't been made 
whether to have classes ::oni 
■ ■ ■ 
Herald-uad.·r ;1111i 
Tammy Cay rrmtnbutl'd 
report. 
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Gulde touts-value of UK, Transy 
LEXINGTON, Ky. - The University of Kentucky has mai 
tained its ranking as one of the nation's best collegiate values 
For the third consecutive year, UK was included in "The Gui, 
to IOI of the Best Values in America's Colleges and Universitie, 
The book was published by the Center for Studies in Colle 
Enrollment. 
Transylvania University in Lexington also was on the list. Fa 
Indiana schools were named: Indiana and Purdue universi111 
Notre Dame and Hanover College. 
The book lists UK's outstanding features as "a number of hi 
quality academic programs, a handsome campus in the heart 
bluegrass country, a strong sense of Southern charm and frienc 
ness, and an active and enthusiastic social environment." 
The book rates UK's general education program. univer, 
studies, as one of the strongest in the country. 
LEXINGTON HERALD·lEADER, lExJNGTON, KY. ■ SATURDAY. JANUARY 15. 199 
Transy also listed as 'best value': The 
University of Kentucky isn't the only good college 
buy in Lexington, according to The 199.f (;111d, 
to 101 of the Best Values in Amenca s Cv/lef?es 
and Universities. Transylvania University also 
has made the list. It is the third year that the 
private Lexington university has been included. 
LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON, KY. ■ MO~OAY. JA:-.aUARY 1 7 1 ~ 
Transy gets $100,000 grant Transvi,·ama 
University has received a Sl00,000 )(rant rr"m a 
national foundation. The F.W. Olin Foundation 
Inc., based in New York. has selected Transvlva-
nia, a private university, as one of its three · 
Centers of Academic Excellence. The others are 
Lawrence University in Appleton. Wis .. and Wil-
lamette University in Salem. Ore. The colleges are 
selected_ on the basis of the high quality ,,i their 
academic programs. 
"I_H~COUfllER-JOUANAL SUNDAY, JANUARY 16, 1994 
Build now, pay A ff.ALF BILLION IN BONDS . . 
later could be 
state's slogan 
How could the governor propos\, a hall billion dollars in additional 
bonded debt in a budget expected to be so lean? Easy. Past 
commitments by the General Assembly, a few promises by the 
governor himself and mandated prison construction get you quickly I 
$500 million. Here's a look at projects likely to be included in Iha 
budget Jones will propose Thursday: 
$100 
milllDII 
By TOM LOITUS 
Staff Writer 
G 
1994 $~,! 
wi:=i:~e:iiibed ! ~~~~;,~ ENERAL $24 
nal brick-and-mortar quandary. ftS 'SEMB[V 
Thursday, as Jones administra- n , I milllDfl 
STATE 
PARK 
IMPROVEMENTS 
UNIVERSITY Of 
KEKTUCKY 
CENTRAL LIBRARY 
COMMONWEALTH 
CONYEMTlON CENTER 
RENOVATION 
Jones' priority, initially appro, 
in 1992; rural pork here balar 
Golden Triangle pork. 
Commitment made in 1992; 
Sen. Michael Moloney of 
Lexington will insist. 
Top Louisville priority; 
balances library going 
to Lexington. 
tion officials explained to a House 
budget subcommittee their plan for for former Gov. Wallace Wtlkin- $25 NORTHERN Commitment made in 1992;· 
a $100 million bond issue to im- KEKTUCKY top priority in area where Jon, 
prove the state's park system, Rep. son's road-bond program. milliDfl CONYEMTlON CENTER got strong political backing. 
Jim Callahan, R-Crestview Hills, Lcng's concern was underscored -~-------------=-----=-=------"':...._ 
wondered why it didn't include a a year ago when standard & Poor's $35 PHASE II, PRISON New prison 
new lodge at Kincaid Lake State changed its outlook for some Ken- IN MUHLENBERG beds 
Park in his area of the state, North- tucky bonds to "negative." That I milliDfl COUNTY required. 
em Kentucky. was a sign that the ratings on Ken- f----=:=....:..:..:.==-----==:::.::=:... ______ _ 
Rep. Ken Harper, D-Southgate, tucky's bonds could be lowered if s·1 UNIVERSITY Of Jones - appreciative of hea, 
asked _why it couldn't include mon- certain trends persist over the next LOUISVILLE , 
1 1 
ed few years. local financial backing - vrrtu 
ey ,or a ong-p ann museum at Kentucky generally ranks fairly 1-----'m:;:i::lli::Dll::....:.:FOOTBALL===.:.ST=AD:::l~U~M:'.-_;P'.'.:ro:'.'.m.::::'.is:,:ed:'...'.'.th'.'.:is:..tw~o:_:w~e::e~k~s ,::a1i:go:'.:. 
Must do 
Big Bone Lick in Boone County. high among states in various debt $9 
.House budget committee Chair- indicators. For instance, Moody's MENTAL-HEALTH UNIT 
man Marshall Leng cringed, He I r' s , nit d K ky AT KENTUCKY STATE under court 
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National conference to ponder how 
to recruit minorities into teaching 
By MIKE EMBRY 
Associated Press 
LEXINGTON, Ky. - With a 
growing minority population in the 
United States, schools are seeking 
ways to recruit minorities into 
teaching. 
"There are an awful lot of white 
female teachers," said Art S. Har-
vey, director of career development 
and placement at Eastern Kentucky 
University. "That's not a true pic-
ture of the world." 
About 200 educators, government 
leaders, students and private citi-
zens from across the nation will at-
tend the three-day Conference on 
the Recruitment and Retention of 
Minorities in Education that will be-
gin Sunday in Lexington. 
A 1990 survey by the U.S. Depart-
ment of Education's Office of Civil 
Rights showed that minorities made 
up 41 percent of the students in 
public schools, 
But minorities held only 13.3 per-
cent of the teaching positions, ac-
cording to a 1991 report by National 
Educational Association. 
"There are some students who 
never encounter a minority teach-
er," said Frank Brickel, a professor 
in the .University of Kentucky's Col-
lege of Education. ''We're becoming 
more and more of a diverse culture, 
and students need to be exposed to 
different ethnic groups. . 
"And kids need to know that it 
doesn't matter what ethnic group 
they are from, that they can succeed 
and be a role model for others." 
National projections show that 
fewer than 5 percent of teachers 
will be minorities by 2000, said 
Deneese Jones, a UK education pro-
fessor .and conference• program 
chairwoman. 
During the 1992-93 academic 
year, 10.3 percent of Kentucky's stu-
dents were minorities wf:lile only 3.8 
percent of the teachers were minor-
ities, according to the state Depart-
ment of Education. 
"We recognize that there is an ex-
treme deficiency," said Kathryn 
Wallace, coordinator of minority re-
cruitment for the department 
Kentucky has started four pro-
grams .to increase the number of mi• 
nority teachers: 
■ Scholarships to minorities who 
agree to become teachers. 
■ A program to help minorities 
get teacher certification. 
■ The Advancement Via Individ-
ual Determination program, which 
targets underachieving minorities 
and disadvantaged children for col-
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Black enrollment up 3% 
at state universities 
AsSOCIATED PRESS 
LOUISVILLE - Black enroll-
ment at Kentucky's public universi-
ties and community colleges was 
up 3 percent in 1993 from the 
previous year, amid fierce competi-
tion for minority students. 
The Kentucky Council on High-
er Education said total undergradu-
ate black enrollment was 6,361 in 
1993, up from 6,319 in 1992. The 
increase was 150 students at com-
munity colleges. 
Black enrollment ;~ graduate or 
professional progra~·• ·.vas up 120 
students statewide. 
Northern Kentucky reported a 
23 percent increase and · Murray 
State a 15 percent increase. 
· Eastern Kentucky, Kentucky 
State and Morehead State all re-
ported drops in black enrollment. 
Sam Robinson, a member of the 
higher education council's equal 
opporrunity committee, credits a 
new aggressiveness in attracting 
black students to a bill passed by 
the General Assembly in 1992. The 
legislation requires progress by col-
leges and universities toward a 
series of desegregation goals, in-
cluding higher enrollment, before 
the higher education council can 
approve new programs for them. 
Competition for black srudents 
was so intense among the eight 
state universities that it cut into the 
market for minorities at Kentucky 
State University, the state's histori-
cally black university. Minority en-
rollment fell 6 percent at KSU. 
lege. 
■ The Teacher Bridge program 
between community colleges and 
four-year institutions to enroll mi-
norities and help them qualify as 
teachers. · 
"We're proud of what we're do-
ing," Wallace said. 
She views the conference as an 
opportunity to share information 
with other educators. 
Wallace noted that the State Uni-
versity of New York at Oswego has 
a successful program for recruiting 
and retaining minority teachers. 
''There's no use for the University 
of Kentucky and University of Lou-
isville to reinvent the wheel," she 
said. 
Besides panel discussions and re-
search presentations, the confer-
ence will include video presenta-
tions, a job fair for minority stu-
dents, and the opportunity for par• 
ticipants to walk in the Martin 
Luther King Jr. march at the Uni-
versity of Kentucky on Monday. 
The National Center for Recruit-
ment and Retention of Minorities in 
Education, which is in Lexington, 
held its first conference in.1987. 
"I believe this conference as well 
as others across . the country are 
making some headway," Jones said. 
, 
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Women's colleges' 
pop11larity seeing 
significant rise 
BY MARIA NEWMAN 
NE"N YORK TIMES NE'NS SERVICE 
Women's colleges and girls' high schools 
are seeing a resurgence in applications unp7:ec-
edented in the last 20 years, even as applica-
tions to private, coeducational institutions have 
remained stagnant. 
Since 1991, applications to the 84 women's 
colleges across the country are up 14 percent 
and enrollment is at 
a 14-year high of 
98,000 students, up 
from 82,500 students 
in 1981, according to 
the Women's College 
Coalition in Wash-
ington. 
The reasons for the rise in interest range 
from concern about sexual harassment to a 
belief by young women and their parents that 
girls are treated differently than boys in 
coeducational schools, academic experts say. 
Officials of women's colleges 
· also have begun aggressive mar-
keting campaigns that trumpet 
their successes, saying their institu-
tions produce a larger proportion of 
doctoral degrees, and more leaders 
in government and business. 
And they cite the "Hillary fac-
tor." 
At Wellesley College in Massa-
chusetts, the first lady's alma ma-
ter, applications rose to a record 
level last year, which officials at-
tributed to Hillary Rodham Clin-
ton's image as a strong role model 
for women. Other colleges also 
attributed their increases to her 
visibility. 
But the women's schools say 
that what has helped them most is 
the lingering feeling that parity 
with men is still an elusive goal. 
"After the Ivy Leagues and 
other colleges went coed in the 
1970s, there was an expectation 
that the world of equality had 
come. that there would be a level 
playing field for men and women 
in education," said Elizabeth Ken-
nan, president of Mount Holyoke 
College in Massachusetts, the na-
tion's oldest women's college. 
"But in fact. the stereotypes 
have not been broken. The millen-
nium has not come for women's 
education in a coeducational set-
ting." 
For Suzanne Oshinsky, a senior 
at Barnard College, that realization 
came in high school when a teacher 
discouraged her from taking an 
Advanced Placement calculus 
class. She would not be able to take 
the pressure, the teacher told her. 
Oshinsky took the class anyway, 
one of only a handful of girls in a 
roomful of boys, and made an A. 
To be sure. the percentage of 
students attending women's col-
leges is a tiny fraction of women at 
all colleges - just 2.5 percent of 
the 7.6 million women in two- or 
four-year -institutions. 
But academic experts say the 
rise is a significant reversal of a 
two-decade decline in applications 
and enrollments. T<1dav·s students 
are filling some of the dormitory 
rooms that emptied beginning in 
the mid-1970s, when Ivy League 
colleges and other universities 
went coeducational. 
For many of t~e women's col-
leges, the increase has meant a 
better qualified pool from which to 
pick an entering class, because 
many of the schools cannot or do 
not want to grow. 
The old image of a women's 
college as that of a pastoral finish-
ing school where young women 
prepare to become wives is not true 
of women's colleges today, if it ever 
was for many of them. 
Although some traditions en-
dure, such as Friday afternoon tea 
at Smith's residential houses, wom-
en's colleges today tend to empha-
size careers, and women are not 
isolated from men. Nine of 10 
women's colleges have cross-regis-
tration with other coed colleges and 
universities, and on many campus-
es women have the option of living 
in coed dorms and attending coed 
classes. ' 
The rising interest in single-sex 
education also holds for younger 
girls. Whitney Ransome, executive 
director of the National Coalition of 
Girls' Schools, said that since 1990, 
enrollment has risen by almost 6 
percent in the nation's girls' 
schools from kindergarten to 12th 
grade. 
Of course, not all students who 
attend a women's college are seek-
ing refuge from a coeducational 
system. Erika Young, a senior who 
is majoring in English, said she 
chose to attend Mills "in spite of its 
being a women's college." 
She chose the school for its 
academic reputation, but four ·years 
later realizes that she gained some-
thing special. 
"It does a lot for your self-
esteem," she said. "It's hard to say 
exactly how it happens. Maybe it's 
through osmosis. You don't really 
realize but you are affected by the 
fact that you have a lot of role 
models in your professors, who are 
mostly females, and your class-
mates." 
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Ex-Lt. Gov. 
Wyatt gives 
papers to UK 
BY DomE BEAN 
HERALD-lEADER EDUCATION WRITER 
For more than 18 years, former 
Lt. Gov. Wilson W. Wyatt has kept 
all papers and memorabilia of his 
public life in a building on his 
Whistle Stop Farm in Shelby Coun-
ty. 
Yesterday, the 88-year-old Wy-
att turned them over to the Univer-
sity of Kentucky library for its 
political-manuscript collection. 
Wyatt, also a former Louisville 
mayor, said he had hoped to go 
through the 200-cubic-foot collec-
tion he amassed from 1940-63. 
[nstead, when he sold his farm 
in October he decided to grant 
UK's longstanding request for the 
papers, and let historians sort out 
what should be saved for posterity. 
[n return, he asked only that he 
get to meet the person who will 
spend two years or more cata[og-
ing and indexing his manuscripts, 
clippings from magazines and 
newspapers, campaign buttons and 
other memorabilia. · 
"That person will know more 
about me in those years than I do," 
he said at a news conference yes-
terday. 
UK's papers 
Wyatt served as lieutenant gov-
ernor from 1959 to 1963, during the 
administration of Democratic Gov. 
Bert T. Combs. 
He also was: Louisville mayor, 
1941-45; housing expediter for the 
Truman administration; Democrat-
ic nominee for U.S. senator from 
Kentucky in 1962; envoy to Indone-
sia during the Kennedy administra-
tion; manager of Adlai Stevenson's 
1952 presidential campaign; found-
ing partner of Wyatt, Tarrant and 
Combs, Kentucky's largest law 
firm. 
Included in a limited display of 
Wyatt's ·papers yesterday was a 
letter from American pollster Elmo 
Roper about Wyatt's resignation as 
housing expediter under Truman. 
Roper apologized for not writ-
ing sooner, but said "I should have 
been unable to restrain myself from 
saying some things about our pres-
ident which ought not to be said." 
UK President Charles Wething-
ton said the library would share 
Wyatt's papers with scholars and 
others across the state. "[t will not 
be a resource we will lock away 
and allow no one to see." 
Most of the collection won't be 
available to the public while it is 
being indexed and cataloged, but 
some special requests can be ac-
commodated, said UK Library Di-
rector Paul Willis. 
Other political papers at UK Library: 
Governors: William 0. Bradley, Albert B. Chandler, Earle C. 
Clements, William J. Fields, A.O. Stanley, Lawrence W. Wetherby, 
Simeon S. Willis. 
U.S. senators, representatives: Alben W. Barkley, John B. 
Breckinridge, John Sherman Cooper, John C. Watts, Rogers C.B. 
Morton, Thruston B. Morton, Larry Hopkins, William J. Fields, Noble 
J. Gregory, Walter D. Huddleston, Ollie M James, Jouett Shouse, 
Brent Spence, Thomas R. Underwood, Garret Withers. 
Other political figures: Stanley F. Reed, associate justice of 
the U.S. Supreme Court; Frederick lvl Vinson, chief justice of the U.S. 
Supreme Court. 
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KSU Board of Regents 
votes against union 
for staff employees 
BY OOTIIE BEAN 
HERALD--lEADER EoocATION WRITER 
FRANKFORT - Kentucky 
State University said no to union• 
ization yesterday. 
The KSU Board of Regents 
voted 5 to 3 against allowing 
maintenance, secretarial, clerical 
and other staff workers to be 
represented by the American Fed· 
eration of State, County and Munic-
ipal Employees. 
Instead, the board agreed to 
give President Mary Smith a 
chance to address employee com-
plaints through a plan to establish 
a staff council. 
However, several regents 
warned that problems at KSU are 
serious - "This is a tinder box 
right now," said faculty Regent 
Richard Taylor - and should be 
acted on as soon as !X)SSible. 
They also cautioned against 
any retaliatory actions against em-
ployees who wanted the union and 
said that some of the leaders 
should be included when the coun-
cil is set up. 
But many of the 100 to 120 
employees who attended the meet-
ing - some carrying signs - left 
after the vote and didn't stay to 
hear the regents' comments. 
Had their request been ap• 
proved, the union at KSU would 
have been the first in Kentucky to 
represent university s taff employ-
ees. Several organizing attempts 
have been made at other state 
universities - including one at the 
University of Kentucky about a 
decade ago - but have not come 
to the boards for votes. 
The American Federation of 
State. Council and \lunicipal Em• 
ployees represents 3,500 workers. 
primarily in Louisville. Newport 
and Covington, said anomey Her-
bert Segal. 
It was not immediately clear 
what the union and its KSU sup-
porters would do now. Segal ~ id 
union leaders will try to meet with 
KSU employees soon and decide. 
Ron Reliford. the union's area 
director. has said the union would 
not give up. but would return to 
campus as many times as neces-
sary to get board recognition. 
The union has not revealed 
how many employees signed cards, 
but claimed :.it least 75 percent of 
the s taff wanted the union. 
:--iancy Brooks. a secretary who 
supported the union. said employ-
ees wanted union representation 
because of KSU's "unfair enforce-
ment" of policies and procedures. 
She acknowledged that employ-
ees also were hoping the union 
could win bigger raises for them. 
Brooks said that in five years at 
KSU she has received a total of 
$1.24 an hour in raises. 
Denise Pettway. a cleaning 
technician, said she makes only 
$5.37 a hour. a lthough she began 
working at KSU seven years ago at 
a starting wage of $3.50. 
"We're the lowest-paid campus 
in Kentucky, when it comes to 
salaries," Pettway said. 
Al Logan and Tevis Fortune. 
who work in the heating, ventila-
tion and air -conditioning depart· 
ment at KSU, said they wanted the 
union to save their jobs. 
KSU has been undergoing sev-
eral efficiency studies and the 
workers said they were told at a 
meeting Wednesday that their jobs 
might be eliminated. 
The KSU Faculty Senate and 
the Student Government Associa-
tion had voted support for the 
union, although s tudent regent 
Reginald Davis voted against it. 
Other regents against it were 
Chairman William Parker. Valinda 
Livingston. Robert Ison and Antho-
ny Remson. Those voting for were 
George Helton and Taylor. Another 
regent. Joe Childers. was absent but 
sent his notarized vote in favor of 
the union. 
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KSU refuses to let workers join union 
By BRUCE GRAY 
Associated Press 
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Kentucky 
State University's board of regents 
voted vesterday not to let its service 
employees join a union. 
The 5-3 vote against letting about 
300 non-faculty employees be repre-
sented by the American Federation 
of State. County and Municipal Em• 
ployees came after nearly two hours 
of emotional debate before about 
150 workers and students. 
Had the regents approved, KSU 
would have become the first state 
university in Kentucky to allow its 
employees to become part of a 
union. 
Regents Chainnan William Park• 
er caJled the vote a historic event 
that had divided the state's smallest 
public university. 
He blamed union organizers for 
splitting the campus into factions 
and said union tactics. such as 
courting the support of students, 
lacked "sound character, ethical in• 
tegrity and professionalism." 
Herbert Segal, the union's lawyer, 
repeatedly told the board that em-
ployees and students had come to 
the union - not the other way 
around. 
"This is grass roots - this is what 
your employees want," he said. 
Segal said that about 300 employ-
ees wanted to be represented by the 
union in contract negotiations with 
the university, and that employee 
representatives contacted him about 
a year ago wanting to join. 
''They felt that as a collective 
group they would have more of a 
say in their contracts," Segal said. 
"It's the very basic principle of unit• 
ed we stand, divided we fall." 
KSU President Mary Smith ac-
knowledged that the school has dif. 
ficulty paying its non-faculty em-
ployees competitive wages, but she 
said bargaining through a union 
would not solve the problem. 
"As long as there have been pub-
lic institutions in the common-
wealth of Kentucky, not a single in• 
stitution has recognized a union -
there's a reason for that," Smith 
said. 
She said the university could not 
afford to offer its custodial and sec-
retarial workers raises every year. If 
the union bargained for better pay, 
Smith said, the university would 
have to fire others to afford the 
higher wages. 
_. ·Pitino says coaches 
think basketball due 
its own Division I-A 
By MARK COOMES 
Staff Writer 
LEXINGTON, Ky. - After failing 
to convince enough university presi-
dents to restore a 14th schola,rship 
for men's basketball, major college 
coaches have all but given up on 
changing minds. 
Now they want to change the 
rules. 
University of Kentucky coach 
Rick Pitino said yesterday that his 
peers increasingly are convinced 
that college basketball should be di· 
vided .into divisions based primarily 
on athletic revenues. 
The plan would be similar to that 
used in college football, which is 
split into Divisions I-A and 1-M. UK 
athletic director C. M. Newton said 
realignment could occur as soon as 
1996. 
jor level and who can't compete." 
The flash point came last wee~ 
when a majority of college presi-
dents voted against restoring the 
scholarship to men's basketball, 
which used to offer 15. The Black 
Coaches Association nearly boycott-
ed this weekend's ·games to protest 
what they perceive as a reduction of 
opportunities available to poor, 
mostly African-American athletes. 
"But it's more than the 15 schol-
arships " Pitino said. "That's just 
the ~w that broke the camel's 
back." 
Most coaches agree that money, 
not race, is the real issue. At least 
80 percent of the nation's Division I 
athletic departments reportedly run 
annual deficits, and financial pres-
sures have been increased by a gen-
der-equity movement that pushes 
for more opportunities for women. 
Reducing scholarships is among a 
"Every coach I've spoken with host of cost-cutting measures 
feels that restructuring is the way to pushed primarily by smaller 
go," Pitino said. "We need to deter- schools. Pitino and Newton say that 
mine who can compete on the ma- big schools such as UK should not 
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"nick Fick and his Morehead 
State basketball team rode all the 
way to Nashville. 
To practice. 
After arriving there, they 
learned that their game with Ten-
nessee State had been canceled. So, 
Fick called Vanderbilt, not far from 
their hotel, and asked whether his 
team could use the Commodores' 
gym for an hour. 
Credit Kevin Anglin with an 
assist Anglin, a starter on last 
year's regular-season SEC champi-
onship Vandy team and now an 
assistant coach there, arranged it. 
Then the Eagles engaged in a 
friendly snowball fight. 
"Some of these kids have never 
seen much snow," Fick said. 
: · be restrained by such limitations. 
"We have the money to compete 
at the highest level," Pitino said. "If 
there are 80 or 100 teams out there 
that can compete financially, why 
not separate?" 
Schools with big-time athletic 
programs quietly have considered 
such a change for the past few 
years. Some officials have gone so 
far as to draw up a preliminary 
blueprint for I-A basketball division 
based on the eight major confer-
ences - Southeastern, Big Ten, Pa-
cific-IO, Atlantic Coast, Big East, Big 
Eight, Southwest and Western Ath-
letic. 
The restructing still would allow 
small schools to participate in the 
lucrative NCM Tournament 
LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER. LEXll;_,IGTON. Kv. ■ THURSDAY, JANUARY 13, 1994 
NCAA votes not to cut 1-M grants 
HERAf.D.l.£AoER STAFF REPORT 
The NCAA rejected a proposal 
to reduce football grants in Divi-
sion I-AA at its annual convention 
this week, leaving the current legis-
lation at a maximum of 63 scholar-
ships for the 1994-95 academic 
year. 
Two proposals were voted · 
down, including one calling for a 
maximum of ~5, grants. The tally 
was 63-22, with 33 voters abstain'. 
ing. 
A proposal calling for 55_ grants 
was turned down 51-35 with 31 
abstaining. 
At least three Ohio Valley Con-
ference schools - Eastern Ken-
tucky, Middle Tennessee and Mur-
ray State - are committed to the 
63 limit for now. Morehead State 
will award 50 grants this fall. 
lExlNGTON HERALD-LEADER. lD:INGTON, KY. 
■ SUNDAY, JANUARY 16, 1994 
Fellowship 
• wmnerscome 
from across 
Kentucky 
HERAW-lEADER STAFF REPORT 
Here's a complete list of the 
$5,000 Al Smith Fellowships for 
1993 from the Kentucky Arts Coun-
cil: 
Painting: Peter Bodnar, Louis-
ville; Debi Henry, Hazel; Ken Buck, 
Covington. 
Drawing/graphics: Ying Kit 
Chan, Louisville; Jeffrey Smith 
Kempster, Lexington; Nancy 
Fletcher Cassell, Union; Robin 
Jones, Lexington. 
Mixed media: Lida Gordon, 
Louisville; Gary Mesa-Gaido, More-
head. 
Clay-craft: Steven Davis-Ro-
senbaum, Lexington; Patrick Dou-
gherty, Bellevue. 
Craft-fiber: Jane Burch Coch-
ran, Rabbit Hash. 
Craft-wood: Steve Armstrong 
Lexington. · 
Photography: LeeAnne 
Schmidt, Fon Thomas; Jeffrey 
Whetstone, Whitesburg. 
Sculpture: Martha Enzmann, 
Morehead; Al Sperath, Murray. 
Media arts: Ann Lewis John-
~n. Whitesburg; Louis Guida, Lex-
ington; Edward Counts, Bowling 
Green. 
The council also gave several 
$1,000 "professional assistance 
awards" to: 
Painting: Madison Cawein. Jo-
sephy McGee and Mark Anthony 
Priest. all of Louisville; Russell 
Weedman, Williamsburg. 
Mixed media: Gregory King, 
Lomsv1lle; Dana Tindall, Ludlow: 
Carleton Wing, Lexington. 
Craft-folk: Minnie Adkins 
Ison ville. · 
Sculpture-mixed media: 
Robin Taffler, Murray: Elizabeth 
Mesa-Gaido, Morehead; Joyce Oge 
den, Louisville. · 
M~dia arts: Robin Justus. 
Lou_isv1lle; Stephanie Wagner. 
Whitesburg; Fred Johnson. Coving-
ton; Dan Ged1man. Louisville. 
, ., 
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MSU Clip Sheet 
A aampling of recent arddes of interest to Morehead State University 
INSTllUTIONAL RELATIONS MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERS\lY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 600-783-2030 
The Sunday Independent, Ashland, Kentucky, January 23, 1994 
Rowan•Jnative ··gives .·: : 
MSU";c$1 ~ millicjii.-~for, 
fine 'itts lp:rograni~~~;;:: 
· · ;,·,•J .,.r ,-t.-.j,, .•· ;,..,_._.::,;, -·~ •. ·. · 
By JIM ROBINSON ... 
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT 
MSU will receive the money 
in four installments over four 
years, Yancy said. 
The school received the first 
installment earlier this month, 
she said. · .... ,.. ., , . .' ··-.-.:. . 
MSU hopes to raise. another · 
$2 million ·oh its own lo en-
hance the . Little endowment, · 
Yancy said. · 
Little and her late husband, 
W. Paul Little, amassed a $36 
million fortune in horses,to-·· 
bacco and real estate. Other $1 
million gifts have goiiefo Mid- .. 
way College, Translyvania 
University and the University 
of Kentucky. . 
She also gave $1 million to 
the Kentucky Horse Park.and 
$500,000 to St. Claire Medical 
Cen~r in _Morehead.. ~ ·-'-··~--
~er most r_ ecen~ ·9\l~-.1 1_·1 on J 
prior to the.·MSU~as··. 
$200,000 to· Frontier Hil~"( 
Inc.; 'a 'low-income housing' 
builder in Morehead,-·to-~· ·n-
struct homes in Elliott' Cb,· - . 
ty . ··. .• 1.__J :.L .;,,, . '. -
Yancy said MSU personnel 
is ecstatic with the endow-
ment. 
"It's a wonderful thing,': she 
said · 
11·,r;;;o···reT,i:-e· "'ail~-bo~~:SOOKS ~6?;:i_:~f-~:;:t:: llJ.\. I.I - -· •· -- 1cyear · ·=·-·-·~·- · 
iiOil~scii0iarshiJ)'10o"ffiairt~~ 
· less of what the NCAA mandated. 
. , -: No current scholarships will be Eaglin, who· said ·he. had in-
BY RICK BAILEY; .; -· - • affected, Eaglin said, and: Coach fanned 80 MSU alumni by letter of 
HERAID-LEADER STAFF WRITER Cole Proctor can award 50 football his intentions, didn't waste · any 
Morehead State President Ron- grants this season. time in announcing his plans yes-
aid G. Eaglin will recommend that Eaglin said he plans to begin · terday. · · 
football be reduced to a non-schol- the scholarship reduction in 1995. But it wasn't an overnight deci-
arship sport by 1998 while seeking Morehead already is below the sion. .. · · 
to keep the Eagles in the Ohio limit of 63 scholarships which can "I've been here a year and a 
Valley Conference. be awarded in Division I-AA dur- half, and it's been on my plate that 
Speaking to the faculty and ing the 1994-95 academic year. long," Eaglin said. "I was on the 
staff in separate meetings yester- ''It came as a shock," Proctor Presidents Commission · for two 
day, Eaglin said he would request said. _.''I thought we w~ _going to years, so l'm .. nrit ·speaking· from 
authority from the· Board of Re- .30 scholarships and_ ~d !fams at ignorance. The ahriigJ\ty dollar will 
gents Feb. 19 to negotiate with the that level within a couple 'of years. bring everybody to a settling point 
OVC for Morehead to fonn a riew My concern is holding the team We'll see established leagues like 
football alliance while remaining in together and seeing .where we go the OVC that may need two levels." 
the Division I conference in other with scheduling. The question I The. unceifuinl:y c · surrounding 
sports. . .-~,· ;·?:;~·: ... : .. • have is who we're going to play." gender' equity"~Ifu~~ a' factor, 
Ii the board approves his deci- C Eaglin ccin'ceded ~t could biia Eaglin saili. Th'o'NC:U mandated 
sion - "The board might say 'no," problem. "We're isolated, and we'll schools to oo2iW'~ih' federal and 
Eaglin said, "but J don't think so." have to find people to play us," he state legislation in-,regard to equita- · 
_ he will meet in March with OVC said. "We don't know about other ble participation· of men and worn-
officials and_ the presidents.of mem- schools in the OVC,. but'..; ',Vithin en athletes · ,;;;,, "'"""'·" · · 
ber schools, who. almldy .were a 300-mile radius we·think we have . '.'We 'ciefiii'ft.iit· ,,;red·. lri' . 
a:ware·_ .. - ''I_thinko_f_hi ___ ·s.i~slans:a -~·J·°'·'.:,._·:··,·,:d·.:.ea,'··-·_·,,:._!:_ some good op~tst'.\:·lfJr·<~'.~i attention:tn ~iit'~i;,"'said rjvt ~ .. ~;;=..;;_ fr;'~~~cif-~l=NAIA Cornmissionef:f@i~~"wlfo de-
said board chainnan William Sea- &hools·such·~wn;uiifon dined comrnent~on'Eaglin's an-
ion. "We need to i:emiM;Kentucky·. and ,.;,_biir,_.,,.~•a.wald';,aootlt a nouncemw&· H ·_··· •.'. · 
1!1at universitif;l _ are al~aj_p~9uta- • dcnen';i;o~W8:~ '.'I~ -· · · ir¥f':i1~efr~f 
tton;-not athletics. The,money-,we Moreliead 'io"si'a}"." ' the: 1/C until· ' you tiuisf . !ifioot'filr1rs 
save will ease the strainon·liudgets grants drop 'wiiliin tne' 25 to· 30 apparent a-·~,Jeag,iei are 
and help women's spa~.~"' ' range.' "At some time, we wouldn't having difficitlt ~iMs witlr budgets 
Eaglin hopes for a decision by be competitive," he said. · · and COll)~ti~. 9f>)]Jir.s. ilf1'0SS 
June from the OVC. Several Division I-AA schools campus." .. ".iitl'l". ·,.,,.:,,:,-~•' ·• 
"I want closure this spring," he offer no football grants, including But that doesn't ease Proctor's 
said. "We need to know our fate. If the Ivy League and the Pioneer distress. · •' ,,, •• · -· 
the OVC says yes, we'll proceed. If League, a conference that started "I hate to . see youngsters lose 
the OVC says no, we'll have a real last season with such teams as the opportunity to compete," he 
dilemma I'll have to come back to Dayton, Evansville and Butler. said. "A lot of players would never 
the board with an .alternative. Eaglin's decision was part of a have attended· college without a 
· "But I think - fiMsioii . !,AA . continuing discussion . within the scholarship, am ::yours ·tru1y is· 
football is dead at a high· !eve[" one." H_e is a ~d graduate. 
1..EaNGroN H£1WDUADER, ln!NGToN,: KY. a. Sl.1lJRD4Y, JANIU""·22 3i~4, 
Morehead·:·:.~ -ht "~ers~>m.mI-~futurectt~; -.. , •• p ~ .. - .. ,..,_ ,., ___ _,,.,.-•••-•-·Alt •,-tJ<lll ·, 
after, ,,president·"_·drops b6m6s.lieUi, 
•• ." 7 ,;9.-,1_ .I •.. ,, .. ,- . ,f :Jv.1 • · , ••·~-•:,n.::.mn.-:·.~,:.1.-.-l'IC. '/,.JL.c, 
;,;,'..~~~,~~~ .• 'j .· -;;,';,{kc1-noi~the;;,;;~>g~~'- °(owed ~5d\scnalatshriii'8Yot/~-
HERAID-l.EAD<R STAfF WRITER to' .do that,» said ,/ Mam . McCor-;. season; whj!e other}\19~Vlll!on; 
. · .'.· ~- ·." ·· · : mack, the fresbman:,quarterback ., 1-AJ\ t~ can ~ve-!:1!1. to ~jn 
Surpnse; ·.disappo~tment, . a from: Covington.:Catholic., '.'When . enswng years, ·_as:"Morefieaii re-
sense.of:lie!rayal: · . '! · .. ,... 'they recruited:me, mfcooch told d'!ces scholarships,-tlfe m--' )Y· 
. Those-were amD!lg the reac-_ . me nothing like that wo_ uld._ha.P;-.:, will grow .. ,:,.i ·;,;f··!""A'i!.1{ i~! -! 
tionsofsome-Morehead State foot- pen." ... •------.,...: :,~>,, .,:, ... : ""Wed!dJJ'~$i:tk:~ good 
ball players.y~yto the n~ws :§~.Gook,· a· soph_o'!lore ~f-·~. ~n- laii~;.iw,~said: ¥1=' 
that. MSU,)'r~sident._,Rona!~. G •. fensi.ve lihemeo fromil..ciwsa,-smd.-,, Brad Wulfeck\vca,.:slal:-,01r:.Beech-
Eaghn ~ callirig fur~e scliool to hefelt.betta 00 by J,.aglin. :~/- ;< wood High Sci\ool's 199L,aijd:·~ 
stop· p~~- ~o~p football . "~1al1ift,miglin·came-to;thec: Class A:state champi~-~ 
by 1998: ,'' · ' . banquets and .said he was all for '.'It was ~ But I thought we had 
Eaghns,plan, w!tlch must be football and miw'this: I feel a little the capabilities to be a good:team. 
approved by the school's board of · betrayed and I think the team will, But things like }qis, . !her· bring 
-r~ts, would honor the scholar- too. • ·, · your program down.".,.... . ;·.; . 
ships of~ ~nt players, but "But maybe with•budget cuts,. Still,-Wulfeck said;·._he would 
would begin·P,hasmg·~ut ~ew foot- he bad no choice." ., , likely stay at Moreliead'.fiiiat least 
ball sch~larships· starting m 1995. . . · . , . . ·-= .... ,, one,ll!Ola,yeau..--. ·· · ' _ . .., 
1
. li:a~~B:~~ ~e ,P,;oposal putheb- Cook ~~;r;;:.P!tJ:i"."tc~~~:' -r_ :.But ~nnack, a 1992H@l!}tH 
1c .res.~~Y,~,11LJII~tiilgs O!J . ..· ~--.4-~-Morelfe-d'I':' if'' ·Eeadel'-•'Ghiss-o~ihe-~ 
schoofs\l,3Dipus: Btit no one told' . ernng · m • . ea · an . w&lth~select:ioil and~Cl~ 
th -foothaR"'ilayers:··Tii. la. · ~the.h~thatiftheteam·--m· &ral .· • ----~-
e t :P. •'J:iecae PJers. werefupemimiwell'nextyeiir,11ie. !15~- .. ~~--. .tl!.t.JA4&ir.' 
are no on:_campus . .. use ore- school would'feel-better aliotit the·· with _. l\f,9~ead,. _said. •• ,. 
head-stuc@:!ts- have not yet re- ...:::=:.:..- .. -d ... _ ... dr-•· .. ,.,,. ,_,,, abourci;n.@e.b11veriess1_·_. · ·: 
tum~ forffe spring-~ester.- · --~: µ~~";1'',m1 .-~~');ff,~:;,:\ .. ;,;; promp~~'liliif~'~ ' 
''J.liad..iu>•,idea,. nri idea," said.- , ,_But .. !>~'" IJ1ayers--. wrindet¥;· pbns::_. :·_:'.'.t~' ~~. , . · ... . .,~'--;:;: 
Kyle Henson;. a. freshman _center how.much chance,!he team (3:S last·'- ! "lt:was'fuJd'l-, · · · .. ""~" 
from Fleming. County. 'Tve been season with one win:_ over NAfA.:- without adding: alt'trns,~-' 
trying jo_ ~ \IE._t,lier.f ~d .. find out . :~~_Tech) wg_lllA m,ve. to : . i•r~. ~v~~--~ i!!k to mi -.see, 
~1111A~~»t?-tlkmt➔mf"4r.JJ~·;;;r41ii&ffi ey 
'.e Sund~. h1d~pendl:!gt, Ashland, KentucKy, -~a_n.uary ~,j, Hl!,/4 . • "'!. . " , .. ·'.'.·--;:;·: ., , . ~ ,,; . ..,, . . ., ,, . - ; •: ·> :·. 
V!SU:::~ football .,_gQ:tng);fI10n-sch<>l.ajlfs.J.iiP 
~l\(' ,.. . "'' ', . ·- ;,It's tough'because i~ . -The;;E~gie11'1iraifµah!ci;"~n1y.- Much of the:iioney,,ilaved · liavln~uq~'.-lit;_athlet: 
'£11<MAYNARD '"•··"'•'I believe that athletics and aca, four•seni:Ors ~4'.il!a,ve,:~a:, se; from the reduced/)'6cholarilhlp9 ~CS:~ 'Nf.Y'_ ,~- · · tfiii;;e:'full 
·THE OAILV INDEPENDEN~ - •· demics go hand in hand and I nlors on next-J!!~il::~am.,, would ease budget'l:runc~es,119 scliol~lilp; D , •. ,~h~, ~~yet-
,. ,1. , .~•· . •.: : , . . , . know he does, too. Ilook at the _ "On. paper, ·.we,t,had the op- w~~ ~s al_d wom~~:sportsn- I. at,r,resrttl,!!ti!lf' '. !~1';., ''." 
IIOREHElW - If Morehead fact that the five-year study portunlty, to., have• our best I Just hate to' see us tear I worry about W ~e~ f'rom 
. ~. Unl:v~rsity Preslitent Ro- came out and showed where 69 year,'' he said,·."My main con- down ,?ne side ~o·J>ull~,up the rto11 .. No one has spoken_ about 
d G Eal!Iin has his way, the percent of our athletes gradu- cerns are for for the athletes other, Proctor said. I very the fact that I-A football alone 
tool'~ r(joiball program will ated. Then, the Herald-Leader. coming back and who are we much am in favor of women has .. lost about 1;101:(~c;tiolar-
I hate to aee thbse· op.. 
portunttleii SQ~,·· .. ,_ ... _._,.,. ··., 
Proctor, a .,. 'rei/J~d 'entdli-
ate hlmselt, s d he wbUiihi't 
have atte~i:ted schi>ql had it hot 
been for a football scholarship . 
r e d U I: e d to a non- came out· and •showed where going to schedule.''. 1 ·ships, and ano_tµer 500 In I-AA. 
[~1/µ-shi{i;si>ort by 1998. the average student body in .THE COURIER-JOURNAL, SUNDAY, JANUARY 23, ,1994 ,.,. i 
n ,speaking to the faculty Kentucky only graduated 32.99 · · h d St t · (: · 1 h I Iii" pl ,. 11·· 'f, 1j 
l staff In meetings Friday, pecent. To me,_ that proves I o-~e ea a e•·e~es•~nonlll!sr O ars p: a : II
gltii said that he would re- worth of academics and athlet• , ~ . 1• . '.J · • . . ~- 'I ; 
!St,b.rtthi)rityfrom theBo_ard !cs." >mi_! : . ·:~::·":": . . l.funderburR ·added·tha(he will "l'mriot'icivoc~tlngihatwegoto "l'velie~riheti.iaw.ilrlliid~~i - ': 
Re1ie~tiiJ!'1;b. 19 to negotiate \\.forehead was 3-8 lasJ sea~on ':°m AP,anc:17_ Staff. Dispatches. ;sk the Eastern athletjccwociation two leagues. I'm JUSt S!l~lf that _we anilit's _been_ on my piate that 1l /.: ! 
lb tJie .vh10. Valley Confer- and one _of those victories - . , •.';f, . Iii come up ·w1th options .• _He also need to·•!ook 11t !)le-~/15s1bllity so we - Eagliri 1laid. "I. \vas on the J, : 
:e · for Moreh~ad to f(!rm a came ~gam:3t NAIA mem_b~r 1 ·.Morehead .State's football pro- bid "three or four presidenls in the , can have flexibility. . · dents Commission for two ·years .s!I: 
'-1 foothill allian~e while re- West Vrrgima State. If Eaglm s gram would be-reduced to a non- G)VC" have'·-·asked commissioner No ,current ,s~olarships .will be I'm ribt speakij]g ~-m l_gno ··· · 'i · 
lnlng In the Division I con- move .happens, more N~IA scholarship !~el by 1998 under a Dan Beebe t1fmove toward it 60-40 affected .. atJJMcirehead, State, and The.iilinlgliiy dollar wilibr · · 
mce In other sports. teams like Georgetown, Umon plan that un!~i_ty Presi~ent Ron- tale-feinale:'~--llt}lletk:-parti~ipation coach Cole Proctor earl award 50 erybodi:@~sei!Jlltgjlbint!.We; ., 
:h11 bo~ Is likely to ap- and Cumber!and w<;>uld prob- aid G. ~gl111 will submit to the ftltio withln'.tle,nm, IM>:e~rs., : this year, Eaglin said._ . ·est~bllsli,e°!l•.)~_e,s·:-llke,;Uie".; 
Ive .the m?ve and. Ea~lln ably ,be findmg therr "".
8
Y 
0
~ tfoard ?f regents next month. ~· Eaglin saltf_'he hopelffot an ov_c Proctor said Eaglln's plan "ca!"e thi!t,rili!f. ~d -~ l~!ii•,'.'., ..... i ~• 
uld. meel with 0"'.C officials MSU s schedule. Eaglll!, e:' Eaglin. said ~rlday that ~e wants decision on t!ie Morehead .State _sit• as a shock. I th~1:1ght w~ were gomg The. liii~ty ~UITO~ding 
March to plead his case. He pects Morehe:id to remam m to negotiate -with the Oh10 Valley uation by June. · to 30 scholarships and find teams at. der eqlllfy lilso was·liJactor,,lie, 
uld, like to have a rulin!l the OVC until grants drop to ~onference for Morehe~d State _to "We need lo know our fate," _he that level within·a ~upie of years. The N.CM·. reiiu1fes: that s .. ·. 
m Jhe OVC by June to e1- the 25 to 3? ~~ge. form. a_ ne~ footb8!1. a)hance wh~e said. "If trie . ave says· yes, . Vfe'll My concern is. holding the team 10- ~~ippl§. :iYi!li federal,\IRd, state., 
,r proceed ot find an alter- Some D1v1s10n I-AA sch<_>?ls ,remammg m the Dms10n I OVC m proceed If the ave says no we'll gether and seem~whete we. go with in regaiil «rathlellc parliclpat! 
:Ive solut)on. offe~ no football grants, m- :other ~ports. have a ·rear dilemma: I'll h~ve to schedul~ng. Tli~•.(jilestlbrt} have is iiteil lirldJ,~tiriteffi. J. :·., {'" 
fo ,CUVE!}lt scholarships will cl_udmg the Ivy League and the : Eaglm plans· to go befor7 the come back tel' the board_ ~!h an al- who ~ ~: golrig.to P,lRY·: · , .. So,nie .ol:lh.e ~gl~'. pl_ilyers;. 
affec~ed,• Eaglin said, and P10neer League, a co~erence ;boar:ct of regents Feb. 1~ t~ gam ~u- temative. But I think J?1V1S1on I;t,A Eaglm conceded that could pose, a were ndt b~-camiJus .. ~e~!Jlil!,.o 
l!!h Cole _:Proctor can award started last season with s~ch :thonty to enter !1egotiallons with football is dead at a high lev~l, · · problem. "We're ,Isolated, anc! we II semes/er ~~ak, were surpns .... 
,(ootbaU 'grants this sea~m~. teams as Dayton, . Evansville the OVC:, If he 11ams board _approv- Beebe said the school presidents haye to find people. to play us," he Mar ~f:,~lin's. plan._ .. . . ;J 
;u is already below the lnmt and Butler. . . , _h~ will meet m M~rch with OVC will meet in March during the OV~ siµ<!, "We don't.Imo~ about_ other ~'.IhililhiHdea.they_were,go 
63 , scholarships which can , Proctor. kp,oV/s. fmdmg op- fiaals and_the, presidents of mem- basketball tol!rnam~nt in N:ashville, · school_s in the aye, but, .. W!thin a dd_,tl_tiitt $.41d A~ !'-fcCp.rm_ • · , 
:,awardef:l In Division I-AA. •ponents will, I>!!. difficult when .er sch~o!s·. '.'. · . ,; Tenn., to discuss different propos- 3011:,nile, ,ra.diusJ~e; lh/!tk we have friithiiliihl'ltulrterb~cli from c , 
rJrig the: 1994-95 academic ,the zer:<1;1e1(~l:.,appro11che~~W • '.'I think its a wonderful 1de~, als, with emphasis on gender equi- some good. oppo~ents. . . ton cdtlio~c ... "When,Jhey r .. 
It. • ;1998. '· \: ·: , · · · et aid Morehe~d State. ,board chair- ty. He sai<! .. he .~oesn'.I ,anticipate a Proctor' sai<! l)jliirl>Y NAf.'.\ schools me; Ill)'.. tollcli .tol<! ntt! llilthlng, · 
~he· reduction program 'f' "We knew·w~. were going·to an William-Seaton. 'We_ nee~ _to decis!on _until the league's annual such as. Georgetown, Union and Iha\ w,~illd happen(:· . , . ~I 
uld be Iii in 1995_ •. be reducing ~·ft looked like tmind Kentlicky that uruvers1\1es meeting m June. . · . Cumberl~d award ab~u/ a dozen "Preslde~t. £aidlri. ,tame to '· 
'It' t g ugh because of the nationally that was going· to re about education, n,<;>t athiehcs. "It's hard to justify contmued scholarships. Several D1V1Sion I-AA banquets lihd said he was all: 
· d ~ e~uity thing" Proctor happen," Proctor said. "I didn't e, monv dwe sav~ :1/l ease t~e funding of football at the· current scho!)ls offer none, including the Ivy football, arid now ib!J.'' said SOJ!li "; d ~'President Eagilri is look- know we were going to zero in . ~.n u gets an e P women 5 level for some cainpuses in the League and the Pioneer League, a more offensive . llneinail s ·· " l 
· - ''98. The thing I worry about orts. . . . OVC," Beebe said. "I can see two conference that,s_tarted last season Cook. "I feel a little betrayed, aii' . '. 
: . to 
th
~ ;,u\urfh .w
1f J;e1tde~ right now is we have one heck '. Eastern Kentucky President Han- football leagues opera~ng out of the ~th such teams as Dayton, Evans- think. the team will,.too. But.irui' ' 
uty a~ ee s is s e es of a schedule. we open up with Fu'!derburk, who has_ suggested ovc. Vfe can bring m schools in ville and.Butler., with tlui:lgei cuts he had no cho\ce;, 
Y to g · Marshall, then East Tennessee. at his school also cons1~er ~ non- our region who want to play at the Eaglin s de~iston came after the . . . , .,.. 
I ho e we can hold the kids to- Eholarship program_,, said his re- top-notch Division I-AA level, and NCAA recently. rejected a ~roposal Cook satd he wouldn t con~i.~e~ . 
th~r " ~nts met yesterday and I to!~ the we can have schools that; want to to reduce football scholarships to 45 transferring and .. expressed hopij 
ge · ard that we need Jo study differ- play a reduced-scholarship level. for the 1997-98 academic year. that I\ success~! season inlgli\ · 
Qnt options to contain costs and to And we've heard from (former OVC prompt a change m plans. · 
1",-rnn,rnnrl''1t<> rrn~rlnr r,,n,1it,• '' ~- ••·-'--· .... ••.i-
Jones to focus on KERA, 
buildings iµ budget plan 
By TOM LOFTUS 
Staff Writer 
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Gov. Brere-
ton Jones hopes to leave his mark 
on Kentucky with a two-year state 
budget, which he will present to-
night, that will include plenty of 
bricks and mortar and enough mon-
ey to keep education reform on 
track. 
The budget certainly will include 
a generous number of construction 
projects. 
Legislators have been all but as-
sured that there will be money for 
such things as a library and me-
chanical-engineering building at the 
University of Kentucky; a conven-
tion-center expansion and new foot-
ball stadium in Louisville; and a 
new convention center in Northern 
Kentucky. 
Sen. Tim Shaughnessy, a Louis-
ville Democrat, said Jones might 
even have found money for the pro-
posed medical-research building at 
the University of Louisville. 
But how far the budget will go to-
ward making significant progress in 
education reform is a more subjec-
tive question. · 
Jones has said time and again 
that in spite of a relatively tight rev-
enue forecast, his budget will keep 
alive the promise of the 1990 educa- , . 
!ion-reform law. 
He is expected to propose a 
slightly more generous budget for 
schools than he did two years ago. 
The budget, Jones' spending plan 
for state government for the two-
year period beginning July 1, offi-
cially remains a secret until 7 to-
night, when the governor is to give 
his State of the Commonwealth and 
budget address to the legislature 
and viewers of Kentucky Education-
al Television. · 
But based on interviews last week 
willi a score of administration offi-
cials, legislators and others familiar 
with parts of the budget, here is a 
general outline of what to expect: 
■ There will be additional money 
in each of the next two school years 
for · the basic school-funding pro-
gram. 
In the first year of the budget, the 
per-pupil spending figure isn't ex-
pected to increase. But the schools 
can expect to get more money be-
cause the budget will account for 
more students than the current 
budget (Late in the 1992 legislative 
session, state officials submitted a 
student count that was higher thari 
the one budgeted for. Because that 
count came in so late and money 
was tight, the legislature did not 
fully fund the higher co_unt.) In the 
second year, Jones is expected to 
increase per-pupil 'funding:by about 
3 percent. · 
Moreover; the budget should'fu!Jy 
fund the program that provides ad-
ditional state money to districts that 
set local tax rates above the mini-
mum required by tbe state. 
GE~rRAL 
ASSEMBLY 
. And there will be money for some 
of the special KERA programs such 
as school· computers, family-re-
source centers and financial re-
wards for improving schools. 
Whether all this will allow for 
continued progress under the re-
form law depends on your perspec-
tive. But education officials general-
ly are optimistic. 
Joe Kelly, chairman of the state 
school board, said he expects edu-
cation reform to get "proper treat-
ment, based on Gov. Jones' commit, 
ment · .. ,, which he's expressed time 
and again." 
Others are 
skeptical. Two 
Democratic 
members of the 
House budget 
committee -
Joe · Barrows of 
Versailles and· 
Harry Moberly 
of Richmond -
expect legisla-
tive efforts to 
put more of the 
money for 
schools into the basic funding for-
mula. 
■ Universities are likely to consid-
er themselves the losers in the 
budget -· again. They have asked 
for increases of 3 percent in the first 
fiscal year and 5 percent in the sec-
ond. 
They won't get that. One official. 
familiar with the budget said uni-; 
versities are more likely to see an-
nual increases ·of 2 to 3 percent. 
Some universities ~ get some 
construction money they're asking 
for. · · 
■ The Cabinet foii Human Re-
sources will see a lot_~ ~rganiza-
. i tion under this 
budget. And 
Jones is sure to 
emphasize his 
welfare-reform · 
proposal. 
The governor 
also is expected 
to say that his 
reorganization . 
of the cabinet 
will put more 
workers in the 
field and fewer 
in Frankfort's 
administrative offices. 
The state's many worker-training 
functions are expected to be more 
neatly organized, and Jones is likely 
to say that the Workforce Develop-
ment Cabinet is a big winner in this 
budget. · 
II State employees will get bigger 
raises than in recent budgets. Some 
members of the legislature's budget 
committees say they have been told 
that Jones will call for 5 percent 
raises each year. . 
The governor has reduced the 
full-time state work force through 
attrition during the past two ,years. 
He's likely to say that heavier work-
loads ·on ·those who remaiiifo1ake 
them deserving of decent raises. He 
will not call for any layoffs. 
■ The Kentucky • State •. Police 
should get funding for more troop-
ers. After the 1990 tax increase, the 
state police had about 1,000 uni-
formed troopers. 
But under the current budget, the 
number declined by 30 or more. 
Jones is expected to put enough in 
his budget to get the number back 
up to l,000. · 
■ As a general rule, most agen-
cies will do better than in the. cur-
rent tight budget, though some will 
continue to feel the pinc!L' One ad-
ministration official said the general 
theme of the budget is basically 
~~ cuibacks and adj~;~~ of 
the past three years - necessitated 
by unrealistic revenue expectations 
- are coming to an end. Now that 
the belt has been tightened,. state 
government can look forward to 
slow but steady growth - and even · 
show a surplus of 2 percent or more 
- in the next two years: · :· . . 
Skeptics will wonder abour that. 
But that's the basic pitch you'll hear 
tonight. · 
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USI gets new president 
EV ANSVIllE, Ind. - H. Ray Hoops, an academic administrator 
at the University of Mississippi, will become thasecond president 
of the University of Southern Indiana. 
On Thursday USI's_.boart!,_.of trustees clfose Hoops, the vice. 
c~cell~r for acadenuc aff!11fS: at Ole Miss since 1988, to succeed' 
DaV1d 'Rice, 64;- usrs president since-its,establishment in •1965 .. , 
Rice is to retire on June.3~. USI serves 7,550 students on its 300: 
acre campus near Evansyille. · 
Former .farth boy 
elected president 
of Berea College 
~- . . . . . 
BY OOlllE BEAN 
HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITER . 
BEREA - An Ohio farm boy 
who was first in his family to go to 
college was elected eighth presi-
dent of Berea College yesterday. 
Larry Dwight Shinn, academic 
vice president for Bucknell Univer-
sity, a highly regarded liberal arts 
college in Pennsylvania, will take 
over Berea's top administrative 
post in August 
He succeeds John B. Stephen-
son, Berea's president of 10 years 
and an Appalachian scholar, who 
is leaving to pursue personal inter-
ests. · 
Widely acclaim!!(l because it 
charges no tuition and every stu-
dent must wor1,; Berea has consis-
tently been ranked as one .of the 
south's leading colleges and has a 
national · reptifation · as well. It 
stresses its commitment to Appala-
chia and selects 80 percent of its 
students from Kentucky and South-
ern Appalachia. 
Although Shinn, a religion 
scholar, educator, minister and au-
thor, has no deep ties to Berea 
College or the Southern Appalachia 
area, he is a good match for the 
1,500-student liberal arts school, 
trustees and search committee 
members said at a news conference 
yesterday. · 
Shinn's background as a stu-
dent bears similarities to those of 
many of the young people at Berea, 
which admits only low-income stu-
dents, they said. • · 
Shinn began his career as an 
educator at Oberlin College in Ohio, 
which has strong ties to Berea 
College. Berea founder John G. Fee 
enlisted Oberlin students as teach-
ers in the school he founded in 
1855 and four of Berea's seven 
presidents have graduated from or 
taught at Oberlin or Oberlin Semi-
nary. 
Beyond those lini<s and his 
academic credentials, Shinn is a 
''man of enormous energy, capaci-
ty, versatility, intellect and vision," 
said David Swanson, chairman of 
Berea's board of trustees. 
"He is deeply committed to 
improving the lives of young peo-
ple ... he knows -firsthand what it 
means to have one's life changed 
by education. 
"We thini< ... and Larry thinks 
. . . that all of this adds up to a 
pretty darn good fit," Swanson told 
a crowd of about 200 faculty, 
students, staff, retired Berea em-
ployees and friends of"the college 
at the news conference. 
Shinn has had other opportuni-
ties this year for presidencies at 
other colleges, but turned them 
down, he said. 
"I wanted to be president only 
at a place where I could believe 
deeply in its mission," Shinn said. 
He became a candidate for pres- ca1;1~ of his vision, his energy his 
ident in October when he was ability to inspire and understmd 
nominated by a Berea College students," ~d Philip Chamberlin, 
alumnus who was a teaching col- a Berea semor who was the student 
league at Oberlin. representative on the search com-
In addition to _his ~gy, en- IIll~ee. _ . , ;, .. , _ 
thus1asm and qualifications, Shinn _ _'He embodies the Hoi\itio Alger 
also has had "considerable ·experi- Sp!f!t of work and integrity" he 
ence" with multiculturalism and said. · · ' 
diversity on the Bucknell campus . "We were also· struck ·by Jiis 
said Elizabeth Culbreth, an Arling'. s1.ze and the size of his heart; he is 
ton, Va., attorney and Berea alum- as sturdy on the inside as he is on 
na who headed the search commit- the outside." 
tee. . Shinn said he will be working 
"Specific programs he had with the Berea College community 
worked for at Bucknell ... that had - faculty and staff - to examine 
enhanced diversity on his campus; how Ber~ can continue to provide 
his commitment to women and an. education that will be relevant 
min~rities ... both on the faculty to its students in the 21st century. 
and m th~ student population, all of He will examine Berea's pro-
those things spoke to ,the will," grams and how the college is using 
Culbreth said. its financial resoUI'Cl!S, he said. 
Berea, the first interracial col- He mentioned Berea's outreach 
lege in the south, had a fifty-fifty programs by way of example. "Are 
balance between black and white all of them as effective now as they 
students for many years. Black once were ... should we alter some, 
enrolhnent now is about 10 percent; should some be discontinued, 
international student enrolhnent is should others be begun? · 
about 14 percent, according to the "There are the tough questions 
colleg~. I thini< an institution has to ask 
Shinn seemed to stand out from when someone comes in from the 
other candidates for president ''be- outside .. .'' 
'<t 
Cl 
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BEREA - Berea College 
trustees selected Dr. Larry 
Dwight Shinn as the 
college's eighth president 
,.; Saturday. 
.x Shinn, 52, has been 
3 Bucknell University's vice 
iij president for Academic 
o<: Affairs and professor of 
u religion, Berea College said 
~ in a news release. 
~ His appointment ended a 
<C six-month nationwide 
i search to replace outgoing 
., president" John B. . 
-g Stephenson, who will step 
~ down in July, Stephenson is 
~ retiring to do private 
c: research. 
it;' "Dr. Shinn is a man of 
-g great ·energy; capacity, 
Jl versatility, intellect and 
., vision," said Berea· board 
;:: chairman.Dil.vidiSwenson. 
Shinn earned his,, . .,,; 
bachelor'~ degree ino; ,_ . 
religion from Baldwin'.'~ 
Wallace College in 1964, his 
bachelor of divinity ,degree 
from Drew Theological 
School in 1968 and his . 
doctorate from Princeton in 
1972. 
Shinn began his academic 
career at Oberlin College, 
where he taught for 14 
years. He was dean of the 
College of Arts and Sciences 
at Bucknell from 1984 to 
1989 before taking over as 
vice president of Academic 
Affairs and professor of . 
religion:- " 
Shinn and his wife Nancy 
have two daughters.. 
Berea is an independent, 
non-denominational college 
that charges no tuition. All 
students work in an 
on-campus labor program to 
pay their way through 
school.. ,._ ....• 
JJerea 
College 
names new 
president 
By RICHARD WILSON 
Staff Writer 
BEREA, Ky. - Berea College yes-
terday tapped Larry D. Shinn, a 
Pennsylvania college administrator 
and religious scholar, to become its 
eighth president. 
Shinn, 52, will take over in Au-
gust, succeeding John Stephenson, 
who announced several months ago 
that he would relinquish the post 
this summer after serving 10 years. 
_ "I am absolutely persuaded that 
we have identified the very best per-
son to lead this college into the 21st 
century," Berea Trustee Chairman 
David Swanson told a gathering of 
faculty, staff and students yesterday 
morning, short)y after Shinn's 
unanimous selection by theboard of 
trustees. 
"! am deeply honored, and not a 
little bit humbled, by this opportuni-
ty," Shinn told the assembly. 
Shinn is vice president of aca-
demic affairs and a professor of reli-
gion at Bucknell University in 
Lewisburg, Pa. He has been vice 
president of academic affairs since 
1989. Earlier, he was dean of Buck-
nell's College of Arts and Sciences 
for five years and a religion profes-
sor at Oberlin (Ohio) College from 
1970 to 1984. 
The Oberlin connection with Be-
rea is a historic one. Some of the 
Kentucky school's early teachers, in 
the mid-19th century, were from 
Oberlin, and four of Berea's first 
five presidents wete either Oberlin 
graduates or once. taught there. 
During an interview yesterday, 
Shinn said he was nominated for 
the· Berea post by ·former Oberlin 
colleague James· Powell, a Berea 
alumnus who is- director of the 
Franklin Institute' in Philadelphia. 
During brief reiparks yesterday, 
Shinn said he nof only was comfort-
able with the 139-year-old college's 
historical commitments but whole-
heartedly embraced them. 
The independent, non-denomina-
tional school, with 1,536 students, 
has won worldwide acclaim for its 
commitment to the education of de-
serving but often· impoverished Ap-
palachian youth.---Students pay no 
tuition but must work at least IO 
hours weekly to b,_elp offset the cost 
of their education, which also is un-
derwritten by earnings from the 
school's endowment of approxi-
mately $360 million. 
Founded in, 1855, Berea was the 
first interracial, coeducational col• 
lege. in the South and is committed 
to;a.!iberal arts, religious, value-ori-
enw:I education. -
Shinn pledged thilt those commit-
ments will continue. and. said the 
school has another cballenge, too: 
"If there's a cballenge I would pose 
for us who now have agreed to 
work together, it would be how cag, 
we help Berea both be and become, 
How cah we in fact assure and con-
tinue the commitment that Berea 
has always had to its traditional val-
ues; build upon its cui'rent 
strengths, and yet prepare its ,stu-
d~nts for a 21st century world that 
P\>Ses enormous challenges for 
them?" . 
He said he did not have an an-
swer for that challenge. But he ex-
pressed confidence that Berea has 
the "wisdom, the committed human 
resources and the openness: to 
change to face this kind of challeng-
ing education." 
. Slli?D plans to start his tenure by 
listemng and "asking tough ques-
tions, which I think we must always 
ask of .ourselves." 
Philip Chamberlin, one of two 
students on the 12-member search 
committee that recommended 
Shinn, said he believes Shinn "has 
the ability to inspire students." 
Chamberlin, a Frankfort senior 
also said he was impressed by 
Shinn's "penetrating and probing 
questions." _ · 
· Bucknell President Gary Sojka 
said he respects Shinn for his edu-
cational vision. 
"Bucknell is a far better universi-
ty because of his influence . as a 
leader and an educator," Sojka said. 
Al Bucknell, Shinn wrote an affir. 
mative-action plan that increased 
black faculty; helped devise a plan 
to increase minority enrollment; led 
a campus strategic plan; and devel-
oped numerous grant proposals to · 
win money for faculty development 
and undergraduate research. 
Berea Trustee Elizabeth Culbreth, 
.- head of the search panel, said a 
combination of experience, person-
al qualities and commitment to Be-
rea's values were instrumental in 
Shinn's selection. 
- In fact, these qualities were ap-
parent "from our first communica-
tion from him, when he wrote and 
responded to the invitation to be 
considered," said Culbreth, a Berea 
alumna. 
Shinn, an ordained minister of 
the United Methodist Church, is an 
expert on the religions of Iildia and 
has · written and edited several 
books and numerous articles on· re-
ligious topics. --
_He is also a former athlete who 
rejected several college football 
scholarships. He was co-captain of 
his college football team iit Baldwin-
Wallace College In Berea, Ohio, 
where he also participated In track 
and was named the scbool;s out-
standing athlete In .1963-64. , 
Stephenson said · that his plans 
still are uncertain blit that he plans 
to do some i:e5earcb arid· writing. 
Before becoming Berea's president, 
he was a sociology professor and 
head of the Appalachian Center at 
the University of Kentucky. 
LARRY D. SHINN -
Blrthplace: Alliance, Ohio, Jan. 
16, 1942. -
Title: President of Berea 
College. 
Education: Bachelor's degree, 
magna cum laude with major in 
religion and minors in history 
and psychology _from Baldwin-
Wallace College in Berea, Ohio, 
1964. Bachelor of Divinity, Drew 
(N.J.) Theological Seminary, 
. 1968; Doctorate in history of 
religions, Princeton (N.J.) 
University, 1972. 
Experience: Vice president for 
academic affairs since 1989 and 
professor of religion at Bucknell 
University. Dean of the College 
of Arts and Sciences at 
Buc~nell, 1984-89. Professor of 
religion, Oberlin (Ohio) College 
1970-84. ' 
Personal: W~e. Nancy; adult 
daughters, Christine and Robyn. 
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UK called 
a good 
collegiate 
value 
LEXINGTON - The Univer-
si~y of. Kentucky,;~ main-
tained 1ts ranking as one of the 
nation's best collegiate values. 
For the third __ consecutive 
year, UK was included in "The 
~uide to_ 101 of the Best Values 
m America's Colleges and Uni-
versities." The book was 1pub-
!ish~ by the Centerfor Stud-
ies m College Enrollment. 
UK was among 36 schools 
de~igna~ed 1;1s "national flag-
ship universities." • · , 
''We placed UK iil.·. ·what we 
call the 'national ~hip' cat-
egory because we- think its in-
~uenc~ as a model'. Institution 
IS national and even Interna-
tional," said David Wilson, 
founder of the center -and co-
editor of the book. 
, The book lists UK's out-
standing features as "a mnn-
ber of high quality academic 
programs, a handsome campus 
m the heart of bluegrass coun-
try, a strong sense of Southern 
ch~•and friendliness, and an 
act1ye and _ enthusiastic social 
enVJrOnment." 
The book rates UK's ·general 
educ_ation program, university 
~tud1es, as one of the strongest 
m the country. 
UK.' •. -. --·-- •-·•· na1·· ·. ,_ s mternatio . -
. - -- ·•hr ._: ... _. -... commnm..,3 grows, 
puts down roots: 
• ~. • •• ;1 • ..,.-: .• 
BYDonlEBEAN 
HERAlD-LEADER E!lOCATION WRITER • 
· When Norwegians Paul and Hega Johansson were -
looking for an American· college, they considered 
schools in Arizona, Pennsylvania, Kansas, Kentucky • 
and North Carolina. 
They chose to enroll at the University of Kentucky 
~ Paul in civil engineering and Hega in anthropology; 
"We went for security. and a good school for the 
kind of money we had· to pay," Paul Johansson said 
Abid Hussain, a junior from Pakistan studying 
engineering, was attracted to UK by "inexpensive 
tuition," he said. ·.-::-- ... :.:::...-w.,, .... A ,. .- •• -.. • •• , ....... 
The Johanssons and Hussain are among an intema0 
tional population on UK's campus that has more than 
tripled in the last decade. 
In 1992-93, UK's.foreign student population grew 4152 8.5% 
by 14.7 percent, compared with a nationwide increase 4 084 ...... , --14.4% . : ; ,; . , · 
of 4.5 ~l . .. . , l~f'-ffiU.=-;o;;-l;;:Sli;outh~e::mi:ca:"ii1ff;;';oli:m::ia::--· +4;,:0~3;!_;84 .';-. .!..·,-'-'.:,..,'..~15~.4~'¾~.,.'--~...;_..:: 
-Among all universities; UK had the 60th-largest !m-"'."'if-r,U;;;.:;ol:;;Wi~1sco;'T,'ns!!!!l!!..!nL.!M!!!a!!:d~iso~n~-f·S'4~0~1:!,4+-:L'•·:;::•·_,:;,.:;:,:'~9!:!,8~%2.;-..::•,e;.• ...;_...::.:, 
international population in 1992-93, according to· a. f!l!:.,.:..:;'--tN~e~w::-'11-!/o~rk~U~.'i-· __ ....::...:......-f.:.:•3~5~3~1-1-'..:. ,_.;c.;·"e1·\c:::••!J101,:.4!::'¾~o.;.:··.:.· _ _:_ 
recent study by the Institute of lnteinational Education. Ohio State U. 3 449 . .,· 6.6% , ... 
The 1,473 international'·studeiits on campus'last •ColumbiaU: .·.,:c·,.·· 3338 ;-. , ... ,·,,;,,,17.2% .. ,, ,··:- , 1 
yearrepresentedabout6.l~tofUK'stotalstudent U.olPen ania 3248 ·r•:: ·,,d5.7% -,,, _.,. 
body. _ .. _:_ :•: .. ·::. . ·_ ·.... , . U.ollllinois lbana 3089 · • .. · · : .,,. 
Why has UK been so . successful in attracting . 2 956 
foreign students? .. i~-~~r.,.;~~;;;. t~:i~:.- ,;~--~. i,·.-··r~ot-.2 ,:. 
The Johanssons, Hussain-ilnd other international·· 
. · __ ·students ·say 
UK's relatively low tuition is one of 
its main attractions. Although the 
$5,880 they will pay in non-resident 
undergraduate tuition this · year 
might seem high by Kentucky 
standards, it is low for comparable 
universities in the United States. 
Among the 19 benchmark 
schools - doctoral universities 
that UK compares i~ with -
only four have lower out-of-state 
tuitions: Georgia State University 
the University of ijouston,,the,,Uni'. 
versity of Tennessee and .West 
Virginia University. 
Annilal non-resident:.tuitian at 
UK will increase to $6,540 in, the 
1994-95 school year. 
Students also say UK recruits 
more aggressively and has a repu-
tation for helping foreign. students 
get settled and ·providing many 
opportunities for activities. 
"We had good fimback from 
UK," Johansson saich .. 1'When•'}'ou. 
apply to . American universities 
from abroad; they send a computer 
sheet and that's ill' . •., , • UK, however, sent 'brochures 
and other information and included 
the private phone number ·and 
office number of an-employee who 
worked with international students, 
he said. 
UK administrators say the uni-
versity has -. consciously tried to 
increase its international student 
enrollment as a matter of philoso-
phy .. 
"Any university that aspires to 
be a great university is going to 
have to be an internatianaliuniver-
sity," said Robert ' Hemenway 
chancellor of UK's Lexington cam'. 
pus. ''The world our· students are 
going to be entering ii; one :which 
operates in an international ~n, 
text" .; :: 
_J·~ : 
Four or five years ago, the 
number of international students at 
UK was way below that of research 
universities UK compares itself 
with, Hemenway said. · ' 
"1f we are now 60th that means 
we have risen to the point where 
we are approaching comparability 
with other major research universi-
ties in-the·country." 
More active recruiting 
UK has been more activeiy 
recruiting foreign students since 
the mid-1980s, when the Office of 
International Affairs was set up. _ 
· Soon after the office opened, a 
team of people from UK made the 
rounds of many .of the foreign 
embassies in Washington D.C, 
passing out catalogs and bt:ochur.es 
about UK and information about 
the services it could provide 'to 
foreign students, said Russell Bran-
non, director 9f the Office of Inter-
national Affairs. 
"We told them we wanted stu-
dents from their countries and 
assured them they would be well-
treated and get a good-quality edu-
cation at a good price." 
At the same time, UK bolstered · 
its efforts to admit foreign stu, 
dents, he said, by assigning a full-
time person to work with interna-
tional student admissions. 
"The applications - that were 
coming in from foreign students, 
particularly undergraduates, were 
not in many cases beingdealt with 
promptly," Brannon said · 
Thus, UK was losing students 
to other schools because they didn't 
hear from the university within a 
reasonable period· of·time. 
Since then, foreign student en-
rollment' has grown by-about 150 
to 200 students a year. 
.~h·?*-y~;, ~•~.! - • l.EADfR 
1n 1993-94, the number of for. 
eign students grew by 10.3 percent, 
to 1,624 students. Of 2,583 colleges 
and universities surveyed last year, 
only about 100 had more than 
1,000 foreign students. _ 
The goal is to have the interna-
tional student population make up 
about 7 wcent of the 24 000 stu-
dents at UK, Brannon said. _ ·
He said that would be-in line 
with the other bencliinarlcllniversi-
ties.. --., .. . ~.~ :·· 
''We wanted to keep it at a 
moderate.level - not so many that 
international students ·are:all you 
are teaching in a class, but enough 
that tliey can bring to that class 
and the discussions an internation-
al dimension." .,. - . 
In llne with trends 
The foreign .. ~tudtm\:--,\xX!Y. at 
UK follows several nati~ trends· 
■ About. one:.half • 'of! tfie UK 
mdents· .are, un\l,ergia~uafll,, - , 
freshman .. through senior . ..:.._, stu-
dents, · alihost identical •"ro the 
national proportion. ·' · ·· · 
· ■ Their most popular ficlds of 
study are business and engineer- · 
ing. At UK, about 27.4 percent of 
the foreign students study engi-
neering, while 1s:9·' perceilt are 
studying business. Nationally, 
those trends are reversed, with 
business and management attract-
ing 20.1 percent of foreign students 
and engineering, 17.7 pen:ent 
-■ A large percentage-- of the 
foreign students are male. At UK, 
women make up about,30'percent 
of the foreign student body; nation-
ally; they make- up·--about;37 ·per-
cent - ..... . . •·-. ,,., .. . 
/VltJllfi7 
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N" ethington defends dedsion to .,Je()pen ,,~ • 
HERALD-LEADER STAFF REPORT 
University of Kentucky Presi-
nt Charles Wethington defended 
1 school's much-criticized deci- · 
,rt to re<,>pen Wednesday despite 
ncelled classes, ~old classrooms 
d poor attendance. 
"Our goal is to keep the univer-
Y open and operational," Weth-
~on_ said. 
UK reopened because universi-
streets, sidewalks and parking 
ts had been cleared and a major"-
' of UK students live on or near 
' . ' ' . 
campus, Wethington said. son estimated it was "hovering responded. "Classes are scheduled '. . According to Spencer' Turner-
Rebecca Noonan, a social work 'around the 50 percent mark" com- and students make the choice of director of University Health Serv-
senior, said holding classes this pared to early Wednesday, when attending or not." ice at UK, there have been 18 
week demonstrates an appalling only five or six students were · · · · · ·ts · th I t thr. · da 
h 
· , J · The difference, he sru'd, 1·s that · mJury vtst m e as · ee ys. 
disregard for students. · s owmg up 1or c asses in which 25 I · · · I ded fr b' or more are enrolled. faculty are being urged to give nJunes me u ost 1te, a broken 
"I think this is ridiculous. that . students who missed classes a hand, a broken wrist, hand fracture 
we've had classes this week," she Some students . and parents and a h Id d' 1 ti d chance to make up the_ ir work. • s ou er ts oca on an 
said. complained that; uport calling the collar bone fracture. At least- some 
No one at UK keeps daily university, they were told attend- William Rice, an, accounting : of the injuries were releated to the 
· university-wide attendance rolls, ance was required ..'... despite the junior, said trying to ·go to classes . weather. 
but several university officials said weather and the state of emergency is "life threatening." , · 
attendance seemed to have picked _ : declared by the gov~or. Despite the record-low tempera-, "The administration should feel lures, UK has had relatively 'ew -
up yesterday. · Th ·. • 00' • 1 . . 
1
' " e s1tuat10n t ay ts the rea p11tful if someone gets hurt and minor - problems with its 
- ~-UK spokesman Ralph Derick~- same·as·it always is," Wethington· - ·tryinj(lo get to class," he said.· buildings, Derickson said: - -·-. 
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H the snow stonn 
,. . frdltj11_t). 
'ddiilt bclfie-1J;\" 
Jielidiiij · belul.vi.or 7,i 
1 === Perhaps the ni&st ' i 
~ obvious ~i>le was tiieUm~efst! 
ty of Kentucky's decision to reo~1 
on Wednesday. , 
, Wi!h tew~ture$ dang~u~Jy 
110:,v an~ ~e c1~'s stt~ts sh& as~ i 
1 
Dick V1tale's .Head, students ;µid .; ! 
faculty members wduld have beeh 
better off at home. And, heedless to 
say, that's w-hete many of them ,. 
stayed. Gi\r~ them 'ctedit fot' good'.') 
sense, at least ·· . . :, · · ; 
~u-·-,, . . . q, ' ..t .. '. ,:.,·! . 
. ' itf, 
·' . 
-~ ... 
f I' , 
Boyd Hall director Doug Ge-
verdt indicated to auditors he gave 
Clay the cash two or three da'ys ' 
after the haunted house. : · 
. · Interviews with peopl~ Y{ho' j 
; helped collect the exercise fees! 
• indicat"!I checks and cas~ totalini/ j 
I $5,130 were turned over ,to PIOS: '1 
·. konka, "\Vh(! \old_ audit~ [~e ~Yf~ 
.. them to Clay., . . ·Jt . 1! II, 
'• I 1 ' ••' ' l, 't Ir 1 
. Plosk<m~ '.'3id th~ da:J·!·~. -ll~ii 
· gave the fees to Clay, !!I' <Pl!)\!\ 
konka)· took· the checl_n!!;to tJi~· 
· Office of Residence Life fut,Jleposit, 1 
the audit said. A residence life •. 
1 employee verified thiift1j9:cliec1<s;1 
· but no cash, were delivered for 
· deposit. · - '.:'· l' '''. 1 
· Other audit findings::i'.,.l ,;' }· \ 
I • Clay and Ploskonki\' hnproi,)1 
i erly assumed authority :1o· aeate. 
Id llect' ""'. 
1 an co ~ees. ~lV· ·: __ ' .; 
■ Controls and finatitiaJ'•poJi-: 
cies in l.Jl{'s residence ;1if~ i l1fO-1 
grams ' ar~ rot ti~ht_. 91pugn ' ~ i 
prevent mtsappropnation,;, ' . · · 1 
, • 1, c, , 
■ Fees fr<im studen\§ ·amj oth-; 
ers that shbuld have beeri.qesposit- ll 
ed into a~counts under UK control, 
[: were instead' put into,l;wiuif•i~! 
known as agency accol!Jlts,· for 
'such accounts, UK acts'!imly ai;J 
1 custodian --'- a situation much l!~e ' 
' that' of a bank and its '·pteckmg 
1 account customers, Bureij said. • 
' ,, ¥• '" ./ 
MSU ARCHIVES '.!( 
MSU Clip Sheet 
A sampll.q of recent artlda of interest to Morehead State Unlvenlty 
INSTITUTIONAL RELATIONS MOREHEAD STATE UNMRSllY UPO BOX 1100 
~Plan includes . ... r 
.5%··raises~· for 
state ·· workers ~ 
BY CHAD CARLTON 
AND JACK BRAMMER 
HERAU).l£ADER FRANl<FORT BuRENJ 
FRANKFORT - Gov. Brere-
ton' jones last night · unveiled · a 
$i0.2 billion spending plan that · 
'tries to keep education reform roll-
ing, brings in more money without 
raising taxes ·and puts more em-
phasis on bricks and mortar than 
he'f programs. 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
All others · J· Despite limited new dollars, the 
two-year proposal includes a sur- , 
prising call for 5 percent annual 
raises for state employees. 
Source: 1994-96 proposed budget &tllQUI ROOIIIGUEZ/HERALO-LEADER 
The plan drastically revamps 
the agency that provides every-
thing from food stamps to death · 
certificates. And the governor fore-
shadowed welfare reforms that 
. would require most recipients to 
work to get paid. 
· In an hourlong speech to law-
! makers, J6rtes said the cooperation 
during · last week's paralyzing 
1snowstotm , was an example of 
what is need~O mee( the cha)- I • 
, Jenges facing the state. ' I 
• "Our job is to move Kentucky 
ahead, to keep Kentucky moving, 
to open up, if you will, highways of 
' learning and economic opportunity 1 
that have too long remained frozen 
and blocked for too many of our 
citizens," he said. 
Jones seemed relaxed and confi- . 
oent as he gave a speech politely 
received by legislators. However, 
legislative leaders questioned · 
whether the state could afford the 
governor's plan. · 
The budget plan calls for 
spending $294 million more in 
fiscal year 1995, which begins July. 
1, and nearly $243 million more the 
next year. , " ···t "· ; · / 
· To ma.ximm: money in a tight 
budget, Jones . calls ior spending 
more on tax, collection efforts - a 
move that he says will bring in $2 
for every dollar spent 
The budget plan calls for no 
new taxes. However, Jones hinted 
at a special session on tax reform 
~er the November general elec-
- Jones' spending plan ~ for the 
coming two years would allocate 
nearly half of all General Fund 
dollars to Kentucky's schools. 
The proposal is far short of 
what education officials requested, 
but Jones said it keeps the phased-
in reforms of 1990 on track. 
He called on local school boards 
to spend some ·of the new money 
on pay raises for teachers. And he 
included more money for a pro-
gram to reward schools that are 
doing well and reprimand those 
doing poorly. ' • · 
Recognizing the limited dollars 
available, Jones proposes borrow-
ing $570 million for a ' host of 
· construction projects that might 
.. appease those agencies that wiJI 
get few new dollars fott programs. 
The building projects include If 
• $46 million for the Commonwealth 
Library at the University of Ken-
_ tucky, $100 million ,for improve-
. men ts at state parks and $50 mil-
lion for convention- 'centers in 
• Louisville and Covington. 
House budget chief Marshall 
• Long, 1. D-Shelbyville, • questioned 
1 whether the state can afford so 
: much added debt 
' / "I .hope we can cut on capital 
_,.construction · a little bit," he said. 
"It's difficult to do; they are well 
thought out, good projects. I ques-
tion whether we can maintain our 
bond rating and do them." 
The governor proposed squir-
reling away $30 million more in the 
s!,ate'~ ~iny~ay _ fund, a_ mov~ 
BUDGET HIGHLIGHTS: -
■ Education: 
Increase basic state aid program for local school 
districts by. about $50 million in fiscal 1995, about 
$40 mlllion the following year. 
■ Higher education: 
Give operating budgets at state universities 2% 
more In first year, 3% more following year. 
Community colleges would get 3% annual 
increases. · 
Prohibit universities from Increasing student tuition 
for 1995-96. 
■ Human services: 
Reorganize Cabinet for Human Resources, cutting 
1,200 positions through attrition and transfers. 
■ Revenue: 
Include money for crackdown on people and 
businesses that do not file truces or underpay. 
■ Building projects: 
Sell nearly $570 million In bonds for buildings, 
including UK's library and Danville tech school. 
■ State workers: 
Provide 5% pay raises each year. No layoffs. 
■ Coal rebates: 
Gives~ counties more money from the coal 
severance tax, but less than promised. 
graces with bond rating agencies .. 
The money would boost the fund 
to $130 million, which would be the, 
highest amount in history. 
The budget doesn't include as 
· much smoke and mirrors as previ- . 
ous proposals. However, it does 
include transfening $40 million 
from the Road Fund, meant solely 
for transportation expenses, to sev-
eral other cabinets. 
State employees, who were 
among the biggest losers in Jones' 
budget two years ago, were big 
winners yesterday. 
SPEECH: .Jones 
unveils budget 
of $10.2 billion 
FROM PAGE ONE 
Most workers got no rais'eidn 
1993 and 3 percent this year. Jones 
calls for 5 percent raises each year 
of the two-year budget cycle, a $26 
million-a-year proposal. 
The budget doesn't include lay-
offs. It also doesn't decrease the 
state work force. as Jones had 
pledged to do earlier through attri-
tion. 
Some of the state's 35,500 jobs, 
mainly those whose positions are 
paid for with federal or agency 
funds, will be redefined. The new 
terminology will bring the state 
work force to just III)der 33,000, but 
the number of workers on the 
payroll will remain about the same. 
The Cabinet for Human Re-
sources would face a massive 
shake-up that would cut hundreds 
of management positions. More 
_than 1,200 jobs would be cut 
through attrition, with some work-
ers being transferred to other agen-
cies or retrained for front-line tasks 
in the cabinet, such as social work-
ers. . .· 
Jones also hinted at . a $50 
million welfare reform package to 
be unveiled in coming days that 
would require some recipients to go 
to work to keep getting state 
checks. 
Government should help those 
who can't help themselves but not 
those who are unwilling to do so, 
he said. 
The budget proposal includes 
$6 million to cure one of Ken-
tucky's most criticized practices: 
putting the mentally ill into jails 
rather than hospitals. .. ; . 
Jones said tittle about )lis No .. l 
priority, health-care reform. But he 
warned that, "if we do not control 
runaway health-care costs, we will· 
not have the necessary money for 
other needs." 
Kentucky'.s universities · would 
get modest increases in state fund-· 
ing - 2 percent more in' fiscal ·year 
1995 and 3 percent more the next 
year. Community colleges . would 
get 3 percent increases "in both 
years. 
However, the increases came 
with a edict not to raise tuition and 
a warning that more must be done 
to stop duplication among the eight 
public universities and 14 commu-
nity colleges. 
Jones' · proposal would fall far 
short on his promise to return half 
of the coal-severance tax dollars to 
coal counties, primarily in Eastern 
and Western Kentucky. 
The budget proposes to give 
counties 25 percent of the· money 
by 1996. The funds, which.must be 
spent mainly on job development, 
would increase from $39.6 million 
this budget year to $46.7 inillion in 
1995 and $54.1 million the next 
year. 
Jones also wanlll to create an 
environmental service corps in 
which citizens would work to pro-· 
tect Kentucky's natural resources. 
The_ jobs coukl-raDg1: Jrom.high 
school students cleaning . up 
streams to retirees serving on advi-
sory panels. · 
The budget doesn't include any 
money for a new helicopter or 
auplane to replace the Sikorsky 
helicopter that crashl!(! in 1992 
with Jones and ·five o1hers aboard. 
Jones, who got a standing ova-
tion from lawmakers as he entered 
and exited, took a swipe at his 
predecessor, Wallace Wilkinson. 
Wilkinson, who was often at 
odds with legislators, said in 1990 
that he wasn't sent to Frankfort to 
get along with lawmakers. 
"I believe I was sent here to get 
along," Jones said. "I think the 
people of Kentucky want us to get 
alorig with each other." 
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1111' HiGHER;EDUCATION .: .:__:...,_; ______ _ 
University o~cials.tol~I 
to ·streamline ... ·roC=··<,,J C'y')u~: 
, .. -.,..; _,,,. ... - , .. P, ..... :gra,'~,~"' 
, .. v.~,~>:., r1 v, . ~ r .. ~,-:-',· ._ ;-:is "-'P. • ·:·.'.· ~! !O J\{9.J:~ 
BY DomE BEAN · .,,,,,?;ff 
"•'7Cf,-n·: ,,:•,:; .) HE1W.D-L£ADER EolJCATION \V~ .'.::, '·t •. .:H.:r, :fui'l::J 
ii 
f:RANKF"ORT -:--::,\{entuc~S: $le-~·; . 
~~°rc;~~~=:i:r:zd~::~~~-~ 
. the difference by raising' tuition,· if · Gii'~· 
Brereton Jones' budget recommendation is approved:·, 
]ones' message to the university presidents: If they· 
need more money during the next two years, they 
should eliminate duplicated programs and meet tough 
new performance standards. 
The university presidents had agreed during meet-
ings of· the· governor's Higher Education· Review Com; 
mission late last year to cut more . than 200 programs 
that were duplicated at other state schools or had low 
enrollment But Jones said in his budget address last . 
night that they had not gone far enough. 
UNIVERSITIES: Jones. allots m·onei'U on construction priiiedi:".1&lnidg:" 
',1 · et recommends at leaiit,SJ,38:9.inil, 
for -bonded· construction. prolect.s . :i:n ina bo~~ed niil~~i~! .. 
tJI building at Ashlancf ·eo1ifiliiity ' 
(con-li~~,.J.) would give the universities in- College to $46 million for the Uni-
"There is too much hand- creases in their operating budgets versity of Kentucky's Common-
wringing and too little forceful of 2 percent in 1994-95 and 3 wealth Library; 
leadership; too much blaming, fin. percent in 1995-96. But all of the UK has raised.$20.million in. 
ger-pointing, and too little positive increase in the second year will be . private money for the "iibracy pro-· 
action," he said. tied to tahowdardwell tdrahey meet perform-. j~ ·•" ·: · . . 
The governor said part of the ance s n s wn up by the Other budget recommendations 
problem is that there are eight state Higher Education Review Commis- for higher education included: 
. sion in December. ■ I · th fund universities and 14 community col- ncreasmg e ing for 
leges in a state of less than 4 "It's not exactly what we were the College. Access Program from 
million and they were not account- looking for but a 2 percent and 3 $20.7 million to $26 million in 
able to any central authority. percent raise is an improvement budget year 1995 and $27.1 million 
"I think that we have been over what we've had in the past," in 1996. This program provides 
accountable and will continue to be said University of Kentucky Presi- low-interest loans to Kentucky stu-
accountable to the state," Kentucky dent Charles T. Wethington. dents. 
State University President Mary Universities got major in- ■ Focusing on · engineering 
Smith replied after the speech. creases in 1990 but have had to education in Kentucky' by -putting 
Jones also took the university endure repeated cutbacks since $800,000 more into a fund to be 
administrators to task for postpon- then because of state budget short- shared by the ·university of Ken-
ing ''tough management decisions falls. - · 1t:cky and the University· 9f Louis-
by increasing tuition charges to our The University of Kentucky's ville. The state also would provide 
students. That is wrong." Community College System fared $7 million in bond money to be 
His budget will allow already slightly better: Jones recommended matched by UK with $4 million in 
approved tuition increases for next 3 percent increases each year. private funds for a new mechanical 
year but none in the second year of The increases were far less engineering building. ·' ·. :. 
the budget - the first time since than the hefty increases - some as ■ ■ ■ · -·-
1980 that the universities have not large as 62 percent - requested by The Associated Press contri/Jut-
been allowed to increase tuitions. the universities. . . ed to this report. : , .. :,\· ·'-.'. 
In November the Council on · · Higher education would 'still ""'•"· · ·'' 
Higher Education,.which has limit- have about $40 million in new · 
ed authority over the universities' money to work with in 1994-95 -
programs and. budgets, . approved .. ·. about $15 ~on in state · 111:oney. 
mcreases of up to 14.3 percent for ... and $25 million from. the higher 
1994-95. ' tuitioIL ,•· 
Jones' budget recommendation Higher education fared better 
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Educating · · 
workforce 
gets priority·-: 
By JUDmi EGERTON ' · •. ,. 
Business Writer • ·.,;·. · .• ··, 
·FRANKFORT, Ky, - With'~gftf 
. of 10 Kentuckians lacking coll~ 
degrees, and one· in- four KentiJi:kSf! 
workers lacking a high school dip]o'l! 
ma, the· state must concentrate on 
. educating workers to· iinprove ecdi1 
nomic development. ··: · 
41lat's the message Gov. Breretoif 
Jones sent yesterday· in· includin&: 
$22 million in his two-yeat·tilidge'i: 
for new or expanded work'force 
education programs. · • ·. .:.. 
• Toe governor also recommended 
selling bonds· to build vocational'. 
schools in Hopkinsville • ariii" DaJil' 
ville that, together, ·will cost aboiif 
$15.2·million. · .... ,., w: 
· A new · technical· training centei 
proposed for Hopkinsville would be 
a. partnership between 'Hopkiiisville 
Community College and the stare'. 
technical education system.- It wi>wc\ 
offer literacy programs, career · asl 
sessments, · industrial · tecbnol~ 
and other educational services. ~"l! 
·: The Danville technical school. 
would provide training in health oci: 
cupations, computer technology anti· 
other industrial jobs. Jc 
"This is a major move," said Bil¥ 
Huston, secretary of the Workforci!I 
I>evelopment Cabinet, which Willi. 
created in 1990, '"Ibis is something' 
we've been starving for · for : 2():: 
years," said Huston, a former vocai-
tional teacher and director of t¥, 
Western Kentucky Vocational\ 
School. ~ 
Toe governor's initiative, callea' 
SKILL, also would move about 650 
people to , the· Workforce Develo~ 
ment Cabmet. · They now work fff' 
tlier ·for Employinent Services · anlf' 
Job Training Partnership Act ·pro!' 
grJlIIIS under the Cabinet for HumaW 
Services, or for the Department fcJi! 
Employment Services. Huston sai8' 
he; anticipatf!d no loss :of jobs· be-
cause of the consolidation.· ;<\,i:oaW' 
The proposed funding for t!iP 
work-force cabinet alsa indudei;: iii ··-·. .. . . . -.-- .... ·~r·,. 
· '■ $1.6 million in 1996 for 'a prir. 
. gram called Workplace . Essenti~/1 
Skills that will deliver .. litera ~ 
classes directfy to the ·work ·pla~ 
The state will send eight teache':!, 
out to small and medium-s~ busi;i, 
nesses. and . will. use four niobile 
classrooms and laptop comput!!rj!Ji 
the program, . ,---.;-. 
■ $2.5 million each year for th~ 
next two years to expand adult ed11jj 
cation and literacy programs to an1, 
other 5,000 people. . •. ;, 
■ $1.9 million in 1996 for the Ken: 
tucky Tech system, which offers vo-
cational training, to extend school 
hours on evenings and weekends s,r 
an additional 12,000 students mat 
be served. , 
■ $1 million to upgrade equipt 
ment at vocational schools. 
. ■ $3 million· for the next twq, 
years to provide training to .mo~ 
than 15,000 disabled people. . 
;. . THE. WORKFORCE~ 
This year 
$292.4 million 
. '• 
.. , ..... '• .t•I •· 
. 1995-96 +3Ql · -. · 
$311.9 million 10· ··· 
MAJOR CHANGES :::.::,,._-/ :.,., 
■ Asks $15.2 million:ln ,,:-;:'.:: . 
bonds for new vocational . ,:--; 
training centers in .. ,,.Jl.. . :'.,; .. ,,{ 
Jiopkinsville and Danyille: --~ ~ 
■ Proposes $3.5·ml1Hon to·:-,-~ . 
complete four new-01':, , .. -~.,;, 
expanded Kentucky;Tech .. ,~:·.~ 
.schools in Paintsville; .. ,~ ').::..~· · 
Anderson County, .• ...... , .. .,,,~ 
Mlddlesboro and Pike ... , • ·•: '· 
County, . •· •. •· :: ·\-~ ,_- :::· 
1jil": O,,n·· fl~~ n - 0 ,..... o· D ... ~~o·r ll 
rri . . \ .i ,r,~ •~~ ,u~~~ ·. _ •-~.,~ _1 
,. f; , . , la' ,•,t· l · The governor c:ainbined what trii- ! Fund m1n•-· i', 
~ TOM' FrUS '/J di' all 1.-.:.r..~bee ,. . l . ' ·~. I :l I if I taff•!Wrif; ·,,,, . lion y .... _..._ ," n r,sep~e Whichpayfq~4i!lu , 
,· ~. I , ~-; , , ,, · speeches-:- the budget address and ,, lion and 111osl ,sta ~ 
, l' .! ' : , , :i, the State of the Commonwealth Ad- programs - · to ~,r 
.rlf. , KfORT, Ky. - Gov. Brere- dress - into a single one-hour : crease from $4.6 bll• , 
l.1 I[ , n Jones proposed a two-year speech that inclµded his vision for lion this fiscal year 
1 , ii . , . ~dget last /Ugh! that was cr!ll111!1ed Kentucky and bis plan to spend by 6.6 percent to $4.9 · · Wn~ ';~J1:or:1r~ reorgamzation, , state dollars. to see that that vision billion in 1994-95, 
, , Jones told a joint session of the became reality. and then by 5 per- . . . 
G
,, ra1 As bl th t th b d 
1 
_' Jones opened bis address by re- cent to more than .$5.1 billion ID 
; · i·,,· ene sem y a e u ge ! . , 1995-96 
provides adequate money for educa- ~~Umg last week s record-b_reaklng · 
Hon refonns passed in 1990 to con- ,-,inter, storm and companng the Those growth estimates, on top of 
: [ tinue to mature - though it falls far ~hallenges facini; state government the existing lean budget, were the 
, i'; short of the amount requested by io that of National Guardsmen, basis of warnings that the next two 
i I Education . Commissioner Thomas ~late troopers and Transportation years also would force budget cuts : f: Boysen. · j~f loye~s. . But - in moves likely to be care-
r 
1
:· ,, .Jones also asked the General As- Our Job JS to move Ke1_1tucky fully scrutinized by the legislature's 
, Ii , sembly to pass the budget and other 4head, to ke~p Ken~cky m<!"1ffg, to budget committees - Jones was 
, 1' !•measures to initiate "reform" in pen up - if you will - highways able to supplement those projected 
: : areas, of health care, the welfare ! learning and economic opp~rtu- General Fund revenues by IDlple-
eystem, worker training, teacher 1ty that have too long remamed mentinting various measures such 
, training and in state government's ze1_1 ,and ~!ocked !or too many of as taking $40 mllllon per year from 
persoMel policies. ur citizens, he satd. the Road Fund, accelerating collec-
,. Beyond the sometimes modest And beyond_ the progress Jones lion of income tax; and increasing 
first steps the governor proposed to 'd bis budget would bring educa- back-tax collections.-
solve those complex problems, bis on, economic development and He also· '1,SS11I11es · in his budget 
, budget offers a more concrete lega- . ~1!1,e: areas, he insisted it was a re- that the legislature will pass meas-
' cy in providing funding for nearly !IJ~st!c budget that calls for a $130 . ures to recover about $69 million 
[$500 million in capital construction. '1ill10n surplus - about 2Ya percent per year in the wake of court deci-
, , , Yesterday was perhaps the most t- of the state's General Fund,' sions on a sales tax exemption and 
:Important day of Jones' term. Upon · Jones' budget is his plan for the coal severance tax. 
! taking office two years ago, Jones spending some $26 billion during That extra money makes all the 
[Inherited a grim revenue outlook tlte two-year bµdget period from difference for Jones in finding mon-
t
,and was forced to offer a lean budg- July 1, 1994, through June 30, 1996. ey for construction projects, educa-
et with few initiatives and little con- : The key part of that budget is the lion reform, 11Dd his myriad initia-
! !rtruction, $10.5 billion General Fund - the lives. 
f After budget cuts of the last three fund that gets money mostly from In education reform, Jones insist-
years and a hiring freeze that re- s1a1e taxes and provides most of the ed he was able to build momentum 
i duced the state payroll by about money for public schools and other Afoctr th
0
ef ~
1
e
9
n
9
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0
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,l,400 workers, Jones told a joint state functions. 
, : session of the legislature last night Jones said chances for revenue school funding programs will have 
, that he was offering a sound budget shortages during bis budget have increased bf $150 mllllon during bis 
· that would allow Kentucky to move been minimized be- administration, Though that num-
forward. cause of a joint exec- her sounds large, it amounts to only 
utive-legislative rev- about a 3 percent Increase in each 
enue forecasting pro- year of the budget. This basic fund-
cess used for the first ing is what school districts use for 
time. That forecast most expenses including salary. 
calls for General 
- r«)~ijuu.1Jt31.and. n~ 
"I ask•eve!f :1• this state to 11181m · · · · 
a top priority In · · · 1 • · · 
Jones said 1- • , 1 :,,. ,,. , ', . ' . ', .... ~: ' 
Some lawmakers are likely to 
!llove to increase basic school fund-
mg. , 
Besides basic school . funding 
Jones' budget includes increases fo; 
certain special programs within 
KE~ including family and yduth 
servt~e centers so that all of the ap-
proXImately 1,100 eligible schools 
can be served by that program. 
His budget also ,-wlll give, more 
money for school _CODiputers and for 
the program to ~ ~~ 
schools with cash bonuses;· ·.,,.,,, - . ·,,~ 
But Jones spent most of hisfad-
dress talking about Initiatives of his 
own. On bis top P,rlority of health 
care reform, Jones said, "I am Con-
fident that we will pass meaningful 
health-care reform In this session of 
the lem•lature " '· i\ · ', b- • ~ 
. And Jones mentioned the main is-
sue that is blocking· final consensus 
on health care reform - whether a 
s_ta~e board should be able to. place 
hnuts on health l!lsunmce premi-
ums. :, · 
"Some say that It would be unfair 
for a qualified board to have, the 
power to keep our citizens from be-
ing charged unreasonable health in-
surance premiums. I totally dis-
agree. If our health, care reform bill 
does not protect all Kentuckians 
from unreasonable charjles, then we 
will have failed," he satd. , · 
Jones' budget calls for an over-
haul of the Human Resources Cabi-
net - including reductions through 
attrition that would reduce the num-
ber of cabinet workers by about 
1,200 workers - a bit more than 10 
percent - in the 1995-96 fiscal year 
WH~~•)t:,•oES , . / . . .TO~L':,$25.43 i,imoii 
Chart ~,p_njjacled;state spending, Including ~!l~eral 
Fund, Road Funil, federal funds and other revenue. 
, : CAPITAL 1, ,. 
• Includes the Departmenl ol Education, 
the leachers' Rellrement System and Iha 
School Facilities Construction Commission. 
· CONSTRUCTION 
· -4,3o/o 
Souii:e: 1994-96 Executlv!! Budget 
Jones outlined his welfare reform 
proposal that generally requires 
welfare recipients to take part in 
education or job training programs. 
Jones said he would outline the de-
tails of this program later this week. 
A big W!m!er in.the budget is the 
· ~:--Workforte. l>evelop-, 
. ·men!' Cabinet, which 
would get it whop-
ping, 21 'pen:ent in-
crease over two years 
to fund a qew train-
ing p,rogram and as-
sume control of state 
worker training func-
tions. 
Jones proposed 5 
percent salary raises 
ID eiicb year of the 
budget for state em-
ployees. In addition, 
Jones proposed rais-
ing entry-level salanes of correc-
tions officers at prisons and patient 
STAFF CHART BY STEVE DURBIN 
aides at mental retardation facilities 
by an additional 15 percent. 
The governor put $6 million In 
the budget to build new 24-bed ju-
, venile detention facilities In North-
ern, Eastern, and Western Ken-
tucky. And he beefed-up the budget 
of the Kentuck>'. State Pollce to add 
30 new troopers to bring the State 
· police back to Its desired strength of 
1,000 troopers. 
Universities appear to be some-
thing of a loser In the budget. Al-
though Jones proposes funding for 
several major contruction priorities 
at the University of Kentucky and 
the University of Louisville, basic 
state support for universities was in-
creased by only 2 percent in the 
first year of the budget and 3 per-
cent in 1995-!16. Universities.had re-
quested increases of 3 and 5 per-
cent. 
Jot.JES (~a:r-~- -. mniroD..·siiik--,s-tiiiiiiiieuieilu ·cc~---,- ... 
bonds and scattered vocational• 
technical education buildiDgs will 
dot the rural areas with state pork. But the most popular part of Jones' budget was the funding he 
proposed for a score of capital con-
struction projects. He proposed 
funds for the library and a mechani-
cal engineering building at the Uni-
versity of Kentucky. Louisville got 
money to· expand the Common-
wealth Convention Center, for the 
University of Louisville football sta-
dium, for the .medical research fa. 
cility at U of L. 
Regarding warnings from some 
lawmakers that the state's debt load 
cannot handle more bonds, Jones 
said his budget proposes a modest 
level of new debt for badly-needed 
and previously started projects. 
Northern Kentucky also got a 
convention center. And Jones $100 
"This level of new· debt when 
coupled with the lowest interest 
rates in 30 years make this debt 
package a prudent and sound in-
vestment in Kentucky's future," 
Jones said. 
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There's Iio tuition increase 
in the boo~ for state colleges 
By RICHARD WILSON 
Staff Writ.er HIGHER EDUCATION 
. . 5488 MILLION IN BONDS 
Gov. !3rere1on Jones asks t~e General Assembly tci authori2 
$488 million in bonds for a wide-ranging list of, buildihg projec 
In neartY, every part of the state. The list does· {IOt lnclude the 
$100 million bond issue approved two years ago·to Improve 
the state park system. Those bonds have yet to be sold; . 
FRANKFORT, Ky. - There's Thia year $46 MILLION University of Kentucky eci1J1mon~ealth 
good news for state university' stu• $1.78 billion Library. , .. , i : . 
dents and their parents in the pro- "'N.....;.;.,;;..;c;::;,,:.;_;_______ $14.7 MILLION Univers'ity of Kentucky_..,,.,..,M_ 1·ca1 . 
~~~B9!~~ones has his $f~~irircm +3o/o engineering building. -~C'-,..._,,. ". 
way. there will he no tuition in-
199
5-96 '2.5 MILLION Commonwealth.~ventlQii,Cenfer::·. · 
creases in the next two years, Stu• $
1
.
9 
billion + 3o/o Louisville, renovation ·ri\expaniiioli:, ~- :. · 
dent leaders had aiticized Increases $7 MIWON University of Louisville,· · · l stadium..,-r past two years as too much too MAJOR CHANGES: . · s,4 MILUON · Un_iv':rsily of Lbu . , · -• ·1ca1 research · 
,°f-i•m happy to see that-~ vol~ ■ ~o·new Increases In building. ·,, ,.; ~,t~:-r r·;-· •";;; :·•·· 
did not fall on deaf ears," said tuition over the next two $2.8' MILLION ~:r~/~g~od Center, ff~_.\~. ,le'.:_~r_ass_, __ ~m . 
Lance Dowdy, student gowmment years. 
president at the University of Ken- ■ Four-year universities and $25 MILLION Northern Kentucky Convention Center. 
tucky. two-year community colleges would gel more $3 MILLION Northern Kentucky farmers market. 
~rail, Jones' proposal calls for h $17 .5 MILLION K mpney for several major building money eac year. entucky History Center, Frankfort. 
projects and improvements in engi- ■ New buildings at the $4 MILLION Design money for new state office · 
neering programs at UK and the University of Kentucky and building, Frankfort. · · .- •· -.· _. , 
U--~- ·ty f Louisvill' nn,, ti na1 University 'of Louisville. $8 M uncrsl o e. 7:r-ra o . ILLION Hopkinsville Community College Regional funding for the universities would ■ Campus funding in 1995- Technical Training Center .. , .,;i ., .. ,. .• 
be Increased by 2 percent next year ::i!:':1!: areas $10 MILLION Hazard. Community College Student/Arts 
and 3 percent In 1995-96. UK com• as student retentlon· and _ . . Center.. · :, · ::'. -. , · ~ .. ·· . . 
munity colleges would get 3·pen:ent graduation rates." ' ·- .. , 0 ' · •A • MIWON Ashl d Co · increases each year. ,__ an mmunity College Classroom · 
Jones' proposal fell short of In• Building. _ . · - _ . 
creases recommended by the Coun- UK, -which wou1· d. $7.1 MILLION Vocational-tethnical-'""•~"""n,bulldlng ... : 
c:if on Higher Education and fund- abou $ • • · have t? raise Danville. • "-"."~" · ,. : · ' 
lilg sought by the univeislties, noted d tu 11f Lmilliouln dfordivi~~dproJect. UK •sa:;;-;;.8~M=1L~L-;:IO;;;N~--:M~o::::r:::eh::::e~a-;-;:dS:-ta-,-te-,U:-:-n~~..:.-·~--·..;..,._-..:.,,:.i __ re'.· ~novatl·~-.:..· ;i·•~i.:0°n.!':.:.._·0·, .. • ·
Dan Lacy of Ashland, who heads an ° ~o e_ $~.~ . .. '""""'7" 
~b cltluns lffllllP Kentucky Advo- '.' eac:1?- Yell! to 1D1prove their existing :..-=-;;;~=;---lap~~Pi:=-:n-:-H.:::a~ll-:....._,,..:..-...,...-:-'1:::::·.;:_~;:2:,;t,::.:· 0,:·-.,-,~·2:"T'-".::'"'.'.'.''"'.:.c' .~' ·:::::" 
~es for .. Higiier . Education. 1be ·) engmeenng pro~ and . UK $1 SO MILLION !;load Bonds, final phase of '$600· milllOn council had asked for 
8 
3 percent would fet an ~ddi~onal $1 milli~n ;..;;;-;=-;-;:=:--~p~ro~g:!!.ram~~start~~ed~in~1990:~-:..:··.:..· ....::"':.:.··;..' ·:...:'··:.:,''·:.::·~;,.-::..:.. 
increase the first year and 5 percent to deve op engmeenng programs 18 S3S MILLION Phase II of state prison In Mutilenberg 
the second. the heavily Industrialized Paducah . County. · .• :· . ·. _-. 
~•~ the other hand;'itwas "not a•'.~. b-dget .also., uth. .. ~'- '·<~1~1~1;M~l~W~~O~N~==~Oth~~e~r;eo;~rr;ecti;;·o;ns;::1a~;ci;1iti;aa.;-;:;,-~·~--.:_.~-~~--t·~;.,,.~:~~. 
cut," Lacy said. ''It was an Increase me u . a onz15. mil• •• MILL In 'funding, albeit small. and it was a lions of dollars 18 bond_s for a ~e- ;;-~';;';;;;;IO~N7.;:;;---:;:F:::arm=la7n~d~p:::_re~s~e~rv~a~tio~n;.,J·p~r!::og!!!ramc!!·~-:_:·"..:•· .. _·•.:.· '.:_' 
substantial commitment to capital ty of other construction proJects. StU .6 MIWON Other (various other tiond-~o-_i'. · asic .• __ 
building." ()K won final approval for its $58 · . '· · maintenance of state •facil•'· · .,b<!nd. 
· In 1995-96, the budget allots man- .. million <:ommonwealth Library, a programs like Kentur.kv In · cture: • , · 
ey;to the schools on the basls.-of. com~lnation· student .center-per- Authority) -·:
1·,.--~~~•-~-·h-
tfleir performance in such ·areas as fo~ arts center at Hazard Com• ---------,--·---=_.....;.'"i-~c : ... ·, r-..;.;.. ;::...:· ' :;:'..:...,".:;_·:, 
student retention, graduation rates m~!Y College, and a . class~m STAFF ·cHART BY W;RC ~ 
and quality of programs. Toe gover- building at Ashland Commuruty 
nor called that a new way of hold· College. UK has raised $12 million 
ing the schools more accountable. of the money for the library. 
"If additional money is needed, Completing the renovation of a 
further reductions - of duplication science hall at Morehead State Uni-
can be achieved by the university versity is in the budget, as is 
presidents," he said. $200,000 in planning money for a 
Jones singled out engineering building at UK's rural health center 
education for special treatment In at Hazard. 
his budget by recommending con- State student financial-aid pro-
struction of an $18.6 million me- grams also were Increased by sever-
chanical engineering building at al million dolJars. 
- -L 
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Words·· of ··praise--
··Ti.ming couldn't have been better 
for Little's donation to Morehe~d State 
Those who think that fairy 
godmothers only exist in fic-
tion haven't made the ac-
quaintance of Lucille Caudill 
Little, who.last week donated 
$1 million to · the fine arts 
program. at . Morehead State . 
University. 
Morehead recently sliced 
programs and instituted aus-
terity measures as part of a 
statewide budget-cutting pro-
gram at · Kentucky's state-
supported · institutions of 
higher learning. · 
So Little's donation - the 
largest ever received by the 
university · - · couldn't have 
come at a better time. 
The "i:Ii.orteiwill be· used to 
endow the College of Hu-
manities, according to More-
head President Ronald Eag-
lin, who plans to recommend 
that the college be renamed 
the Caudill College of Hu-
manities. 
Although Little now re-
s ides in Lexington, the 
Rowan County native has 
never·•-forgotten .·· the -county 
where she grew up or.the les-
sons of. her. late father, Cir-
cuit Judge Daniel Boone Cau-
dill. 1<4.~1· ';·:~ ::; ......... , .,. ,.,·' .-:~ ,··~ 
"I've· j)~n raised that you 
share your wealth, and par-
ticularly in education," she 
· said. "Dad wai; interested in· 
education. Dad said that was 
the · one· thing you should 
strive for." · .... ;,, •··" .. 
Little's donation will help 
many young people in their 
own quesf for ah education; a 
legacy that will honor the 84-
year-old philanthropist for 
her foresight and generosity. 
Ashworth helps ACC 
Another area college, Ash-
land Community College, 
also is benefiting from a 
woman's belief in education. 
Helen Ashworth of Ash-
land, who helped her dys-
lexic son achieve both a high 
school diploma and a college 
degree at a. time when public 
schools had no learning dis-
ability· ass:istance programs 
in place, has funded ACC's 
Library for the Study of 
Learning' Disabilities in· 
honor of her late son, Robert 
Warner Ashworth. 
· ·'•Earfier~'this··--year, that 
mini-library was given first 
prize Jin ''.the" Proud Projects~ 
Award of ~he Learning Dis-, 
abilities Association, cited as 
the community project best 
exemplifying the mission of 
the organization. 
Some people , might have 
been content to rest on their 
laurels after such an honor, 
but.not Helen Ashworth. 
She· now . sees as her· mis-
ston~lettlng:the-public - par-
ticularly medical· and educa-
tiona,l,,pi;9f~.~sionals ·-. know_. 
that-tiiisresoiirce'.exfsts.·" ..... 
••-.J-•--r--..-,--,-••·..,~-••r...,.., ·-•-• •-• •" 
:•Ashwoith~s __ interest in· 
learning-:'."disabilities may 
have'~lJ'egim- with-~her · own 
chilii'and het·ccincern that he 
have:·evepr ·opportunity to 
Lacht:ve liis'polimtfiil. -~ -: , · ~ · 
• • I •••• 
' But the , result of her dedi-
cation is that this region can 
boast of the only :library of 
its kind irt'.the'state, a place" 
where te~chers and parents 
can come in their attempts to 
make sur~ all children have· 
the chance for success that · 
they deserve. 
-- -- - -'·-'="·"-·""' ___ _ -- ----- - MSU_::-ARCHWES '!t_ \ 
9 J 11_,.,...... . '2 - ,iz. ::; 
MSU Clip Sheet 
A sampling of recent artides of interest to Morehead State University 
The Dally-,r.@epe,\aen1'$.uhianiifi<'entuckY'r,-it,liiiiiiiiWYii( ----,S. 
· --- could. hel : '.:\atea~-Btll . . . -· .,,.,_ Jt.., ,.,,.,,~ ... 
lure more industry--
I \"1,'+l'"'"i... "''\.f'"::.O~ ... ..... . . ., . . .. . ' - . . : ' ... , :, ,  , .. ·, , 
Would J. oin more counties w~os~~y~a
1
i~ty•s·un~-
. ployment rate must remam 
in rural economic system ~~~v:o~~~u~~!!\e~~~e1i9~~ 
Rowan County's rate was one-
By JIM ROBINSON 
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT 
tucky that doesn't qualify for tenth of a percentage p_oint 
the Kentucky Rural Economic below the average. 
Development Authority pro- Stacy's bill would group 
gram. The others are Boyd, counties and use their collec• 
MOREHEAD -:-. Rowan and Greenup, F!eming;:Leslie and tive unemployment rate to de• 
other area comities would be Mason counties. termine eligibility for the pro-
able to lure new industry The program exempts for as gram, which Calvert calls one 
more easily if it qualifie~ fo~ a long . as 25 years qualifying of the most powerful in the na• 
lucrative state industrial Ill· companies from paying state tion. 
centive program that most of income taxes on their profits, Using only a ·county's unem• 
its neighbors are eligible for, instead allowing them to use ployment rate is unfair be-
the county's top economic de• that money for land, buildings cause it doesn't accurately re-
v el op men t official said and equipment for ·their fleet a county's economic con• 
Wednesday. plants. · · :-:. · · -. ' dition, Calvert said .. For 'in-· 
Tom Calvert, executive di• Companies may divert as stance, per capita income in 
rector of the Morehead-Rowan !Iluch as 6 percent of the state Rowan County is below that of 
c O un t y Economic De• mcome tax from the wages of Bath County, which qualifies, 
velopment Council, _said he's their employee,:~}:~Y}J~_~e .. , ; he said. . 
backing. legislation· proposed same needs. ·' . , . ,, 1 "It's a very unfall" posl~on 
by Rep. John Will Stacy, D· Rowan County doesn t quaµ-_ that we're. in because i~_!!>!l't, 
West Liberty;--1:hat· would fY for .the P~~ be~~e itss hooking at 'tfie,total· pi.,'1. 
change eligibil_i_ty _require- unemployment· ra.fe dip_p~d, JCalvertsaili, .. ,,~~&ti;&;_-~·:.· 
ments for th&progrimi. , ii ~low--the,-state-:eve~1•:,\~~mmt"'ii1lit~il'i'e! 
Rowan County is one of only :1991; ·the only· tfine•that s· hap-. F1iiiimmi"ili&iiiif-ti;.;;..~: 
a handful counties in chroni• 'jien~d .since the ~ural E~o- .- r°nonrlc°''<l.ifvi,fuplrie~th>~~ifi;i' 
cally depressed .• e~t!lrn _Ken- nom1c De_velopm~nt Authority I Rowan><louittt, Calvert-'said. 
· ·-----·,-·-···--··· ···- .... ------· "" .. , · Nearby··Montgomery County-
LEx1NGTON HERALD-LEADER, LExlNGTON, KY. ■ WEpNESDAY, JANUARY 26, 1994 has seen three new plants lo-
■ HIGHER EDUCATION 
Wethington 
oppo~~~---.!~~ 
to put·free~ 
on tliit(oi1}'.~:- ,:: 
••. • •··•. C.:•e-tl .J:,. ,_.y•-1( ~,:_,f:!,. I 
· BY D(!mE BE'AN ]._, •; ,. 
HERAU>lEADER EooCAllOlj WRITER .. 
·• , •. I• 
Gov. Brereton Jones' r lrudget 
proposals for higher education re-
ceived a warm reception. at the 
University of Kentucky;_.yesterday 
- with one glaring,exceptiJIQ; · ,, ,, 
UK President Charles Wething-
ton questioned the wisdom. ~hind 
Jones' proposal to•freeze;tuition: . 
Wethington told the:UK Board 
of Trustees that Jone!t ;proposal 
takes responsibility· for deciding 
tuition away from the Council on 
Higher Education aod throws it to 
the General Assembly. 
"It will be interesting to follow 
this and detennine if the General 
Assembly really wants that," 1 
Wethington said. 
The legislature gave the council 
authority to raise tuition aod come 
up with a fonnula to· divide higher , 
education ,resouri:es· fairly:.among, 
the uriiversities;:Severa!ilegmlators-1 
who sit on- education commi~ 
recently have said they don't want 
to return to that situatio1L11 ·.-, ,,,; · ,;;_' 
, Meanwhile, in Frankfort aooth• 
er; of Jones' higher edtication .pro-
posals .was aiticiud. by; Senate 
budget ,chairman Michael' R. Mo-
loney, D-Lexington., ,,,;,_,s.,,1w ., ,,. , 
.. Moloney questioned ' the · plan · 
for awarding a 3 percent · budget 
increase to universities in.1995-96 
on the basis of perfomiaoie.. ___ ,. ,. 
•. Th lao ·calls: for''the .Gover-1 . e p .• . . I 'Mana'"• • 
of,i Office of P.Qlicy·~""' . 111!'' 
~eift•1o~de1ermine\ivfirciw~i 
ties qualify for· increases. · · ir \ l 
: !"rhe·Couru:if <in'tr.;.i;&,_Eiluca-: ,·- .. ··• . ... . - . ·- ,,_.,.t~~ ....... 
lion aod its statutory supervisory• 
role appears to be greatly ~-
ished or eliminated," Moloney saui 
cate there in the last year, and 
the program would help lure 
new industry to Rowan Coun-
ty's new industrial park, he 
said. 
Morehead State University 
President Ronald EaglinA;lid 
he. would·illk~ to see-the!_@te =~~w•~~-; 
part-time seasonal liell ;'The 
, SC~Q.<1!,;,h~~,§~., · :,. 
ment·statlstics.,::1·'••i.-
"I"think it's .· 
county. to CQunt .. ¢.i. 
bers because it. Ii~ · 
true ·pictur.e .. o • 'Q._ •' 
m~?-t 5ta;tus !JI;( ~ . )t ,. 
ty, Eaglin satdt, .. ~'\. . . .., ~ 
If those numbers ha 
been coun~,-.. ·-
said· 'Rowan ·'C<iun'\y's ·'Q.1! , 
ployment rate.probably wOW,il·. ...... ~~• .... _'111 
~ ~d h~:d: f?.yqE: .·_·~. _i_·_· :i! 
lation or 1m adrnmJslta~ . · m 
tion that would retriia. ' Y.. § 
omit those jobs from the- labor; :D 
d ualify ru,· i' -statistics an q ,,~. m 
County for the program. .. ,, ., , ~ 
~~~ tr°i.. [ac1rl? ..;tti tfli= . w ~ 
g. ni 0 ""d6: e.B.g9tn~Ee.la-(D aq. ,n i 
~,~,sg~•ggtg 0 ~s~~~r1i1, 
· ia:rirJ·1[l1!:-!!;,;_i~i~lt-:c. ~ 
gJt~~~i;~lll,-a~"'g~,;~ci.e-,·-;r ~ 
er ·"' c .Ill,,"' c,, ., '" 8 .., ~ ~ s;~ e, 1!I, -. c · .:rlD ~00-·~i~· •ifil;'B [~&! ilo.!f~ - 0 ~ 
"' i&ifJi-5 g.i;~fi; ~~ ~g; =-~ !}._s:: ~ 
[g1 f;t ~iiJ~~ !if Jli.i!iili:r ~ 
Jo::! • ~Ji ~rg. .. c; ~ .. g .... Ill a .... e _-? !i;i:,.ID ◄ ,.,~, · ..-l ,. i!:iil JD '<- 111 .i ... i;r a- Ii: -a: a: :;;,- !l .,.. n ~ 
"";;:- e=~;:- 'it~llilil!l i ~s ;:.,_~ ~EE !f. i 
~1:--.~'k~ .. ,z.~_itaii:Q.;._suJt-!.a,i= :11 -~ 
1 
ndg~t .. chiij$ .(,qn,ecti~ii Joned'{ teffliiiie/'#,estimaws 
• •'>i• ' . ! ' ' . ··-· ----,-- --
' roposal relies'.: on ; changes iii . ffiX · lamflf.{ :~~h:~~!l~~f ~v~~ ·. !~ ~cte!~~~!~!1i#°:i r~. :1';=t~r~;~ t~:11~~~h~~~~d -
,; · . • • }he stales mcol!,f8 ,\~ ;~e .J1el<t more than $34 rru!Jion .over th~ n~t / bl')ng,.i11 is fl!l~ an estjinate .. 
BY CHAD CARLTON Senate budget chief Michael R. ew years. . • . .- ; . two Y~rs. The $2-for-$1 . ratio. Moloney .. also questioned the 
I. ! HERALD-LE'ADER FRANKFORT BuREAU Moloney, D-Lexington, warned his The potential l?sses: m rev~nue would mcrease to $5-for~l m the ratios, saying previous spending on . : FRANKFORT - Questions be- colleagues on the Seqate Appropri- from_ losmg court cases outweig~s next few years, Hable said. Revenue Cabinet jobs had not re-
, building yesterday about ations and Revenue Committee that· possible losses from a:slo:wdown Ill "I don·t disagree with what suited in so much additional rim ,,. 
· hether the state has enough man- if the laws aren't rewritten to keep the sta1e economy, he:.said. you're trying to do," Moloney told ey. Long also said he is concern.::i 
· to pay for Gov. Brereton Jones' the revenue flowing, spending cuts Moloney also •; 'questioned Revenue Cabinet ~~tary Kim about whether the projected in-
10.2 billion spending plan for the must follow. w~eth~r the governor's plan to Burse. durmg her bi:t~ng to the trease is too optimistic. 
' t two years. The state also will have to pay brmg m more money by cracking committee yesterday. Burse defended the administra-
. II Key legislators are particularly $20 million to $40 million in re- down ?n tax ch~ts will produce But Moloney saii:I he is worried lion's estimates and promised to 
, • cerned with his proposal to funds to federal retirees as a result the esttmated savmgs. because the plan counts on spend- work with lawmakers to show how 
" nd $440 million from tax laws of losing a lawsuit over inequities The Jones administration said ing much of the increase in tax they arrived at their figures. 
, ·· t have been declared unconstilu- in taxing their pensions. 
onal by courts. The biggest potential loss is the 
'.. "That's spending money that tax on health-care providers, a levy 
.aren't guaranteed," said House that means $150 million in annual 
oget chief Marshall Long, D- income. That money allows the 
lbyville. J)' state to get about twice that:. 
~Joite; arg/ies that Kentucky can amount in federal dollars for Ken-
those dollars rolling in by tucky's Medicaid program. 
ing relatively simple changes Last fall, a lower court declared 
:ihe laws. But Long and other the tax unconstitutional because it· 
wmakers are worried that their asks a small group to pay for the 
lleagues might balk on- the revi- needs of the general population. 
ns because of widespread aver- The case is on appeal to the 
on to any tax changes. Kentucky Supreme Court. 
''. Cabinet Secretary Kevin Hable Long said the governor will 
d lawmakers that Jonf/1 will lead ' have to do "a good deal of wooing'' 
' charge to persuade the legisla- to get lawmakers to pass a re-
to :close. loopholes in two tax vamped tax on health-care provid-
. · ptions that will cost the state ers. 
· ly, $70 ibillion in annual reve- It probably . -will take some 
, 'e, beginning in July. wheeling and dealing on building 
projects, such as the improvements 
' The state· would lose $63 mil- at state parks, to get some legisla• 
, a year as a result of vague tors' votes, he said. 
ording in · a tax law covering Merl Hackbart, a University of 
I
;,· emptions for industrial equip- Kentucky professor and former 
en!. An additional $7 million budget director who helped esti-
nually would be lost because of a mate revenues for the next two 
urt ruling that broadens exemp- Id I k I · 
· !ions on the coal-severance tax. years. 10 awma ers ,e 15 con-
leges and the university's oth-
er operations across the state 
shut down for a day. 
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Diplo1n~ _ droop 
Students discover there's no. such 
thjng as too much' education today 
It is an exaggeration to say 
that a high-school degree 
· qualifies a person to work at 
a burger joint while a college 
degree qualifies a person to 
manage a burger joint. But 
such hyperbole makes a 
point: Iii a highly com-
petitive global economy that 
is also slow-growing, a basic 
college diploma isn't the pre-
dictor of lucrative employ-
ment it once was. · 
Those at higher-education's 
ground iero - students -
have grasped this dismal re-
ality and are adjusting their 
plans to fit. A new survey of 
220,757 freshmen sponsored 
by the American Council on 
Education finds that 65 per- · 
cent - almost two-thirds -
intend to go to graduate 
school. Their clear hope is 
that a post-graduate degree 
will open career doors to 
which the old educational 
keys no longer fit. 
One reason that domestic 
competition for good jobs has 
heated up relates to the high-
er career aspirations of 
women. No longer do most 
girls go to college primarily 
to locate suitable matrimo-
nial material. In 1967, three 
times more men than women 
pursued a master's degree. 
Now, reports the survey, 66 
percent of female freshmen 
plan to obtain advanced de-
grees, versus 63 percent of 
males. The influx of women 
into the professions has mar-
velously doubled society's 
. talent pool. It also means that 
more educated Americans 
are chasing the premium 
jobs. 
-And, of course, others are 
in the chase. U.S. companies 
. increasingly recruit from 
abroad, while American uni-
versities award more than . . 
half of their engineering and 
math Ph.D.s .. to non-citizens, 
70 percent of whom remain 
in this country to work. Fur-
ther complicating the job 
hunt is an economic slow-
down among the industrial-
ized nations, which aren't 
creating positions as in times 
past. While the p.s. economy 
hardly roars, Europe, with 
double-digit unemployment, 
has it even worse. · 
These trends, plus the need 
for an advanced degree to 
even enter many specialty 
fields, are slowly making col-
lege more than a four-year 
enterprise. Given the ex-
pense of academe, · this raises 
the danger of class division 
as only the "haves" become 
able to give their children a 
competitive education. 
Equalizing opportunities 
may be a task for the future. 
Right- now, it's. enough for 
young people to know that 
there's no such thing as too 
much education. 
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Campus robbery, assault reported up 
WASHINGTON - Reports of robbe,y, assault and motor-vehi-
cle theft on college campuses rose last year, but there were fewer 
burglaries and murders than a year earlier, according to a survey 
of 77 4 schools. 
The Chronicle of, Higher Education, analyzing security state-
ments from the schools, reported yesterday that tliere were I 353 
on-campus robber,ies in 1993, up about 12 percent from 1992. 
The colleges reported 3,224 cases of aggravated assault up 
from 3,141; and 7,350 motor-vehicle thefts, up from 7,159. Burglar-
:es dropped about 4 percent, to 21,478, the newspaper said, while 
the number of murders fell by one, to 17. 
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-UK College of Business honors 
9 alumni with new Hall of Fame 
HERALDillOER STAFF REPORT 
A former Kentucky governor, a business educator 
and seven present or former business executives were 
named yesterday to a new Hall of Fame at the 
University of Kentucky. 
The College of Business and Economics yesterday 
kicked off a push to recognize some of its leading 
alumni. At least two alumni will be added each year, 
said Richard W. Furst, dean of the college. 
Selected this year are: 
■ Edward T. Breathitt, Kentucky governor from 
1963-1967. Breathitt, chairman of the UK Board of 
Trustees, was vice president for public affairs for 
Southern Railway for 20 years. 1948 graduate. 
■ Cecil C. Carpenter, former UK professor and 
dean of the College of Commerce. In his 16-year tenure, 
he started the Kentucky Banking School and the 
building that houses College of Business and Econom-
ics went up on campus. 1926 graduate. 
■ Robert T. McGowan, former vice chairman of 
the Ashland Oil board of directors and a former UK 
board chairman. 1951 graduate. 
■ Roger E. Mick, former chief financial officer and 
vice president of Hospital Corp. of America. 1968 
graduate. , 
■ Carl F. Pollard, board chairman of Columbia 
Healthcare Corp. and former president and chief 
operating officer of Humana Inc. 1960 graduate. 
Ii James E. Rogers, chairman, president and chief 
executive officer of PSI Energy Inc. and chairman of 
PSI Resources Inc. 1970 graduate. 
■ Warren W. Rosenthal, former CEO, president 
and chairman of Jerrico Inc. 1947 graduate. 
■ Chris T. Sullivan, chairman and CEO of Out-
back Steakhouse Inc. 1972 graduate 
■ R. Elton White, president of AT&T Global 
Information Solutions, formerly NCR Corp. 1967 grad-
uate. 
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OK college's facilities go from rundown 
to desperate in wake of winter storm 
BY ERIC KLEIMAN 
HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITER 
Ralph Christensen is an associate professor of 
adiation sciences at University of Kentucky's College 
,f Allied Health Professions, a man who has had his · 
;hare of education. But no amount of high-priced 
raining could have prepared him for his job this week. 
Each day, Christensen has brought towels from 
1ome to soak up water leaking into his office through 
, rotted wooden baseboard. He has even climbed out 
Lis window onto an adjacent roof from time to time to 
;iphon water off his building. · 
Last week's paralyzing winter storm and subzero · 
emperatures caused water pipes to burst, ceiling tiles 
o crumble, metal support beams to rust and mildew-
1lagued rooms to stink. 
The poor conditions are nothing new to the college. 
lut as faculty, students and staff wrestled with the · 
,roblems this week, Gov. Brereton Jones was announc-
rrg a budget containing provisions by which a 
,roposed new building could be started. 
While Jones would let UK spend federal and 
,rivate money- that which could be used for buying, 
,reparing a site and designing the $29.5 million 
building - he did not include in 
his budget any state money, which 
would be required for construction. 
Jones' budget gives the college 
the green light to seek $11 million 
in federal money and to spend up to 
$6 million in private money, more 
than half of which has already been 
raised. 
The college, home to 1,362 stu-
dents studying subjects ranging 
from physical therapy to health 
administration, welcomed Jones' 
budget. But reaction was tempered 
by the prospect of working in the 
dilapidated buildings until a new 
facility can be built. 
The college - the largest in 
UK's medical system - consists of 
10 buildings spread across the cam-
pus. Some offices are in rented 
space in a nearby Winn-Dixie gro-
cery complex. 
Others are in a converted inn 
that houses faculty offices known 
as "The Old Motel," which was one 
of the buildings hit hardest by the 
storm. Six professors were forced to 
evacuate the building, and many 
others moonlighted as janitors to 
keep their offices sanitary enough 
to endure. · 
"Even if a new building is 
approved, it'll be at least three 
years," Christensen said. "What am 
I going to do until then? 
"I don't know what I'll do if we 
get a hard rain. This place will be a 
swamp." 
Fund-raising for a new building 
began three years ago. 
"What happened here with the 
storm just crystallized our needs," 
said Tom Robinson, dean of the 
school. "This is a crisis. These 
buildings are so antiquated." 
As the school has ballooned 
from 350 students in the mid-1980s 
to four times that number today, 
space limitations also have become 
a major problem. 
"Yeah, you can imagine the 
jokes," said Terry Malone, director· 
of physical therapy. "They call it 
WDU, Winn-Dixie U." 
Tom Robinson, dean of the 
college, had petitioned for state and 
federal money for a new, central 
building after getting the universi-
ty's approval. The problems caused 
by last week's storm accentuated 
the need, he said. 
"I'm not sure some of these 
offices are going to be able to be 
used again they're in such bad 
shape," Robinson said. "Ever." 
The college's soaked, pungent 
condition is a source of embarrass-
ment, said Malone, who tried to 
hide the worst areas while inter-
viewing a potential faculty member 
from Florida on Tuesday. 
''What a great day to convince 
her this is the place to be," Malone 
said. 
